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L CHAKRADHARA RAO

DRAVIDIAN LOAN WORDS
IN SANSKRIT

The vocabulary of Sanskrit language is divided into

two categories: native words which can be traced back

to Proto-Indo-European and loan words which ar^ im-

ported at some time from a different language, The

contact between tw6 languages is the cause for linguistic

borrowing. In India Sanskrit had contacts^with Dravid-

ian and other languages like Munda from second mil-

lennium B.C. There is no doubt about the influence of

Sanskrit language on other linguistic families. Other

languages like Munda and Dravidian languages influ-

enced Sanskrit language also.

.,

- V<> f >

This kind of linguistic borrowing is recognized by Jai-

mini who made a sutra: coditam tu pratiyeta avirodfiat

pramajnena, (Mimamsa-darsana, 1.3.10) for this pur-

pose. Jaimini opines 'when the meanings of the words

of Vedas are not understood by Aryans and well un-

derstood by mlecchas (anaryans 'not Aryans') one can

grasp meanings? from them'. Sabara confirmed the sutra
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and elaborated its meaning In* Ms BhUsya. Kumarila

Bhatta (9th. century A.D.) in Ms Tantravartlka supported
the occurrence of Dravidian as well as other loan words

in Sanskrit. He states that some Sanskrit scholars give
folk etymologies to Dravidian words by resorting to add
vowels to Dravidian words which have consonantal end-

ings and gives some examples. Kumarila Bhatta states

that pap, wMch means 'serpent', is a Dravidian word
and is not a Sanskrit word as stated by Sanskrit pan-
dits who derived it from Sanskrit papa, wMch means
'sin'. Note the following etymology of the word pap
and appreciate the sagacity of Kumarika Bhatta:

pamu n. 1. 'serpent', 2. 'a planet known as Rahu',
Ka. pavu, 'serpent', Kod. pambi, Tu. pavu, Ta.

Ma. pambu, To. pob, Kol. pam, NK. pam, bam,
Ga. Ollari bam, P.Dr. *pap (Teiugu Etymological

Dictionary, vol. V, p. 120 translated).*

D.E.D. entry 4085 confirms Tantravartiira.

Kumarila further writes that atara which means

'way' is a loan word from Dravidian and Sanskrit schol-

ars construed it with Sanskrit root tr - tarane and tells

the folk etymology for atara is one wMch cannot be

crossed. The etymology of the word is given below:

Ta. tari 'way, road, path, right mode', tarai 'way,

path' (< Te. dari), Ko. adari 'road, path', Ka. dari

'way, road, path', Tu. dari id., Te. dari id. 'manner,
mode'. Cf. Ta atar, 'way, path, public road, rule'.

(D.E.D. entry 3170).

The Teiugu Etymological Dictionary (vol. IV,

p. 227) reconstructed its Proto form as *atar.

Abbreviations and transliteration are as used in

D.E.D. (A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, 1984).
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Kumarila gives several other Dravidian words like

cor, aZ, vajir, etc. and condemns the unnecessary ef-

forts of Sanskrit scholars who tried to prove them to be

Sanskrit.

/

We have to eulogize the wisdom of Jamini, Sabara

and Kumarila Bhatta for their etymologies of Dravidian

words. Their statements are supported by the modern

linguists.

Sanskrit grammarians and lexicographers are not so

discriminatory as the Dravidian grammarians and lex-

icographers who clearly stated that a great number of

Sanskrit words entered into their languages and care-

fully distinguished them from native Dravidian words.

There are certain principles to decide the Dravidian

origin to Sanskrit words.

If the word is an isolated one in Sanskrit and has

no root and derivatives and is surrounded by Dravidian

languages in which the word is prevalent and has root

and derivatives, then it must be a word, taken from Dra-

vidian languages. When Sanskrit language has several

synonyms expressing the same object or idea while the

Dravidian languages have only one word to indicate the

object or idea then the word must be of Dravidian ori-

gin. When the Sanskrit word has no cognates and when
the word is found in almost all Dravidian languages the

word must be an original Dravidian word and is bor-

rowed into Sanskrit. Lexicographers and grammarians
offer fanciful (folk) etymologies to the word which Dra-

vidian lexicographers and grammarians deduce it from

Dravidian root, the word must be of Dravidian ori-

gin. When the meaning of the word in Dravidian lan-

guages is radical and natural whilst that of Sanskrit is
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metaphorical or collateral, then the word miist be con-

sidered as Dravidian in origin. If the Telugu and Tamil

pandits in spite of their prejudice to Sanskrit consider

a word which appears both in Telugu and Sanskrit as

native, then the word must be purely Dravidian.

There are retroflex sounds, i.e. f, th, d, dh, n which

do not occur in any other Indo-European languages ex-

cept m Sanskrit. All the Dravidian languages have

retroflex sounds. Hence we can conclude that the words

with retroflex sounds appearing in Sanskrit are Dravid-

ian words. According to ^T^rf%W:WM^ (Pan. 8.4.1) and

(ibid. 8.4.2) n changes to n. Even though
this change is due to phonological reasons one cannot

deny the fact that this is due to the influence of Dra-

vidian languages. The cause for the repeated use of the

indeclinable c3T/9T in a sentence is due to the influence

of Dravidian languages. In Indo-European languages a

word like 'say', etc. are used before a "quotation. But in

Sanskrit ?Rris used after a quotation due to the influence

of Dravidian languages which use the words ani (Tel-

ugu), endu (Kannada), inji (Gondi) after a quotation.
Yaska (7th century B.C.) refers to! sabdanukrti 'imita-

tion of sounds', in word formation of kaka, kokila and

dundubhi. In every language there is* sound symbolism

operative to a greater or lesser extent. In Dravidian lan-

guages there are a number of nominal and verbal forms

which must be taken to have been motivated through
direct sound imitation. Onomatopoeia is not as much

prevalent in Indo-European languages as in Dravidian

languages. Due to the influence of Dravidian Languages
Sanskrit developed several such words like katakatayati,
etc. Sanskrit .used several causal forms due to the in-

fluence of Dravidian languages where the use of causal

forms is a formal and regular one.
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H. Gundert, F. -Klttel, Charles Philip Brown and

T. Burrow dealt with several hundreds of Dravidian

words in Sanskrit T. Burrow states that the total list

of Dravidian words in Sanskrit will be more than 500

and less than 750, and it may well turn out to be consid-

erably more. My post-Doctoral Research work reveals

that the number of Dravidian loan-words in Sanskrit is

more than one thousand.

Some Dravidian words in Sanskrit are given and dis-

cussed below:

1. Skt. aria 'Calotropis gigantea
3
: Ta. eruJtJoi 'Calo-

tropis gigantea', Ma. eriJba id., Ka. elle, eJdca,

erJce, yaJdca, 'gigantic swallow-wort or manure-leaf,

C. gigantea', R.Br.Ta. ellamale, elJcamale, eiicame

'swallow-wort, C, gigantea
3

(D.E.D entry 814).

As there is no short e in Sanskrit, PIE. *e changes
to short a and the Dravidian word becomes aria

in Sanskrit. Aria in Sanskrit means 4sun 3 and is

derived from Proto-Indo-European *erg. Thus the

word aria acquires two meanings, i.e. sun and C. gi-

gantea in Sanskrit due to homonymy. We know that

loan words cause homonyms in a language.

2. Skt. agasti 'Agasti grandi flora': Ta., Ma. alatti,

Ka. aJfcace, agace, agase, Tu. agase and Te. agise,

avise, mean 'Agasti grandiflora
7
.

This tree grows in South India and the word is used

in major South Dravidian Languages, The name of

the great sage Agastya can be derived from the name

of this tree. Agasti is one of the earliest loan words

in Sanskrit.
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3. Skt. atta (

mothe'r; mother's sister, elder sister,

mother- in-law'
?
Skt. atti/attika 'elder sister

5

,
Skt.

anti/antika id., Skt. artika id.: Ta.' attai 'father's

sister, mother-in-law', Ka. atti, atte 'mother-in-law',
Tu. atte 'mother-in-law, aunt 3

,- attige 'elder brother's

wife', Te. atta 'mother-in-law, father's sister, mater-
nal uncle's wife', Kuvi atta 'aunt', Go. ati 'father's

sister'.

Atta is a Dravidian word and is used in several Dra-
vidian languages, but is not used in Sanskrit lan-

guage frequently and remained as a lexical item. Atta
has been used in Prakrits due to Dravidian influence
at a later period.

4. Skt. aravinda 'lotus': Te. araviri <a flower half-

opened', Ka. ajraviri 'to half open', Ta. arai 'half
5

,

viri Ho bloom', Sanskrit vinda is a contraction of the

;

form: Ta. vinnda and Te. viccu 'to bloom'.

It is supposed that the lotus is the flower which is

open half the time.

5. Skt. ulukhala 'mortar': Ta. ulaiJcai 'pestle', Ma.
ulalica, 'pestle for pounding rice', a/Jte 'pestle', Ko.
oli 'pestle

3

,
To. wask 'grain-pounder', Ka. oJajte^

onake, onike 'wooden pestle for pounding rice and
other things', Kod. o/ake 'wooden pestle' (D E D
entry 672).

*
V

'

The article pestle for pounding rice, etc. along with
the word is borrowed by Aryans from Dravidian
people,

6. Skt, iafiinam. f. n . 'hard, firm, stiff
', Skt. Jbtiara,

Skt. iatim-a, Skt. kathora: Ta. kztti 'anything
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hardened, coagulated \ kattu Ho harden, coagulate

(sf.) strength, firmness', Ka. kadngu Ho become
hard or solid', gatti 'firmness, hardness 5

, gadacu,

gadasti, 'firmness, hardness, severity', Tu. gatti 'firm,

hard', gadusu id.,
(
Te. Jcattidf 'cruel, hard-hearted

9

,

gatti 'hard, firm", gadusu 'hard, shrewd', gaddn
'hard, difficult' (Collected Papers, p. 185).

As there are no retroflex sounds in Sanskrit the words

iatJiina, etc. in Sanskrit must be Dravidian.

7. Skt. kanana n. 'forest': Ta. ka 'forest, plea-

sure grove, garden', kan 'forest', ianam 'woodland,

grove', kanal 'grove or forest on the seashore', Ma.
Jcavu 'garden, grove', kanal 'dry jungle', Ka. ka 'for-

est', Te, kana 'forest' (refer to Sanskrit Jcantara 'for-

est') (ibid. p. 191),

P.Dr.*Jkan 'forest' is the root for all the Sanskrit

words beginning with iran.

8. Skt. Jceia 'the cry of a peacock': Ka. JceJcu, Jcegu Ho

cry as a peacock', Te. Jrefea 'a loud cry', kekarincu

Ho cry, yell', kekarinta, 'a cry or shout', Go. ieyana
Ho call',

In Sanskrit the words connected with peacock, i.e.

mayura, etc. are Dravidian in origin.

9. Skt. jkeyura 'bracelet': Etymologists rightly point

out that the first part of the Sanskrit word iejura is

connected with Proto-Dravidian key 'hand' and the

second part with Dravidian uru < uru (< P.Dr. *ut)

to be attached to.
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10. Skt. gardabha 'donkey': Ta. kalntai 'ass
5

.
Ma.

kaluta id., Ko. kalt id., kald *a term of abuse'. To.

katy
4

ass', Ka. lafte, latte, Kod. katte, Te. g&dida,
Kol. gaddi, Nk. galdi ,

Pa. gade, garad. Go. ga/di,
Kuwi garde.

Intervocalic | changes to da in Telugu.

11. Skt. candana 'sandal (tree, wood, paste)': Ta. ca<#n
fi

to daub
5 smear, anoint', cantam ^sandal', cantu Ran-

dal tree, sandal wood', Ma. cantu 'compound oint-

ment of sandal, camphor', Ka. cadu/candu
4a fra-

grant substance, perfume', Te. cadu Ho rub into a

paste' (D.E.D. entry 2448).

Now Telugu people in Rayalaseema use the verb
cadn fi

to anoint'.

12. Skt. tad Ho beat, knock, strike': Ta., Ma., Ka,,
Te. tattu 'to beat, strike, knock', Ka. tatu Ho beat,
strike', Malt, tad Ho slap'. i .

RDr.*ta< Ho beat' is the root which is borrowed into
Sanskrit. The retroflex sound d indicates Dravidian
origin.

13. Skt. tgfe 'palmyra palm': Ka. tal Hoddy palm' Tu
tali, tali id., Te, tadu, tadf, tain id., Kol. tali mak
palmyra tree', NK. tal mak id,, Pa. tal, id., Ga
iali id,, Konda tal maram, tati maram id., Kuru tal
palm tree', Malt, talmi

( D.E.D. entry 3180).

P.p
r.*ta! Hoddy palm' is borrowed into Sanskrit as

tala where ']' changes to 1\
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veMcle of Varuna 5

,
Te. negadu 'a pobypus or ma-

rine animal supposed to entangle swimmers' (D.E.D.

entry 3732).

15. Skt. nagara Hown, city': Ta. nafcar 'house, abode,

mansion, temple, place, town, city'. Ma. nakar Hown,

city
9

,
Tu. nagaru, id., Te. nagaru 'palace', jiavaru

Hemple'.

Dravidians had city culture where as Aryans had vil-

lage culture (D.E.D. entry 3568).

16. Skt. naraia 'hell
5

: Ta. narukku Ho cut off, chop',

n. 'a piece cut off', Ma, narukkuka 'to cut off, chop',

narukku 'a bit of palm leaf, Te. naraku, naraJcu,

naruJcu Ho cut, chop', n.
ca cut, hound', Go. narJcana

Ho cut (wood)', Malt, narie Ho claw' (D.E.D. entry

3625).

In naraia 'hell' creatures are cut into pieces in ac-

cordance with their sins committed by them in this

world. Naraka has its sound etymology in Dravid-

ian languages whereas it has no sound etymology in

Sanskrit.

17. Skt. nira 'water, liquor, juice
5

:

All the Dravidian languages have the word nir

'water'. Brahui has dir (< nir) to indicate water.

Proto Dravidian form for this is *nir "water
5

. In

Vedas we do not find nir or its derivatives. We find

this word nira 'water' in Classical Sanskrit. Sanskrit

has no cognates for nira. Hence this word is defi-

nitely a Dravidian loan word (with Proto-Dravidian

form *nir in Sanskrit).
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18. Skt. pattana/pattana
6

city: Ta:-' patti 'cow-stall,

sheepfold, hamlet, village
5

, paUam 'sleeping place
for animals', pattu 'hamlet, small town or village

9

,

pattinam 'maritime town, small town', patappu En-

closed garden
5

, patappai id. 'backyard, cow stall
9

.

Ma. patti 'fold for cattle or sheep
5

,
Ko. poty 'Badaga

village'. To. oty id., Ka. patti
fi

pen, fold, abode,

hamlet', patta 'city, town, village
5

,
Tu. pattu 'nest',

Te. pattu 'abode, dwelling, place
5

(D.E.D. entry

3868). RDr. *pat-t.

19. Skt. puga
*Areca cateelra

?

: Ta. pakku 'areca nut,

areca palm
5

, paku 'areca nut 5

, pakku-vetti 'crackers

for slicing areca nuts ?

,
Ma. pakku

6a raw areca nut 5

,

pakku-vetti 'betel-knife
5

,
Tu. pakutti 'knife for cut-

ting betel nuts', Te. poka 'Areca catechu, the areca

tree, an areca nut', Kol. pole 'betel
5

,
Kuwi poka

znranu *areca tree
5

(D.E.D. entry 4048).

20. Skt. majora 'peacock
5

: Ta. maimai, majil 'pea-

cock 5

.
Ma. jcoajiJ, Ko. mil, To. zni-s, Ka. majla,

majlu, Kod. majli, Tu. maim. Pa. inaiyil, maiiil,

Ga. (Olla) maiigiJ, Go.mal, mafiii, Konda'miril,

mrilo, Pe. mal (pi. iru), Mand. mel (pL Jre), Kui

medu, meJu (D.E.D. entry 4642)^

The bird peacock Is known to Dravidian and a new
one to Aryans. Hence Aryans took it as a loan word.

21. Skt. mina 'fish': Ta, min 'fish
5

.
Ma. rain, Ko.inin,

To. mi-ii, Ka. min, Kod. mini, Tu. minu, Te. mmti,
Pa. mini, Ga, inin. Go. min, Koda. min. (pi.

minga), Pe, min (pi. -Jcu), Mand. min (pL minga),
Kui. mini*, Kuwi minu, minu, Malto. mijQn (D.E.D.
entry 4885). The P.Dr. form for fish is *m5i.
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22. Skt. meka 'goat
95

: Ka. meke 'she-goat', me 'the

bleating of sheep or goats', Te. meka/meka 'goat
1

,

Kol. meke id., NK. meke Id., Pa. meja, meya 'she-

goat', Ga. mege.,. Go. meJca, nze&a, Kur. mekna Ho

call (loud)
3

,
Malt, meque 'to bleat' (D.E.D. entry

5087).

Aja 'goat' is a well known word in Sanskrit and meka
in Sanskrit is only a lexical it

23. Skt. alii 'creeper': Ta. valli' 'climber, creeper',

Ma. valli 'creeper, vine, the pepper vine', Ka. baUi

'creeper, vine', Kod. faaili 'creeper', Tu. ba||i

'creeper, esp. the betel vine', Te. valli, vallika,

'creeper, climbing plant' (D.E.D. entry 5316),

24. Skt. sunda 'elephant's trunk': Ta. tiwdam 'beak,

bill, nose, elephant's trunk', tontai, tontalam 'ele-

phant's trunk', Ko. dund id., Ka. tozidlu, tondlu,

tondla, sundalu, sundiL sundila, sondalu, sondilu,7 ** 7 / * 7 * 7 * '

sondlu id., (Coorg) dundu 'face of a cow', Kod. dundi

'snout, face (insulting)', Tu. sandilu, sondlln 'ele-

phant's protosois', Te. tondfamu, Md. NK. sondam

'elephant's trunk', Go. ondi'id. (D.E.D. entry 3311).

Elephant is not ferniliar to Aryans. Hence they do

not have words connected with the body part's of

elephant. Hence snnda is a Dravidian loan word in

Sanskrit.

25. Skt. Jboda 'boat, raft': Ta. otam 4

boat, raft
5

,

Ma, otam 'boat', ota 'a large sea boat', Ka, oda

'boat', Tu. oda id., Te. oda c

ship, vessel', Pa. oda

'boat, trough', Ga. oda 'boat' (D.E.D. entry 1039).

P.Dr. *
ot.
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Aryans used Sanskrit word nan for ship or boat and

Dravidians used ot for boat.

The foregoing study is an attempt to appreciate and

evaluate the linguistic tolerance of Aryans who bor-

rowed several Dravidian loan words into Sanskrit

without any prejudice.
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SADASHIVA. DANGE

VASTOSPATI,
RUDRA AND CYAVANA

The deity Vastospati presents a rather interesting
mixture of concepts and beliefs. He is first mentioned

in the Rgveda (RV) and has maintained his importance

through ages to the Puranic period (A.D. 200-1QGO or

later). The vastu-s (vastuni) of Visnu are spoken of

in the RV (L154.6); but Visnu's association with these

vastu-s is not as being their 'lord
5

. He is not the spe-

cial deity of the vastu-s. The idea is that he owns the

vastu-s and stays in them, as Mitra and Varuna stay

in their vastu-s, that are full of riches (RV. VIIL25.5).
It is also observed that the meaning of the term vastu

shows variation as it was used in various periods and

contexts, as is shown by Ram Gopal.
1 In the present

article, the idea is to examine the status of the deities

(mentioned in the title), as also to see a phase of the per-

sonality of Cyavana, a point that has been un-noticed

by scholars. That vastu, in one of its connotations,

wap a dwelling is already noted by the RV in a hymn
tq V&tospati (RV. VII.54. and cf. also 55). This deity

was Invoked at the building of a dwelling, as Sayana says
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referring to the Asvalayana-grhyasutra (II. 9. 9). This

would clearly show that a definite presiding deity of the

dwelling was already set at the period of the RV (cf. also

VIII.17.14). However, there are two other gods who are

said to be Vastospati, irrespective of the implication of

the term Vastospati (whether yajna-vastu 'place of sac-

rifice', or the dwelling or any other place). One is Tvastr

(V. 41.8: (aham) vastospatim tvastaram raraziai);
2 and

the other, more frequently, is Rudra. He appears to

be more so in the context of the yajna-vastu^ as we
shall see. Rudra, as Vastospati, is clearer in the post-

Rgvedic texts. In this capacity he is also called vastavya

(SatapathaBr. 1.7.3.1; 7).
j

According to a myth at the

SatapathaBr. (= Sat.Br.) the gods went to heaven by
means of a sacrifice; but, the 'god of the

1

Battle' (Rudra)
was left behind in the 'vastu. This would mean that

Rudra is the master of the sacrificial site after the sacri-

fice is over, and, when the' main offerings were cast into

the fire. The text specifically mentions that whatever

remains (of the offerings and df thfe place of sacrifice)

is the vastu. Rudra, beirig'its'loM, is Vastavya. The

myth further says that wheii tke"gods had almost left,

Rudra followed them (like
1

'a sentinel?) and appeared
in the north with Ms weapon held high. He told them
to set apart some portion for him. "The gods instructed

the Adhvaryu priest to replenish the portions and, from
a share of each god, to form a whole share for Rudra,

The A'dhvaryu did it. This new share was the vastu.

Rudra was the Vastavya on this account also,
3 as this

new share belonged to him. It has to be noted, however,
that this offering, as such, is not called raudra ('meant
for Rudra'). It is also to be noted, that in the RV in

one hymn by the seer Dirghatamas, where the birth

of Vastospati is described, the act is called rauofram
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brahma (X.61.1). In the present context, the offering is

called svistakrt, and even the god is named Svistakrt.

The point is, why the god is Agni Svistakrt, when the

offering is made for Rudra? Another point is, that the

svistakrt offering is always the last or, more correctly,

an additional one when the main gods have been offered

to. The idea is twofold, Rudra is to be kept away from
the main offerings; and, at the same time, his inclusion

is arranged by proxy. Rudra is acclaimed, even here, as

the lord of cattle'; and yet, he is to be kept at a dis-

tance. This has been his trait in rituals. 4 Even so, he

has to be satisfied. This was done with this svistakrt.
* * *

The proxy in this case Is that he is not mentioned as

Rudra, but as Agni. The proxy, however, is very thin

here. If we see the various names of Agni Svistakrt here

it would be clear that they are the names of Rudra. It

is said, that 'Agni
5

is called Sarva by the eastern people;
'Bhava' by the Bahikas; he is also called lord of cattle'

(pasunam pati; cf. the name of Rudra in the myth just

referred to above): he is also Rudra. The point is that

Rudra is here suppressed by the concept of Agni; and
even elsewhere Agni and Rudra are fused, as is seen in

the context of the birth of Kumara. 5

Being the controller of the vastu in the double sense

of the term, Rudra gets to be called Vistospati. It is

seen that he not only is the lord' of the sacrificial place

(yajna-vastu) ,
after once the sacrifice is over, and of the

offering made after the main offerings are offered, but he

is the deity of the household, in which capacity he equals

Vastospati (known to the RV. VII.54) mentioned above.

This is clear from a ritual. When a householder went on

a journey he was advised to invoke Vastospati with the

hymn from the RV mentioned above (VII.54); and it is

said that, if he did not do so, Vastospati would harm
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him and the dwelling (TaittirTyaSam. III.4.10.1-3). The
same hymn Is prescribed when a new dwelling is con-

structed and it is to be entered for the first time. The

brahmana-s^ who are to be fed at this entry, would utter:

sivam vastu (^auspicious be the dwelling
5

), thus handing
over the new dweling to the owner with the propitia-

tion of Vastospati (Asvalayana-grSJL9.9). The Vedic

people had a clear idea of the difference between the

status of Vastospati and Grhapati, though both were

seen as aspects of Agni. Grhapati was the visible form

of Agni, who is also termed Damunas. The aspect of

Vastospati was invisible and lying under the visible lord

of the dwelling'. In essence, he was the god of the base-

ment and the whole structure, if any, above the main.

The structure above the main is termed by the Manu-
srnrti:

4Prstha-vastu ?

(IIL91; Kulluka, grhasyopari yad

grham). At the daily worship a ball was to be of-

fered in the centre of the main house (ibid. 89 vastu-

madhye) to Brahma and also to 'Vastospati, separately.

The mention of Brahma is as, by that period, he was

considered to be the lord of the cosmic space with also

the Vedic ritualist concept of Brahman (ritual and

prayer) and the altar being at the centre.6 The fusion

of Vastospati and Agni (the un-seen and the seen as-

pects) is seen in the fact that, if Vastospati is not pro-

pitiated by the householder while going on a journey,

Agni would burn the dwelling; but, here we have a fur-

ther identification, "Rudra, indeed, is Vastospati". If

he goes away without offering the share to Vastospati

(vastospatiyam), "Agni would kill him becoming
Rudra". Thus, Agni, Rudra and Vastospati are identi-

fied. According to a famous myth, Manu, the father of

Nabhanedistha, divided his wealth among his sons. At

that time, Nabhanedistha was in his preceptor's house
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practising the vow of a (and was learn-

ing the Vedas). When he returned^ and that the

division was already made leaving Mm, he asked his

father what happened to his share, Manu said that,

now, he should go to- the sacrifice of the Angirases, The

Angirases are leaving for the heavenly world; but, they

cannot proceed,, as they get confused each time when

they come to the sixth day. Manu tells Nabhanedistha

that he should go there and get them recite two

(RV. X.61 and 62) on the sixth day,
7 Their impediment

being cleared, they would give him whatever they had

collected for the sacrifice. Nabhanedistha did it; and

the Angirases gave him saying the thousand (cows, that

are remaining) 9 now, belong to him. As he was about to

gather the thousand, a man wearing black (soiled) gar-

ment approached him suddenly from the north and said

that the thousand, that is the remainder in the vastu

(v&stnh&m)) belonged to him and that Nabhanedistha

should not take it aw^y (ALBr. V.14 = 22.9; Taitt.Sam.

IILI,9.3ff), The man in the soiled garments is Rrudra;

and the 'remainder! in the vastu (here, yajila-Y'Mtii,

place of the sacrifice) belonged to him, Hence, lie is

the 'lord of the vastu 5

, Vastospati (cf. also TaittSam. 3:

rudrah khaln vad vXstospatih; andIII.1.9.5: yajiiaifetau
rudra agacciat). Comparing the two myths regarding
Rudra certain points come to the fores (i) In both Rudra
is said to be Vastospati; (ii) Rudra, as Vastospati, has

a double nature. Propitiated, he is benevolent. Even
in the second myth, it is further said, that he eventu-

ally granted the thousand cows to Nabhanedistha; this

would show him to be kind. But, he is also cruel; be-

cause he, as Agni, would kill the householder, if not

propitiated before the start of his journey; he wields his

weapon against the gods; and (iii) Rudra's quarter is
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the north. This would show that the basic concept be-

hind Vastospati was of a mixture of good and evil. This

brings us to the association of Vastospati with Cyavana

(Cyavana).

Apart from the two myths regarding Vastospati men-
tioned above, there is an important reference to Cyavana
and Vastospati, together. In the second myth men-
tioned above, Nabhanedistha figures; and he Is success-

ful in winning over Rudra = Vastospati. Now, the hymn
In which Vastospati is mentioned is the RV. X.61. This

one, along with X.62, is enjoined to be recited, accord-

ing to the myth, to clear the Angirases from getting
confused and make their ascent to heaven sure. This

means that the myth presupposes the hymn. Accord-

ing to the hymn (X.61) it is Cyavana who readies the

altar (v. 1: aminnta vedim). The ritual is called Rau-

dra brahma (ibid.) as we have noted earlier. Later in

the hymn, it is said that the gods fashioned Vastospati

(ibid. v. 7: vastospatim vxatapam aiafcsan). Sayana

(on v. 1) does not say-so in many words; but, he is

reminded of the myth and jots down a sentence from

it relating to the confusion of the Angirases. The man-

ner in which Vastospati was fashioned is to be noted.

It is said, that this was when the father united with

daughter; and this daughter is said to be Ksma, which is

earth (ibid. v. 7: ksmaya samjagmanah).* This makes

Vastospati an autochthon, i.e. a being born from the

earth. There is a minute suggestion that, as soon as he

was born from the earth, Vastospati was held and fash-

ioned by the gods. This detail, with his nature of being

cruel, is the basis of the Puranic myth which tells that,

as soon as Vastospati (or, Vastupurusa) was born from

the earth, he was seized by the gods and other powers

and was pinned down to the earth. The puranas further
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say that, the gods and the other powers (inclucJiBg the

evil ones) are to be shown and propitiated in and round

the area where the building is to be structured. Accord-

ing to the Puranas, the Vastupurusa (Vastospati of the

Vedas) was terrible to look at and was deformed (like

a dwarf). It is also said that the Vastupurusa, called

also Vastu, was like a demon in appearance (AgniP.
93.3: asurairtim).

9 The mixed nature - benevolent and

cruel of Vastupurusa makes him of unpredictable na-

ture. Cyavana's mention in the hymn of Nabhanedf^tliaj
which also speaks of the fashioning of Vastospati, has

to be taken note of in viewing Cyavaaa's personality in

the Brahmana texts.

First of all, the good-evil (cruel) syndrome is seen

in the case of Cyavana (Cyavana). This is clejur in

the account of king Saryata and his daughter. Undis-

turbed, Cyavana is not harmful; but, being disturbed,

he spreads confusion in the people of the king. ater,

being propitiated by the king by giving his daughter to

him, he officiates at the king's sacrifice. The SatBr.

(IV.1.5. Iff) and the JaiminiyaBr (JaiBr.) which has

about the same account (III.120-128) give some more
details about his nature. It is said that, when the

Bhrgus or the Angirases went to the heavenly world,

Cyavana was left behind; he was ghostlike in appear-
ance (SatBr. op.cit. 1). The motif of the others go-

ing to heaven and some one left behind is seen also in

the myth of Nabhanedistha noted above. The vastizia,
in that myth, of which Rudra is said to be the lord

and which very much tallies with the concept behind

Vastospati, and also tallies with the expression jaJie

(ibid, Jcrtyarupo jaie 'he was left, of evil form as he

was'). The word vastuha would mean vastau hinam
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(left in the mstu ?

), Though the"expression is about
any object that is left, it also reflects the position of

Rudra=Vastospati, who is separated* from the other

gods. He is 'left' away; and he is the lord of what is

left away. According to the JaiBr. (IIL120) he asks his

sons to leave him near the pool of the SarasvatL So,
he is vastan hinah. Not only that, he knows the tech-

nique, or ritual, of vastupa (ibid). The appearance and
the behaviour of Cyavana reflects those of Vastospati
and Rudra. In the Mahabharata we meet a person very
much of this type, and also named Cyavana, who tests

the king Kusika and his wife very torturously.
10

It is

clear that he could not be the same Cyavana as we have
in the Vedic context. But, Cyavana seems to have be-
come a type, the other such being Durvasas; and myths
came to be woven round them. In all such myths, and
legendary accounts, about these persdris the common
trait is the same." The person is 'endowed with supra-
natural power; he is a mixture, of good-evil; he acts

waywardly. Another such one js the 'sage' known as

Aita^a,
11 who asks his sons to leave him away in the

un-inhabited place and prattles like a mad man. How-

ever, the oldest and the earliest is Cyavana, who appears
to be a veritable alter-ego of the Vastospati, and also

knows the science of the Vastupa. It is not improbable,
that, as being the very embodiment of the deity or the

lord of the yastu, he chose to appear like the Vastospati.

And, the norm for Vastospati was Rudra.
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MV. RAMA SARMA

KSBTRAYYA, THE POET-MUSICIAN

Ksetrayya is one of the three illustrious Vaggeya-

karas, the other two being Annamacarya and Tyagaraja.

These three have given a new dimension to Telugu po-

etry by making it a spontaneous, overflow of powerful

emotions. This emotional content is in the realm of

bhakti.

Ksetrayya, originally Movva Varadayya, comes of a

cultured Niyogi family in Movva. Movva named after

the great sage Maudgalya, in Krishna district, occu-

pies a central position with Srikakulam - the capital of

the first Andhra kings on one side, and on the opposite

side it has Kuchipudi - the centre for BharatanStyam,

Ksetrayya must have studidl in Kuchipudi along with

Mohananp, a devadffisf, dedicated to the worship of

Movva Gopala, She is a temple dancer* but well learned

and Ksetrayya, develops a fascination for her and both

happen to worship Movva GopSla with implicit faith in

him. They love each other because of their artistic sen-

sibilities. Ksetrayya composes songs and she sets them
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to dance. TMs love of Ksetrayya for Mohanangi creates

tensions In the village aad it looks as though he has

to leave the village. In his perplexity and puzzlement

Ksetrayya prays to Movva Gopala. Revelation comes to

him from Movva Gopala instructing him to propagate
bhakti and ennoble people through, his padams. He is

blessed by the Lord.

With great faith in Movva Gopala Ksetrayya starts

his odyssey of life, even though parting from Mohanangi
becomes unbearable. He first visits Golconda then ruled

by Abdulla Kutub Shah, a lover of music and dance and

a patron of poets. The court intrigues, the amorous

glances of Kamala, the court dancer, no doubt displease

Ksetrayya, but he resists the temptations of the court

and moves on to Kanchi.

Next to his worship of Movva Gopala is his adoration

for Kanchi Varada because he is named after him. One

night he is locked in the temple and in the early hours

of the morning he visualizes the great scene of the Lady

leaving the Lord in the morning after having spent the

night with Him. This is one of the glorious padams of

Ksetrayya, picturesque and imaginative.

His next visit is to Madurai and he is treated with

affection by Tirumala Nayaka. He writes nearly 2000

padams while in Tirumala Nayaka's court. Finally he

moves on to Thanjavur where he is received with pomp
and ceremony by the ruler Vijayaraghava Nayaka. Vi-

jayaraghava becomes deeply attached to Ksetrayya and

treats him with great regard and esteem. Even though

the court poets have been in his court for years and

lavish rich praise on the king everyday, they are given

only a secondary position. This hurt the court poets
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for they cannot appreciate the naked Srngara and the

colloquial style in Ksetrayya's padams. Nor can they

understand why the king is so fond of him despite Kse-

trayya's address to the king in the first person and as

a Vitaraya. This leads to an unhealthy competition
and Ksetrayya has to accept the challenge and offer a

padam to be completed by the court poets. He leaves

for Rameswaram and he is away from the court for three

months. The court poets get into a frenzied mood for

they are great scholars with no understanding of men
and matters. What will be the reaction of a woman
who expects her lover to come any minute, but finally

gets frustrated because he does not turn up? She sees

others enjoying the company of their lovers. The court

poets cannot imagine the state of that woman. When
Ksetrayya returns they admit their defeat and he him-

self completes the padam in a simple, yet suggestive

manner, Vijayaraghava becomes immediately pleased
with Ksetrayya and honours him as Ksetrajna, one who
is identified with the Lord,

On his return journey with Mohanangi, reunited to

him in Thanjavur, Ksetrayya visits Golconda only to

get into a strange situation. The Nawab offers a chal-

lenge that Ksetrayya has to compose 1500 padams in

40 days, as Tulasimiirti, the court poet, admits his in-

ability to perform that formidable task, Murti and Ka-

mala try to divert Ksetrayya's attention by giving him
a love potion, but finally Ksetrayya fulfils his obliga-

tion* Revelation is given to' him again and he is commis-

sioned by Movva Gopala to return to Movva after visit-

ing a few more sacred places like Srisailam and TirupatL
On a KrnSstarni day Ksetrayya and Mohanangi reach

Movva* The celebration reaches its great heights when a
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halo appears over Ksetrayya's head and he becomes one

with Movva Gopala. Mohanangl while dancing leans on

him and becomes one with him. This scene reminds us

of Milton's description of Adam and E^-e :n Paradise

Lost, Book IV, where he says, he for Go\ ^nly?
she for

God in him. To Mohanangi Ksetrayya is God, and to

him Movva Gopala is the supreme Lord. I have followed

this imaginative reconstruction of Ksetrayya's life in my
fourth novel. Tie Bliss of Life (translated into Telugu

Ksetrayya). The bliss of life for Ksetrayya is rapture
divine and a mystic elation from a physical to a spiritual

plane.

The one obvious feature in Ksetrayya's padams is the

Srngara element presented in its most realistic manner.

Srinadha introduces Srngara in his poetry. This is en-

larged and overdone by Prabandha writers in the time

of Krsnadevaraya. Manucaritra, Vasucaritra and other

romances of the time describe elaborately and vividly

the scenes of love making in the night time. So it is said

that in the Telugu romances 'what the sun does not see,

the poet sees. This is the usual comment made on these

descriptive accounts of naked Srngara or physical love

in the Prabandhas.

Srngara is of two types: samyoga and vipralambha,

the first one describes fruition in love with all its plea-

sures, the second one refers to the suffering that comes

to the lovers through separation. Ksetrayya adds a new

phase of Sriigara, devotional love or madiura-biaJcii,

where the poet becomes the bride and the Lord is the"*

groom. The bride waits for her lover sometimes in hope
and sometimes in despair. All the varied emotional ex-

periences of lovers are given an imaginative expression

and invariably this love transcends the limitations of
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physical love for it does not figure at the human level.

It is like the doctrine of the divine spouse in Christianity

or like the bridal mysticism in the poetry of the meta-

physical poets of the 17th century in English literature,

where the poet is the bride longing for communion with

the Lord, the groom,,

Ksetrayya follows the literary convention^ of his day,

partly based on Jayadeva's Astapadl and Annama-

carya's Srngara-kirtanas. He presents the sublime
9
de-

votional love in a pure, simple, homely language. These

padams axe extremely musical, with a literary flourish

and a dance potential. They can be sung rapturously

and for the first time Ksetrayya shows the innate quality

of the padams being set to dance.

Ksetrayya thus brings poetry to the common man
and makes him enjoy the rich imaginative pictures glo-

riously intermixed with the spoken language. We are

told that in Thanjavur even the milkmen going about

the streets in the morning used to sing the padams of

Ksetrayya joyously. His padams reveal that he has read

Rasamanjari thoroughly. The kings and patrons natu-

rally like the sriigara element and Ksetrayya would have

catered to the popular taste. But the poet has his sub-

lime moments for every padam is a sacred offering to

Movva Gopala. He may be visiting Ranganathasvami
in Srirangam or any other Lord any where else, but his

padams remarkably take us to Movva Gopala. We are

in the world of devotional love, inspirational poetry for

a divine spouse. We also get involved in the sriigara ele-

ment in bis padams. We are in two worlds, the mundane
and the divine, as we listen to Ksetrayya's padams or see

them set to dance. Ksetrayya never refers to his ances-

try as the poets of his day invariably have done. He has
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no identity of his own, he is a part of the prapatti trad
tion that makes him surrender himself to His will. Thi
is sublimation of desires of the purest type. Ksetrayy
excels everyone else in Telugu poetry in his witting sui
render to Movva Gopala as his Lord Supreme. Thi
surrender to the Lord, as envisaged in the Gita or u
Milton's Paradise Lost is the highest and noblest forn
of human existence. And this is Ksetrayya's sublin*
love for Movva Gopala.

Ksetrayya's padams have a place in folk literature
The sweetness and the melody in these poetical com
positions make them enduringly rich in their appeal tc
the common man as well as to the elite and the sophis-
ticated. Ksetrayya's padams especially have an imme-
diacy and relevance for they insist on an unswerving
loyalty to God, and as long as human nature believes
in the rightness and the justness of God, these padams
with their rich music dance potential and literary flour-
ish will be a source of aesthetic pleasure and spiritual
illumination.
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PHENOMENOLOGY
AND ADVAITAVEDANTA

Parallelism in the philosophical thought is not an

uncommon phenomenon. It is partly accidental as it is

said that
*

great people think alike' and partly on ac-

count of the influence of previous thinkers. Ideas pene-
trate into the minds of men through various ways and
means. Sometimes they enter into one's mind through
one's own conscious efforts and sometimes, or to put
it better, most of the time they enter into one's mind

through an unknown and unconscious way. The data

thus entered in one's mind through either way plays
the role of supportive thought content plugged to which
one's flights into the reasoning, contemplation and re-

flections take off. Under these conditions the results

of such reasoning, contemplation and reflections carry

parallelism with the previous thought but as the total

data which is in the mind of the contemplator is not

fully retrievable with its sources either by him or by the

others such parallelism becomes partly inexplicable.
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In the writings of Husserl, who is the pioneer and the

foremost philosopher of phenomenological tradition, the

influence of the Advaitic thought is quite cognizable. As

is the case with several individual philosophers, there

are several unsettled questions with regard to the phi-

losophy of Husserl starting with the question what does

the term 'phenomenology' mean to Husserl. As a person

who cannot entertain even slightest claim of specializa-

tion of phenomenology of western philosophy, I relay

upon the views of one or two authors on Husserl and

quote them extensively to elucidate the point of view of

Husserl. Of course, I shall make my observations with

regard to the parallelism that I found in the Advaita

Vedanta.

As it appears from the writings if W.T. Jones, Joseph

J. Kockelmans and Richard Schmitt, the 'intentionality

of the absolute being', the 'phenomenological reduction'

or Bracketing' or the concept 'epoche' are the two main

fundamental themes that Husserl has advocated in his

philosophy.

Let us examine Husserl's ideas about the term 'phe-

nomenology' and 'phenomenological reduction' first.

Husserl's phenomenology seems to differ from the phe-

nomenology of others. According to him phenomenol-

ogy can begin only after the 'transcendent al pheno-

menological reduction
1 has been performed, For the

beginning phenomenologist, there are number of dif-

ferent ways of approaching the reduction. One may
fallow Descartes on Ms road of total doubt. Alterna-

tively one may examine one of the traditional philo-

sophic disciplines, i.e. logic. By either way one is led

to question what had previously seemed to be self evi-

dent. On the Cartesian road we are led to question all
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presuppositions of human experience; in logic, the pre-

suppositions of judging of validity and truth become

questionable. We begin, then
? by questioning what we

had previously taken for granted or by wondering at

what seemed to be most familiar. This involves a change
of attitude. We must look at the world with 'new eyes'.

1

Husserl explains his notion of 'new attitude' by em-

ploying several phrases. "I no longer attach any validity

to the 'natural belief in the existence of what I experi-

ence', I 'invalidate', 'inhibit', 'disqualify' all commit-

ments with reference to experienced objects. 'I bracket

the objective world'." This last is one of the best known

phrases used in this connection. 2

Husserl draws his metaphor from mathematics where
we place an expression in brackets and put a sign in front

of it. By this bracketing the objective world we 'give it

a different value'. In performing the reduction the phe-

nomenologist establishes himself as 'disinterested spec-
tator' and changes his practical aims. The result of

this change of attitude is a change in my experience.

Previously experienced reality now becomes 'mere phe-
nomenon'. This Kantian term is here used in a new

sense; any object of experience becomes 'phenomenon'
for the observer who recognizes the object s's claim to

reality but reserves decision on the validity of that claim.

In the 'natural'^
4

pre-analytic' and 'pre-pheno-

menologicaF attitude we generally believe that we live

in a real world. This belief is 'put out of action' 'sus-

pended', 'we make no use of it', We are left with a

world as phenomenon, a world which claims to be; but
we refuse for the time being to pass on the validity of

these claims.3
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At this point we may turn our attention towarc

terms loka-drsti and sastra-drsti, vyavaharika-drsi

paramarthika-drsti) tattva-drsti and atattva-drsti i

are used quite frequently in the Ad1

vedanta. In the loka-drsti which is nothing but the

ural standpoint' or the state of
fi

pre-phenomenol<
reduction' to use Husserlian terminology, things i

world are given to our experience with various n

and forms. Characteristics and qualities and do*

don'ts. As against this, in the sastra-drsti all

names and forms, characteristics and qualities, doi

don'ts are dispensed with as non-real and the wo

presented to one's experience in its essential natu

non-dual Brahman. Husserl says that phenomena
can begin only after the 'transcendental phenomen
ical reduction'. Advaitins also say that the para
thika-drsti or sastra-drsti can arise only after sub!

of the world by one's own efforts of employing pa
or inquiry. This concept of pariksa enjoined bj

Upanisads such as pariksya lokan karmacitan brahi

nirvedamayat nasti akrtah krtenaf srotavyo mant

nididhyasitavyahf etc. can be equated with the 'p

sophical reflection' of Husserl.

The Kathopanisad speaks about a courageous p*

who 'has turned his eyes inward and reflected upoi

self within the body with a desire to attain immortaJ

The Upanisads and the Advaita-vendanta also s

about another concept, namely pravilapa which m
reduction of all effects into their causes or realizing

effects do not have an independent existence than

of their causes.7 There are numerous references in

Upanisads highlighting the philosophical reflection,

lowing is the process of pravilapa. The gross ^

(sthula-prapanca) is to be reduced to its causal fi
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i.e. the subtle world (sulcsma-prapanca) that in turn

is to be reduced Into its causal form, i.e. the causal

word (laraiia-prapanca) and that in turn is to be re-

duced to its cause, i.e. he Brahman without the world

Similarly in the scheme of five sheaths (panca-iosas)
the gross annamaja-Jrosa is to be reduced to the subtle

pranainaya-ijosa, the pranamaya into the manomaya,
the znanoraaya into the vijnanamaya, the vijnanamaya
into the anandamaya, the anandamaya into the puecia-
braizaan. Once this pravilapa or reduction is done with

the help of parOcsa or inquiry or philosophical reflec-

tion, the world presented to us in the state of natural

stand point changes completely. This change of natural

standpoint is beautifully described by the UpanisaeUc
statements such as yatra vedah avedah,

8 Hhe state in

whicfy the Vedas cease to be the Vedas5

,
etc. When

the i&B*orance wtiich is responsible for the origination
of various types -of distinctions is dispelled and rooted

out completely the avidya or nescience with all its ef-

fects, i.e. the world ceases to exist in all the three times,
i.e. past, present and future. 9

Despite total change in

the natural standpoint we still continue to experience
the world exactly as we experienced it before, but with-

out granting its 'claim to be valid and real* to put it

in Husserl's phrase. This is the typical experience of a

jivanmuirfa or one who is liberated while living. The
world appears to such a person in an entirely changed
way. This seems to be the same as the phenomenolog-
ical way of experiencing. I quote words of Husserl in

this context: "We put out of action the general thesis

which belongs to the essence of the natural standpoint,
we place in brackets whatever it includes respecting the

nature of being. This entire natural world, therefore,
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which is continually 'there for us 9

'present to our hand 1

and will ever remain there, -is a ^fact-world
9

of which we
continue to be cc>nscious ^vsn though it pleases us to

put it in brackets. If I do this',' as I am fully free to

do, I do not then deny this
cworld 5

,
as though I were

a sophist. I do not doubt that it is there as though I
were a skeptic; but I use the 'phenomenological' apocie
which completely bars me from using any judgement
that concerns spatio-temporal existence (Dasein)".

10

The reduction of the world into its ultimate cause is

clearly spoken of in the Upaidsads and the texts on the

Advaita-vedanta. For example:

prapancopasamaA sivodv^Hah. 11

anvayavyatirekabhyam pandakosavivekatah/
svatmanam tata uddhrtya param brabma

prapadyate/
12

W.T. Jones interprets the above passage of Husserl in

the following way: "it is important
v

to understand both

what Husserl meant by 'doubt' anil also how radical was

the doubt that he wished us to learn to cultivate. To be-

gin with, at least as far as this,passage goes, doubt does

not mean disbelieving something but suspending judge-

ment about it. Now it is obviously possible to bracket

particular beliefs within the natural standpoint, and we

often do so if we cannot get
'

a clear view of some ob-

ject. If, for instance, I am at the theatre, I may wonder

whether the books in a bookcase on the set are real or

painted, and not being able to get on the stage I may
simply suspend judgement, 'neither believing nor disbe-

lieving that they are painted Husserl wants me
to suspend judgement not only in cases where I cannot

get a clear and unimpeded view of something, but even
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in cases where
5
for instance, ... where the book is not

on the stage but in my hand. Of course, I am not to

suspend the experience of .... holding the book in my
hand. But I am to suspend judgement about whether

I am actually .... have the book in my hand. To put
this in HusserPs technical language, I am not to doubt

the being of the book; I am to doubt that the book has

being in the mode of existence, for it may have being in

the mode of a dream.'
5

Erom the discussion and illustration given above it

becomes clear that HusserPs 'bracketing
3

is some sort

of suspension of judgement with regard to the reality of

the worldly objects, though there is no suspension expe-

rience. Advaitin also speaks the same language and says

that the worldly things continue to be presented to our

consciousness very much alike for a common man and re-

alized man (jiianin), but jnanin experiences them with

an awareness that they are non-real. With regard to

the suspension of judgement, it is clear from the above

passage of Husserl &nd his interpretation that while ob-

jects of world continue to be experienced, judgement
with regard to their spatio-temporal existence is to be

suspended. It is also said that as we suspend judgement
in case of unclear objects, it is to be suspended in case of

clear objects also just as we suspend judgement in case

of objects of dream where things are experienced clearly

but their spatio-temporal existence cannot be conceded.

Now, it is clear that Advaitin too puts forth the same

argument. Taking the dream objects as an example, the

Advaitin argues that the world objects also are neither

real nor unreal but non-real as totally unreal objects

such as square circle cannot be given to our experience;

and the objects which are given to our experience but
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sublated later on, such as dream objects, cannot be real,

for real objects cannot be sublated. As the dream, ob-

jects axe given to our experience and later sublated, they
are neither real nor unreal but non-real to put it dis-

tinctively. This argument is extended to the world in

the waking state also and it is also judged as non-real.

Though it appears as if that there is no question of 'sus-

pension of judgement' according to the Advaita, indeed,

it is a case of suspension of judgement as the status of

reality of the worldly objects is stated as neither real nor

unreal but indescribable. Indescribability of the objects

can be nothing other than suspending the judgement
with regard to their reality.

Sometimes, of course, the pure self is enjoined to be

pulled out from the mind-body complex instead of re-

ducing or dissolving the mind-body complex into it. The

K&thopanisad speaks that one should pull out his pure
self from the mind-body complex just as inner tender

straw is pulled out from the outer straw. 13

Apavada is another concept which runs parallel to

the concept pravilapa with some diiference. It is in the

form of 'setting aside' objects other than the pure self

as anatman. Apavada enjoys the support of well known
sruti: neti neti.14 The Dasaafoifof Sankara also explains

apavada or negation well. Pravilapa may be understood

as the dissolution of effects into their cause, whereas

apavada is the negation of the characteristics and ob-

jects of the world as anaiman. By both these efforts

the pure self is gxperienced as distinct from the world

of effects.

Further, The'Ciandogjopanisad emphasises that all

effects are mere appearances originated through distinct
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names and their cause alone Is real. It discusses the

essence of the objects and states that the pot, plate, etc.

are distinct only on account of their distinct names and

hence mere appearances devoid of reality and that they
are none but the clay.

15
Therefore, the clay is the reality

over which pot, etc. effects are superimposed. It further

concludes that effects do not have reality other than that

of their cause. Cause and effect are not distinct in their

essence. The distinction is only on account of distinct

names by which we refer to them. Extending the logic

further, it conveys that the Brahman alone is real and

everything other than the Brahman is superimposed on

it. Hence, the world is nothing but an appearance. The
essence of the world objects is nothing but the Brahman.

This discourse of the Chandogya also is in the form
of phenomenological reflection through which the world

is reduced or bracketed in the Brahman. In its effort

to do away with the names and forms of effects such

as pot, etc. and to find the very essence of them the

Chandogyopanisad clearly speaks about the Husserlian

concept of 'bracketing'.

In yet another place in the Chandogya it is stated

that each element, i.e. prtbdvi (earth), ap (water) and

tejas (fire) are, indeed, a conglomeration of all the three

of them. On analysing, every element ceases to exist

as one single element and its true nature of being a

composition of all the three elements is realized. 16

Thus, the Upanisads speak about the philosophi-

cal reflection and phenomenological reduction in several

places in several ways. There is no dearth of informa-

tion to prove that the essence of the worldly objects is
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distinct from the appearances of them. Thus, broadly

speaking the Upajiisads and the Advaita-vedanta also

preach some sort of phenomenological reduction or

bracketing and experiencing of the essence of the worldly

objects. They also confirm that such an experience of

the essence of tlje worldly objects wiE be entirely dif-

ferent from the experience of worldly objects of appear-
ance.

Advaitins bring in the concept of superimposition

(adiyasa) and argue that the object superimposed does

not possess reality other th&n the reality of its substra-

tum. Since the world is superimposed on the Brahman,
Brahman the substratum alone is the real and the world

is non-real. With regard to the concept of pravilapa it is

said that the effects are to be dissolved into their causes.

In this way causal relationship is envisaged while ef-

fects are dissolved into their causes. In HusserFs phi-

losophy both the concept of superimposition as well as

the causal relation are noi taken into account. It is

agreed that Husserl's phenomenological reduction can

be approached in a number of different w^ys. It is also

said that 'one may follow Descartes on his road of total

doubt. Alternatively one ropy examine one of the tradi-

tional philosophic disciplines, e.g. logic in an attempt to

uncover the aims implicit in its development. By either

way one is led to question what had previously seemed

self evident 7
. Now we may add one more way, the 'su-

perimposition way
5 or the 'adiyaropaparada way' as yet

another alternative to undertake the phenomenological
reduction. Indeed, Advaitins call adhyEropapavada, as

a 'method* to realize the Brahman. Husserl also called

the phenomenological reduction as a method. But it
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is not clear in Ms philosophy as to realize what such

reduction be undertaken.

Now, a word on the intentionality of the absolute be-

ing. Richard Schmitt writes: "Absolute being

(Sciendes) is in the form of an intentional life which,
whatever else it may be aware of, is at the same time

aware of itself. The T which transforms the world

into mere phenomenon is, in so doing, aware of itself

as transforming the world and cannot be subjected to

the same transformation. But apart, from its 'modes

of relatedness' and its 'modes of behaviour' this T is

completely devoid of any content which could be stud-

ied or explicated. It is completely indescribable being
no more than a pure ego". Intentionality strictly as per
above description can be accepted as similar to saksin

despite our stand that saksin is totally udasina or 'dis-

interested witness'. But Husserl also speaks about the

'tendency of consciousness to direct itself towards ob-

jects'. This is not acceptable to Advaita as the saksin

is udasipa. It is the nature of the antahkarana and in-

driyas to tend towards their objects as according to the

scheme of Advaita-vedjinta.

The comparison made above throws light on certain

basic issues which have been analysed and examined in

both the traditions. The findings of both the traditions

also appear to be similar to each other in several aspects.

A few of such instances are as follows:

1) Both the traditions envisage that the world that is

given in everyone's experience is only an appearance of

it but not the essence of it.
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2) Both the traditions emphasize the necessity to un-

dertake the 'philosophical reflection
9

to understand and

experience the truth of wprjd.

3) Both the traditions give top pre-eminence to the pure
consciousness in the scheme of their philosophies and see

that their philosophies centre around the consciousness.

4) Both the traditions realize the necessity to under-

stand the distinction between the eternal and the non-

eternal between Appearance and reality of the worldly

objects, and

5) Both the traditions attempt to set aside the various

appearances of the world and to reduce the world to

consciousness, of course, in their own way.

However I feel that the thinking in the tradition of

Advaita is more complete and systematic. More com-

plete because they start the philosophy with the asser-

tion that there is only one ultimate reality. And the

world with all its numerous forms and names is to be ac-

counted as mere appearance possessing somewhat lower

reality so that it can be effective and functional and

to be discarded or absolved into the ultimate reality.

Husserl does not start with the assumption of one ul-

timate reality but reaches the same conclusion. More

systematic because Advaitins speak elaborately about

how the apparent world gathers its reality in the state

pre-phenomenological reduction. They say that it is on

account of adiyasa or superimposition, Husserl does

not pay his attention to the question that when in re-

ality the world is mere appearance why and from what
source and in what way it obtained its reality in our

experience, 'Suspension for the time being
5 seems to be
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unsystematic and arbitrary as it is on account his wish
and desire he does it. Whereas in Advalta-vedanta,
since world is superimposed on the Brahman and not
on account of somebody's wishes and fancies, it is once

again totally negated but not 'suspended for the time

being'.

It also appears to me that when Husserl speaks ab$>ut

consciousness he refers at best the saksin of the Advaita
but not Brahman as such as he speaks about conscious-

ness from within the frame of epistemic experience. Ad-
vaita is one step ahead of him that it transcends epis-
temic experience when it speaks about the Braiunan.
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KARUNASINDHU DAS

A VYAKARANA PERSPECTIVE
ON DISAMBIGUATION

While body language, viz. winkling of an eye, move-

ment of the hands or so and speech behaviour could be

equally communicative in terms of Semiotics, human ar-

ticulation was duly admitted in India as the most accu-

rate and effective vehicle of communication1 as early as

700 B.C. and methods of disambiguation too could be far

behind. Ambiguity of expression in fact seized Indian

mind from a very early date. It was defined and treated

as one of interpretation of sentence meaning arising out

of understanding the Vedas and the popular tongues

alike as a means to valid cognition. And a sentence,

or for that matter, sentence-meaning was approached

from either synthetic or analytical viewpoint. Some con-

strued it as a synthetic construction of component parts;

others took it up as a single whole but agreed on anal-

ysis of the same into parts as a pedagogic exercise. The

Naiylyikas, BhS$$as and rhetoricians fall in the first line

which the PrSbhSkaras and the grammarians of Panini's

school belong fa the second. Interestingly, a sentence
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meaning is always identified as something more than

the sum-total of component word-meanings. The com-

plex network of semantico*9yntactical relations respon-
sible for this 'something more' was construed in terms

of tatparya (faculty of purport), samsaragamaryada,
laksana or so in schools of Indian logic, rhetorics and

Mimamsa. It was found also that contextual necessities

demand certain semantic adjustments among associa-

tives in an expression. Verily, mere grasping of primary

meaning, etymological, conventional or so, does not go
far and suffice to help in grasping the whole gamut of

a sentence-meaning. Schools of thought settled down,

therefore, to the task of finding out an efficient device

commensurate with their systemic compulsions for in-

terpreting the same. Besides there are words in Sanskrit

which do with or without minimum phonemic changes

signify different senses, though mutually related. Some
words are even possessed of two or more extremely dif-

ferent denotations (e.g. iari meaning 'the lord' or 'a

lion').

True, selection restriction effected by semantic com-

patibility may come to our rescue on many an occasion.

But there are many other cases where in spite of perfect

syntactic coherence, import of a sentence differs in ac-

cordance with space, time, person or so. The major role

played by context in ascertaining the signification of an

expression has, therefore, been duly taken notice of. As
it is evident

, ambiguity thus occurs at either word-level

or sentence-level.

Indian logicians followed by rhetoricians admitted a

faculty of implication (laksana) in addition to one of de-

notation (abhidha) in course of justifying a secondary

word-meaning in a given context* The Bhatta school
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of MImamsa admitted the same faculty to bridge the

gap among individual word-meanings. Ambiguity at

the sentence-level too was sought to be clarified with

the same device by some including the vedantins and

the rhetoricians. It may be either a case of viparita-

laksana where the face-value meaning of an expression

contradicts the exact import thereof (e.g. upakrtam
bahn tatra, etc. in reference to a mischief done by some-

one) or a hyperbole (arthavada) implying praise or cen-

sure of something caring little for literal meaning
2 or

an expression consisting of different meaningful words

but still signifying as a single whole an indivisible uni-

tary meaning (akhandaztha) (e.g. tat tvam asi, so 'yam

devadattah, etc.) determined in compliance with the

discourse-context (prakarana). Verily, what a sentence

actually means is to be ascertained always according as

the speaker intends on communication.3 Hence rhetori-

cians have accepted a third faculty, viz. vyaiyana, the

faculty of suggestion in case a meaning is suggested on

the basis of either primary or secondary meaning.

The Grammar school of Panini combines in one both

the holistic and analytical attitudes to sentence as well

as sentence-meaning. Both of them are upheld as im-

mutable and still they are analysed into parts for prac-

tical needs. The same is the case with words,
4 since

they are construed as consisting of linguistic items, viz,

root, suffix, prefix, infix, augment, etc, together with

a variety of phonetic changes, viz. gunation, lengthen-

ing, palatalization, elision and the like, wherever neces-

sary. Likewise a compound is treated as the totality of

meaningful units5
joined together and each segment of

meaning of the compound is accordingly assigned to a

constituent unit.
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Sanskrit grammar has, for obvious reasons, ascer-

tained some distinctive features morphological or oth-

erwise as veritable ways to disambiguation, e.g.:

i. mahad-dhana 'wealth of the great \

maha-dhana6 'the great wealth'.

ii. raja-sakha 'one whose friend happens to be the king
5

.

raja-sakha
7 Hhe friend of the King

5

.

in. vata-cchaya 'shadow of a banian tree*,

vata-cchaya (n.)
8 'shadow of banian trees

1
*

iv. stri-sabha *a women's conference',

stri-sabha (n.)
9
'unity of the womenfolk'.

Accentual peculiarities prevailing in various types of

compound too help a lot in this respect. The classic ex-

ample of chanting a mantra with wrong accentuation

in the word indxa-satru and its fatal outcome10 may
be an eye-opener here. Verily, in a form like sthula-

prsati, obtained by either bahuvrihi or karmadhax&ya

,type of compound, nothing but the position of acute

accent therein can decode the exact meaning. If there

were acute accent on the final syllable,
11

it would be a

case of kaxmadhaxaya. With acute accent retained in

the initial segment
12 the form belongs to bahuvrihi type

so that it means a cow on the skin of which there are

large spots.

Of course, there are compounds where ambiguity in

respect of number can be hardly grappled with by any
means. For example, raja-purusa may equally mean ser-

vant of either one king or many kings.

The device of affixation including zero affixation rep-
resented otherwise by suffixal elision13 comes to be an-

other effective instrument of disambiguation. Some
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cases of ambiguity at the word-level and the Paninian

method for disambiguation this way may be summed up
as follows :

I

Word Meanings

pusya

vanga

jambu

canca

simha

vasudeva

1. 'a constellation of stars'

2. 'the moon adjacent thereto'

3. 'a period of time indicated by
the moon at that position

1. 'the Vanga tribe'

2. 'habitat thereof (P. 4.2.81)

1. 'blackberry tree'

2. 'blackberry fruit' (P. 4.3.166)

1. 'a human form made of grass, etc,'

2. 'a human being so named' (P. 5.3.98)

1. 'a lion
5

2. 'pictorial image of a lion'

as an emblem on a flag or so'

(P. 5.3.100)

1. 'Lord Vasudeva 5

2. 'an image of the Lord meant for

earning livelihood (P. 5.3.99) though
not for sale, nor meant for worship'

In each of the above instances, suffixal elision of

Jup type is taken recourse to for retaining the form in-

tact and yet admitting the additional quota of semantic

acquisitions. In other words, jambu 'blackberry tree'

+ suffix (meaning 'fruit')
- suffix = jambu 'blackberry

fruit'.
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11

Word Meanings

kamboja, cola, 1.
4a warrior tribe or the habitat

Jcerala, saJra, thereof
3

yavana

Also, aiiga, vaiiga,2.
ca descendant of the tribe or the

magadia, kuru kind of the land'

paniniya, apisala, 1. 'subject of study propounded by

(P.4.2.64) a teacher'

2. *a student of the subject or an

expert therein'

astaJca, dasaJca, 1. 'a bunch of rules'

trika (P.4.2.65)

2.
fia student of the rules or

an expert therein'

Affixation followed by suffixal elision of luk type is

held responsible for semantic increment in the above.

TABLE III

Word Meanings Feminine = Meaning

A. avantij a warrior clan suffix

jhmti, or

luru, its habitat

sfirasena,

madra

+
Feminine Governing
suffix = queen of

avanti, the land,

Jomti, etc. eg. Avanti
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A secondary suffix is elided and feminine suffix af-

fixed to the base to justify the meaning of the resultant

words (P. 4.1.176-177).

Feminine word-form Meaning
B. amaJaii, badaii,

jambiz, etc.

changed to neuter,
viz. amalalca,

badara, jambu

C. sravistha, phalguni,

anuradLa, svati

visakha

change in gender

(sravistia, phalguna,

anuradha, svati,

visakha

a tree

fruit of the tree

concerned.

a constellation of stars

something derived out

of the constellation

(P. 4.3.34)

The above words mean differently in different gen-
ders. To Panini, the semantic increment is due to a

secondary suffix which is elided.

TABLE IV

Word Meanings

Jratiia, caraka

(P.' 4.2.64, 4.3.107)

1. name of a teacher of a subject
of Vedic study

2. subject of study propounded
3. A student of the subject or

an expert therein
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Here each subsequent meaning results from the prece-

dent one by way of affixation followed by elision of the

same.

An extension, development or shift of meaning is

easily perceptible in the above cases without reference

to laksana or so, Panini construed the phenomenon in

terms of morphological increment with this in view that

similar extension, shift or otherwise of meaning is very

much a result of affixation in many other instances with-

out any elision of suffix. True, a secondary meaning

gains ground invariably in a given sentential context

while the morphologistic viewpoint apparently seeks to

construe all semantic items within the word boundary
itself. But even then, in fact, Panini marked to a large

extent, in his formulations certain limits of circumstan-

tial environment, viz. number, gender or so and admit-

ted thereby context-sensitive meaning faculty of mor-

phemes. The school he led did not however formally ac-

cept a separate faculty of import of word for secondary

meaning. To many a Sanskrit grammarian, in fact, no

meaning is that much secondary; it may at best be called

less conventional (aprasiddiia). In other words, each

morpheme is possibly impregnated with a variety of

senses (sarve saxvartia-vacaiai) and one out of many is

chosen at a time according to circumstantial necessities.

The Valryapadiya is credited with an exhaustive formu-

lation on usual cases of commonplace ambiguity and

respective keys to their disambiguation, A neighbour-

ing word or absence thereof, modulation of a speaker's

voice, accent as well &s space, time, person concerned

and some such extra-linguistic considerations of either

psychological or sociological implications play the cat-

alytic role in ascertaining the intended word-meaning in

an expression.
14
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Thus szdndh&va denotes salt In a dining hall, but a

horse in the battle-field. The word citrabhanu means
fire in the context of description of night, but with ref-

erence to description of a day, it means the sun. The

Aryans and non-Aryans are reported to have meant by

java two different objects, viz. barley and kangu re-

spectively and in the Vedic observation, viz. yavamayas
carur bhavati it is barley that is referred to since the

said item is described as follows:

yadanya osadhayo mlayante athaite modamanas
tisthanti.

A popular saying also goes that it is through morpho-

logical analysis in grammar, conventional use noted in

a dictionary, association with a neighbouring word and

the like that meaning of a word is ascertained. 15
Verily,

these are words which are of more than one denotation

ascertained in a given context. There is also the pos-

sibility that conventional meaning of any word being

incompatible within the context, a contextual meaning,

be it secondary, unconventional or so is postulated for

the same.

Grammarians have identified as many as six facets

of word meaning, viz. genre (jati), particular (vyatti),

gender (litiga), number (samkhya^) case (karaka) and

the word-form itself, the choice between the first two

being a major bone of contention among philosophers of

language, As Patanjali points' out in the Mahabiasya,

PSsjini took a pragmatic view in this respect and opted

for either according to circumstances, 16 The role of con-

text is emphasised time and again with reference to sig-

nification in the MaJiSfeJhSsja, For example, the word,

via, aiddha* in dcfdfee ja,bd^tha&ambmdh$ is construed
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as one opposed to larya.
17 Here Patanjali takes recourse

to the maxim: vyakhyanato visesapratipattir na hi

samdehad alaksanam to mean that it is interpretation

that disambiguates an ambiguous rule or so. Canons of

interpretation were also formulated. Definition rules too

occur as clarification of meaning of the technical terms

used. Verily, popular words employed as technical terms

may very often lead to confusion in absence of proper
definition rules. In the given circumstances, between

the technical and non-technical meanings it is the for-

mer that serves the purpose in the sastra though in some

cases at least both are equally relevant. 18 Preference of

the principle to the subsidiary, or for that matter, of the

primary to the secondary was also duly emphasized in

respect of interpretation of grammatical rules.

The meta-language of rules is however, not always
the proper idol for popular expressions. Thus the co-

ordinate compound, viz. agnisomau of names of two

gods does not lie exclusively with the pair of the said

gods, it refers equally to a pair of persons in a phrasal

environment, viz. agnisomau manavaiau. Even gram-
matical norms could not but accept equal treatment of

both direct (pratipadokta) and secondary (lafesanika)

forms indicated in the paribhasa: ga~ma-dagrahanesv
arisesah.

The daim of laksanika or for that matter, admis-

sion of laksana as a semantic device for disambigua-
tion could hardly be ignored by grammarians for long.
Thus Patanjali admits the situations where a contextual

meaning is signified by a word in a sentence. Verily, each

Jafcsaniia meaning, so to g&y, is related this way or that

to the primary meaning Concerned, the connecting link

between the two being one between either the locus and
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the locatee or qualification and qualificand or proximity,
association or so. 19

Some sort of similarity too bridges the gap in many
cases. This gives rise to two types of secondary mean-

ing, viz. suddha-laksanika and gauna-laksanika. In each

case, however, a development or shift of primary mean-

ing is evident, Patanjali has, therefore, accepted the

phenomenon as a semantic one20 and both Kaiyata and

Nagesa thereupon admit the play of faculty of impli-

cation. 21
Interpretation of the above case in terms of

abhedopacara by Candragomin is not different altoge-

ther. The same device of superimposition of one upon
the other is of frequent utility in any natural language
and each case of its occurrence justifies itself with the

instrument, the relationship involved and the rational

superimposition.

What we have gathered from Sanskrit grammatical
sources on ways and means to disambiguation may be

summed up as follows:

1. Morphemic distinctions and accentual peculiarities

help a lot in disambiguating compound forms.

2. In certain cases of mutually related signification,

zero affixation is an effective instrument of disambigua-
tion in case similar semantic departure is verifiable else-

where with affixation resulting in either internal or ex-

ternal flexion.

3. Even within a word boundary itself, certain items

of contextual circumstances, viz. number, gender, etc.

reign supreme in ascertaining the exact word-meaning.
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4. A plethora of signals lying beyond the word bound-

ary too works well with words either possessed of double

or multiple conventional denotations or context-sensitive

to the extent of admitting a secondary or unconven-

tional meaning to its fold,

5. Early grammarians ignored laksana but their fol-

lowers did not fight shy of accepting it. The widely

accepted device of superimposition is but another mode
of approaching a secondary meaning,

6. Interpretation tuned to speaker's intention is the ul-

timate resort for disambiguation; canons of interpreta-

tion, definition rules and the like converge in this exer-

cise,

True, an artificial language is free from ambiguity,
but that alone at the cost of nuances and subtleties of

expression frequently encountered in a natural language,
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M. SRIMANNARAYANA MURTI

SOURCES AND METHODS OF PANINI

Panini's Astadhyayi Is a synclironic grammar de-

scribing the Sanskrit language of 7th century B.C. Hence

it is confined to only certain Vedic texts, certain di-

alects spoken by certain groups of the Old Indo-Aryan

speech community. The Vedic texts he accounted for

could not properly be listed out, for several forms in

the extant Vedic texts could not be described by the

rules of Panini on the one hand, and several Paninian

usages could not be located in the extant texts on the

other. Panini himself refers to the dialects of the East

and the North; but he does not specify his dialect.

PatanjaH, his commentator who flourished after lapse

of a minimum of four hundred years, says that the area

of his language was Aryavarta and that 'the usage of the

learned' (sistavyavahara) in that region was the target

language.
1 The language of the learned of those days,

was very close to the Vedic language; for, it is only this

speech community which was closely associated with the

sacrifices involving the Vedic texts for recitation and

ritual. 2
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For the understanding of Pardni, we have two works,

namely the Vartika of Katyayana and the Maiabiasja
of Patafijali. Katyayana refers to one commentator of

Panini called Vyadi who was supposed to have writ-

ten a great commentary from the semantic point of

view called SamgraJba, extending over one lakh slolcas.
3

As Bhartrhari records, the Samgraha became already a

tough work to be read and understood, and Patafijali

wrote his Biasya based upon the Samgraha with elab-

oration of the salient features of the linguistic specu-

lations of Samgraha.
4 While the Vartika is a critique

evaluating his author's opinion in very brief statements

as crisp as those of the sutra, Patanjali chose to write

a bhasya, an advocation of the author. In a bhasya
the commentator explains not only the text but also

his own statements, So wherever he has to differ from

his author Patanjali explains the statements of Panini

and KatySyana at first and then gives Ms views begin-

ning his discourse with spare,
5
pare,

6
anye*

7 etc, After

Bhartrhari (4th cent.A.D.) the SaipgraJm lost irrecover-

ably, except for a few scanty illustrations cited in the

works of Bhartrhari. Thus we lost a Ml picture about

the semantic considerations which Panini had before

him for formulating Ms rules,

As Patanjali says, PEnini formulated Mi rules with

enormous effort and tranquillity of mind in a calm and

peaceful locale in a comfortable posture facing east with-

out any mundane expectations out of his work. He did

not even name Ms work,1
Afffd&yfyJis a label tagged

to the work on the ground that it was supposed to

have been composed in eight chapters,
1
Kltylyana at-

tests that even by Ms time there were different version!

for several groups of the ifitjrai besides variants in the

text. 10 Bhartrhari laments that the text tradition was
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broken time and again and it was restructured in differ-

ent periods for restoration. 11 Thus the interpretation of

the rules of Panini itself became a science and a serious

subject of study in order to obtain a clear picture about

the methods and sources of the grammatical tradition

followed by Panini. Even today there are many mod-
ern scholars who raise doubts about the exact extent

of the text and opine that several chapters were only

interpolations and not in the author's text.

Just as the name of the book is not specified, the

name of the subject was also not mentioned in Panini's

sfitra-patJha, a text which is meant to be transmitted

orally and memorized by the students. Patanjali calls

this subject Sabdanusasana, 12 As Nagesa explains, on

the basis of the derivative conventional sense (yoga-

rudha), grammar is called $a,bd&nu&san&] for, correct

words are suggested to the speech community by ex-

cluding the wrong or corrupt words. Here the exclusion

is possible from the point of view of meaning only. It is

because there cannot be any word which is either correct

or corrupt exclusively without any reference to meaning.
An empty word without meaning is as good as the sound

of a drum. A word or its meaning may undergo change
in form or obtain new shades of meaning respectively.

So the grammarian has to come to help in cages of am-

biguity or confusion arising out of inability to correlate

the words with their meanings correctly. For example
the word alva is correct in the sense of 'horse

9 and wrong
in the seme of 'one who does not have wealth 1

for which

aiv& should be uied. li
Similarly the words saimja and

umiJB are correct in the senses of 'a herd of beasts 9

and 'a society of human beings
9

respectively and wrong
when used in vice versa, 14
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/

Sabdanusasanam Is a necessary aid for any Inter-

action in the speech community either at sacrifice or

in common parlance. There are two methods known

during the times of Panini and Patanjali for preparing

sabdanusasanam, namely 'enumeration 5 and 'prescrip-

tion
3

. In the enumeration method all the words which

gained currency in the learned assembly are grouped
and listed out on,e after another. The text thus consti-

tuted is called p^aiipada-paiha 'magazine of words'. 15

Depending upon phonological, morphological and se-

mantic considerations the magazines get different

nomenclatures like nighafitu 9 Jtosa, diatu-patia, gazia-

patia, etc. Nighantus ar$ the lists of words which are

considered to be fit and fejed in usage in a given text,

wherein analogy fails considerably.
16 JRTosas are lists of

words grouped according to meanings, which serve as

a dictionary and a thesaurus.17 The dMtu-patias give

the lists of roots with their basal meanings.
18 The gana-

patias give the lists of nouns which fall under groups
with similar morphological patterns by proportional

analogy.
18 Even ift the VedalaJcsana literature,

19 we find

various works containing large lists of words of uneven

nature; e.g. wof<jb of irregular sandii,
20 words ending

with naiara,
21 etc. The other types of VedalaJfcsana

works like amziramanis22
fall in line with the word mag-

azines of the grammarians. All these works are of lim-

ited function and hence are frecommended for memoriza-

tion.

The prescription method is of another type which

contains rules by application of which the words are

obtained. 23 Before rules axe formulated the grammar-
ian assembles the words he decides to treat into groups
on the basis of semantic associations. Grouping is a
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convenience to formulate semantic categories into which
each word is expected to occur. These groups could be

the established word magazines or the lists formulated

for the purpose by the grammarian.

The rules are hierarchically arranged so that a gen-
eral rule is superseded by an exceptional rule.

24 This

prescriptive method is of use for description of a lan-

guage on a large canvas as that of Panini, which has

both the Vedic and spoken forms of Sanskrit as the

target. The genius of Panini is that the arrangement
of rules is more sophisticated than a flow chart of a

computer program- Hence the grammatical method of

Panini is adaptable to the grammar of the modern com-

puter languages, especially in handling large data bases

of Indian languages. In this sense Panini 's grammar
is a prescriptive grammar and it operates well only in

the cases of words wjdch were assembled by the author

and known to his speech community. Thus it should

never be understood that the grammar can create new
words unknown to the author by applying various rules.

Patanjali illustrates this phenomenon with a counter ex-

ample of potter. One who is in need of earthenware like

pots for use in ritual or household goes to the potter
and orders for making new pots as per his requirements
and specifications. The pots are made accordingly. In

the same way no one goes to a grammarian with a re-

quest for coining new words or meanings for his use in

the language.
25 So Katyayana declares the axiom that

the words, meanings and their relationships are fixed in

the language
20 and qach one can be recalled with any

one of the three. The successful functionalism of the

rules is in proportion to the arrangement of rules. The

arrangement of rules confirms in its turn the grouping
of words in the magazine.
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Vyakarana is another general name for grammar like

sabdanusasana. It is used by Katyayana in Ms vartika,

(Pan. 1.1.1, vt.14): laksyalaksane vyakaranam. It

means that the term vyakarana is applicable either ex-

clusively or collectively to the rules (laksana) as well

as to the words derived by such rules (laJrsya), because

the rules cannot have exclusive and purposeful existence

without word magazines and vice-versa.27 The rules and
the word magazines are at the free will of the grammar-
ian. The laksanas lead to the grammarian's linguistic

predilections and the laksyas to the word magazines.
Hence with the help of these two, the whole pratipada-

patha of Panini could be reconstructed, besides theoriz-

ing his linguistic speculations. The dhatu-pathas and

gana-pathas are to be added to the reconstructed word

magazine to fix the boundaries of the latter; for words

obtained by the sutras in their turn also depend upon
and limited to the dhatn-patha and gana-patha.

Panini is concerned with ways of unambiguous rep-
resentation of knowledge through language.

28 Therefore

the earliest known names for the grammarian are sfiri,
29

vidvanf pandita
31 and Jbudfea32 . We try to understand

his logic by the analysis of his rules; for, the linguis-

tic methods to describe the out put of language users

also apply to the language of the grammarian.
33 So the

grammarian's rules also become the target language as

much as the user's language for the structural analysis
into linguistic units such as sentence, compound, word,
morpheme and phoneme. Understanding the knowledge
of the speaker thrOtigli communication in the final anal-

ysis rests on the listener. The foundation of the com-
munication system is on the logic behind categorization
of knowledge before it is translated into series of speech
sounds. Arraying of vocables into various meaningful
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speech units Is of course a quick process done by anal-

ogy. So as Bhartrhari says, the grammarian opines that

the classification of language into sentences, words and

sounds is nothing but analysis of language.
34 There are

two alternative perceptions here. One view is to treat

the sentence as an indivisible single unit in correspon-
dence with the unitary nature of thought conceived in

the mind of the speaker and communicated with it to

the listener. The other view is to treat the sentence as

a physical body containing a concatenation of several

vocables in correspondence with the diversity of voca-

bles from the point of view of the physiological form of

language.
35 In fact these two perceptions are not exclu-

sive, but axe mutually dependent in communication and

cognition of language, as much as two sides of a coin.36

Just as jati 'universal
5 cannot exist without vyakti 'indi-

vidual (substance)' ,
and vice-versa, the semantic consid-

erations and phonological constrains cannot hold water

independently.
37

Panini, therefore, read his rules in such

a way that they can be understood and interpreted from

the semantic as well ^s phonological points of view. Here

the psychological considerations dominate with refer-

ence to the speaker while the phonological considera-

tions precede with feference to the listener.

Panini's semantic preferences are known from the

distribution and arrangement of the vocabulary into

'fields' in his word magazine. The word 'field' is used

in a technical sense that it is an area in which various

words are grouped and arranged in an hierarchy with

certain semantic constrains. The words are hierarchi-

cally grouped with the presumption that the words do

not have any absolute senses as we find in a lexicon and

different elements define and delimit each other with-

out overlapping like pieces of a mosaic. Thus each word
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in a field becomes significative of a sense, or a variety

of senses with different shades of the basal meaning in

association with other members of the field.
38 Within

a field each word shares certain characteristic features

of the next word and also certain special features as

in the case of colours in a spectrum.. In other words

the meanings of words obtain specifications by inclu-

sion and exclusion. This interdependency of meanings
of words is manifested within word magazines, within

sentences and also within derivatives and compounds.
Patanjali explains this phenomenon in his Bhasya on

Pan. 2.1.1: samarthah p^davidMh^ while discussing
about the meaning of a compound word. In the presence
of the meanings of other words, the meaning of a word is

restricted and determined precisely after the grammat-
ical connections.39 Three alternative theories are sug-

gested, namely exclusion (Jbieda), inclusion (samsarga)
and exclusion-inclusion (bheda-samsaxga).

40
According

to the theorists of exclusion the word rajnah denotes

all the possessions of the king like servant, wife, and

house, and the word purnsa denotes all those persons
who could be masters of the man. In a sentence like

rajnah purusah both the referents are grammatically
connected through mutual expectancy and the refer-

ent of rajan eliminates the purusa from the association

of other masters except the king, while the referent of

purusa eliminates the association of rajan with other

possessions except purusa. In this thought the individ-

ual is taken as the meaning of the word. The theorists

of inclusion (samsarga) hold that purusa denotes the

universal (jati) of 'manhood 5

;
the association of rajnah

determines the man ag associated with the king alone.

One can have both exclusion and inclusion operating in

the determination of meaning. Thus the determination
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of the meaning of a word set in a grammatical relation

cannot be denied. So the meanings of words are relative

and not absolute.

A well developed and popular word magazine ar-

ranged according to fields is the Namalinganusasana of

Amarasimha. As the title suggests, it furnishes lists of

nouns with their gender, which are divided into various
fields and subfields. It serves as a dictionary and also 'as

a thesaurus.41 As a dictionary it provides meanings of

each noun with other nouns, which are considered in a

loose sense as synonyms, and as a thesaurus it helps to

identify and select a choice word fitting to the context

and matching to the taste of the speaker from among
the lists of words. But the scope and nature of the

Amaraiosa is of limited destination.

The analysis of the vocabulary into fields, as an uni-

versal model, is expected to cover the entire vocabulary,
so that every object - both conceptual and material -

which is knowable and namable is comprehended. If

the metaphysics of the Vaisesikas is viewed as a science

seeking "to know the ultimate grounds of being, or what
it is that really exists, embracing both psychology and

ontology", through the analysis of language, the cate-

gorization of the Vaisesikas can be claimed as a best

workable structure of semantic fields. As known his-

torically from Sivaditya's SaptapadarfiT, the Vaisesikas

have divided the whole vocabulary in seven main fields

called categories (padfartias), with different subfields:

nine subfields of substance (dravya), twentyfour sub-

fields of quality (guna), five subfields of action (Joiya),
two subfields of generality (samanya), innumerable sub-

fields qf particularity (visesa), one subfield of inherence

(samavaya) and four subfields of non-existence
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(abhava,).
42 This is an excellent workable theory and

the meanings of each and every word can be described

by distributing each meaning in one or the other field

and subfield. The Vaisesika metaphysics provides the

domains in which each meaning can be distributed log-

ically, but it does not give any information as to how
the vocabulary was distributed at that time. It cannot

be said with certainty without the help of other sys-

tems of science which deal with language. Thus we are

turning towards Panini. In other words the Vaisesikas

and the Vaiyakaxanas stand as counter parts supply-

ing the theory and practice; hence Bhartrhari always
refers to the Vaisesikas in his Vakyapadlya,. Thus Panini

does not give any where his metaphysics to represent
human knowledge. But very perusal of the rules re-

veals that the whole arrangement progresses accord-

ing to some semantic structure. For example Panini

treats nouns, gender and number as much as Amara-
simha. But the groupings in the Astadhy&yi are entirely

of different type from the Amaratosa, for the structures

of the word magazines differ from each other depending

upon their aim and scope.

Panini identifies the cases of peculiarity and groups
them into different fields. To illustrate a sample sur-

vey of the rules ordaining singular number to certain

dvandva compounds in 2.4-2-16 reveals the classification

system of the vocabulary in the following fields:

Animate and inanimate objects constitute the main
fields. The animate field comprehends three sub-fields

of human brings, animal? and plants. The sub-field

of human beings comprises of the following sub-fields:

religious s&khSsf* rites in different sSkhasf
4 education

system comprising of different Cdturses in curriculum,
45
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caste system Including professional castes,
46
army ranks

and cadres,
47 sentiments and feelings,

48 amusements and
musical instruments,

49 foods and drinks,
50 and parts

of body.
51 The animal sub-field constitutes of its sub-

fields: wild animals,
52 domesticated animals and milk

products,
53 inferior animals 54 and animals of permanent

rivalry
55

. The sub-field of plant kingdom embraces the

sub-fields: trees,
56

grasses
57 and grains

58
. The inanimate

field covers the sub-fields of places of habitation,
59 ob-

jects used in household,
60

regional directions,
61 rivers62

and mountains63
.

The formation of the compound marjara-musifcam
with singular number, ordained according to the rule

2.4.9: yesam ca virodhah sasvatifcai cannot be pur-

posive unless the permanent rivalry is also included in

the sense of the compound; otherwise it would be only

m&rjara-musikau with dual number as a casual

dvandva compound.
64 So also the socio-religious over-

tones are manifested and included in the meanings of the

compounds like gavasvam, garaviiam, Jcubja-vamanam,

putra-pautrajm, darbia-saram, etc. (Pan. 2.4.11).

When such concepts are not included the forms will be

go'savau, etc.65 Thus in the absence of semantic asso-

ciativity a member in a group becomes incommensu-

rable with another member either in a sentence or in a

compound.
66

Therefore, as Helaraja observes, a mustard

seed cannot be compared with a mountain. But a bull

can be compared with a gavaya, which possesses all the

characteristics of a bull excluding dewlap.
67

Operation of the semantic division into fields is more

conspicuous in the case of the kinship words formed

by the addition of the patronymic suffixes, which are

dealt with by Panini in the Hadfdiita section of the
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Asta.dhya.yi (cf. Pan. 4.1.92: tasyapatyam, etc.). The

patronymic names are essential not only to serve as

surnames in order to signify the male parent or pa-

ternal ancestor, but also to assign different religious

and legal duties and rights to different individuals in a

family.
68 In this context a person is related to his father,

grandfather, great-grandfather and the preceding ances-

tors in the backward counting and to his son, grandson,

great-grandson, son of the great-grandson and so on in

the forward counting.

For practical convenience each person is determined

in his family by three preceding and three succeeding

generations. To achieve accuracy in nomenclatures two

restrictions are imposed on the community. Firstly the

personal name of the child should not be a word formed

by secondary derivative; thus it should always be a pri-

mary derivative.69 Secondly the formative suffix to sig-

nify the son, grandson, great-grandson and so on should

be different in form.70 For example Garga is the name
of person which is a primary derivative, and his son,

grandson and great-grandson are denoted by the sec-

ondary derivatives Gargi 'son of Garga', Gargya 'son

of Gargi/grandson of Garga', and gargyayana 'son of

Gargya/grandson of Gargi/great-grandson of Garga
respectively.

71 The common nomenclature for these

patronymic derivative suffixes is apatya, while the suf-

fixes signifying the grandson and great-grandson are

called gotra and yuvan respectively.
72 Several new

shades of meaning are added for economy in effort and

efficiency in expression. Economy in effort is achieved

by limiting the number of forms to grow and the ef-

ficiency by catering to certain legal and religious im-

plications through semantic change. For example the

secondary derivative with yuvan suffix like gargyayana
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can be used only when the male parents of three gen-
erations are alive. 73 Otherwise the derivative with go-
tra suffix like gargya alone is to be used even for the

great-grandson. So the scheme of the expressiveness
of patronymic derivatives is dynamic within a speci-

fied field of one's own self, his son, his son's son (i.e.

grandson), and grandson's son (i.e. great-grandson).
The variety of the suffixes does not change the semantic

structure and thus the sense of each patronymic name is

understandable with reference to the others within the

field of patronymic names.

In conclusion it can be said in unambiguous terms

that the rules of Panini can be better understood from

the semantic point of view. For this purpose a word

magazine in different semantic fields is to the consti-

tuted. This constituted word magazine is different from

the gana-patia and dfaatu-paiha which are formulated

on phonological and morphological considerations and

which serve to delimit the boundaries of the semantic

fields. When all the semantic fields are related the vo-

cabulary of Panini can be constituted into an articulated

whole without gaps and without overlappings. Such a

comprehensive list helps to explain the cultural changes
the nation passed through historically and to develop
semantic structures as much as the phonological and

morphological structures.
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nunam asya dadvanugrahah svabhavo va yo 'yam na castadhya-

jam adhite ye catra vihitah sabdas tarns ca prayunkte. aram
nunam anyan api j'anati, MB. 6.3.109, p. 174.

Bhartrhari generalises this in:

na so 'sti pratyayo loke yah sabdanugamad rte/
anuviddham ivajnanam sarvam sabdena bhasate/

Vakyapadlya (= VP), 1.131.

29. Anaudavardhana calls the grammarian sun: dhvanir iti suribhih

Jcatiitai, Divanjaloia, 1.13.

30. cf. prathame hi vidvamso vaiyakaxanah^ ibid. 1.16. Ananda-

vardhana takes vidvat as a synonym of suri; suribhih kathita

iti vidvadupajneyam uktih, 1.16,

31. Samkara in his Brahmasutrabhasya (1.1.1 intr.) refers to the

grammarian by the word pandita; cf. tarn etam evamlatsanam

adijasam pandita avidyeti manjante.

See my paper
*Grammarian and Poetician on Linguistic Vari-

ability', S.V.U".' Oriental Journal, vol. 41, fn. 23, p. 49-50

32 vyangyo vacyad dhvanir budhaih kathitah/ Kavyaprakasa,
1.4. Mapamata himself paraphrases budia as vafyakarazia:

budhafr vaiyataraiiaili pradhanabhutasphotarupavyangya-

vyanjakasya sabdasya dhvanir iti vyavaharah krtah, ibid,

p. 19 (BOW edn.)-

33. Cognition of language comprises of the cognition of the vocables

in the utterance aad the cognition of the referents of the voca-

bles and of the sentence. In recognition of this hierarchy Panini

read the rule svam rupam sabdasyasabdasamjna (1.1.68). The
same process holds water even in the case of the rules of Panini

himself. See for details my article: 'Bhartrhari on svam rupam
sabdasyasabdasamjna', Adyar Library Bulletin, 44r45, 1980-81.

34. cf. axthabhagais tatha tesam antaro 'rthah prakasyate/

ekasyadvatnia$iO bhedau sabdaxthav aprthak sthitau//

VP. 2.31.

35. dvav apy upayau sabdanam prayoge samavasthitau/
kramo VJL yaugap&dyam va yau loko nativaxtate/ VP. 2.467.

36. biedenadiigatau purvam sabdau tulyasruti punah/
tantrena pratip&ttarah prayoktra, pratipaditah/ VP 2.475.

iramau na yaugapadyasya, kascid bhedo 9

sti tattv&tah/

yathaiva bhavan nabhavah kascid anyo 'vasiyate/ VP. 3.3.84.
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However for illustration of the operation of the grammatical

rules, the rules can be interpreted either from the krama or

yaugapadya points of view. Thus it has become customary
for the commentators to examine how a given rule holds good

according to each view. This resulted in the divergence of two

schools of grammarians called Svabhavika-paksa, 'naturalistic

school' and Vacanika-paksa ^conventionalistic school'. See my
paper: ^Bhartrhari on Visesananam cajateh of Panini 5

,
SV, U.

Oriental Journal, XV, pt. 1, 1972.

37. This duality of language structure is epitomized by Bhartfhari:

sabdah karanam arthasya sa hi tenopajanyate/
tatha ca buddhivisayad arthac chabdah pratiyate//VP. 3.3.32.

Helaraja's annotation is very significant on this verse: tatha

hi buddhau sabdarthayoh purvam abhedenavasthanam .

ata eva sthanakaranavyaparad abhivyakto
7

rthasvarupasabal&h
sabdah srotrbhir avadharitas tathaiva svarupacchumnayartham

avagamayati, Praklrnaprakasa, on VP. 3.3 (Sad&ana).32.
38. One and the same word may denote different shades of mean-

ing in different speech communities. See my monograph, An
Introduction to Sanskrit Linguistics, pp. 307-309.

39. Patanjali illustrates thus: ayam dandah astiti gamyate. sa

dandah karta bhutvanyena sabdenabhisambadhyamauah
karanam sampadyate. tad yatha. kascit kamcid prcchatL kva
devadatta iti sa tasma acasfe. asau vrksa itL katarasmin yas
tisthatiti. sa vrkso 'dhikaranam bhutvanyena sabdenabhisam-

badhyamanah kaxta sampadyate }
MB. 2.1.1, vt. 5, p, 366.

40. bhedasamsargau va samarthyam itL kah punar bhedah. sam-

sargo va. iha rajna, ity ukte sarvam svam prasaktam. purusa
ity ukte sarvah svam!prasaktah. ihedanim rajapurusa ity ukte

raja purusarp. nivartayaty anyebhyah svamibhyah. puruso
y

pi
raj&nam anyebhyah svebijafa, MB. 2.1.1, vt. 2

f p.364.

Patanjali hints at this theory in the Padp&dShnika: athava,

sabdair api sabda vyakriyante. tad yatha. gaur ity ukte sarve

sandeha nivartante nasvo na gaxdabha iti, MB, 1,1.1, p. 12.

On the basis of this determinative function of words, Bhartrhari

developed two theories called Samsargavada, and Bhedapohar
vada to explain the denotation of number by the first member
of the compound. See VP. IIL14 (Vrtti). 98. See also my
Sanskrit Compounds, pp. 160-133.
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41. With the knowledge of one word, one would be able to know
several significant things and words associated with that word,
for the thesaurus records the lists in such a way that it fur-

nishes the whole and its parts, qualificant and its qualifiers,

the doer and his actions, the product and its ingredients, etc.

The derivation of each word signifies the motif behind its for-

mation. Thus absolute synonymity is practically impossible.
So the user has to select his choice word. For example if one

knows the word peacock, he can know from the thesaurus the

class to which the peacock belongs, its parts, its cries, its place
of haunt, etc. (Amarafcosa, 2.5.30-31), Let us take the field of

manusya in the Amarakosa (2.6.1-38). It gives common names
for human beings, names of man, general names of woman, spe-

cial names of woman because of physical features like shape of

the body, manners, social status like queen, house wife, prosti-

tute, age, sexual disposition, mental abilities, caste, profession,

progeny, names based on kinship with reference to the other

members of the family, etc. So one can locate any specific word

matching to the occasion, if he knows at least one item in the

field.

42. prajxdtivisayah padarthah. te ca dravyorguna-kaxma-samanya-

visesa-samavayabhavakhyah saptaiva, etc., Saptapadarthi, 2fT,

p. 2ff(Adyar, 1932).

43. Pajpu 2.4,3: anuvade carananam, e.g. kathakalapam.
44. Pan* 2.4,4: adhvaryukratur anapumsakam] e.g. arkasva-

45, PUn. 2.4.5: adhyayanato 'viprakrstakhyanam] e.g. padaka-
Joraraaiam,

46, Pin, 2.4.10 sftdranam aniravasitanam; e.g. taksayaskaxam.

47, Pin. 2.4.2: dvandvas ca pranituryasenanganami e,g. ratiiJca-

48, PSiju 2.4.13: vipratisiddham canadhikaranavaci\ e.g. sukha-

du^iAam, counter example: JcamaJcrodiau.

4t PSp,,- 2.4*!?: e.g. mardangikapanavikam.

50. Pfia, 2-442: vibhasa vrksanngatrnadhanyavyanjanapasu-

i^U^^vavadavapurvaparadhaxottaranam] e.g. dadhighrtam,

ji. 3.4,2; e.g. paiupadazn,

Pin, 2.442: e.g. ruruprsat.
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53. Pan, 2.4.11: gavasvaprabhrtini ca; e.g. gava^rana, ajavikam.
Pan. 2.4.12; e.g. dadhighrtam.

54. Pan. 2.4.8: ksudrajantavah; e.g. damsamasakam, yukaliksam.
55. Pan. 2.4.9: yesam ca virodhah sasvatikah; e.g. marjaramu-

saiam.

56. Pan. 2.4.12; e.g. plaksanyagrodham.
57. ibid, kusakasam.

58. ibid, vrihiyavam.

59. Pan. 2.4.7: visistalingo nadi deso 'gramai; e.g. jfcuruiuru-

ksetram,

60. Pan. 2.4.14: ca dadhipayaadmi, e.g. ulukhalamusale.
61. Pan. 2.4.12: e.g. purvaparam, adharottaram,
62. Pan. 2.4.7: e.g. gangasonani.
63. The rivers and places of habitation like janapadas are consid-

ered for ekavadbhava. The other areas include the mountains
and forests. So the Kasika gives as a counter example of 2.4.7:

kailasagandhamadane.
64. Cf.

^irodie
ii 'jesaJm ca virodhah 9

ity evam siddham. iada
ca svazandalasyavirodhah? yada virodham dvandvo nacaste
levalam caiiiamafcre vartate tada svacandtiam IhastltL Ny&sa
on Kasika, 2.4.11.

65. gavSfaprabhrtiiu yathoccaritam dvandvavrttam. rupantare
tu nayam vidhir bhavati - go'svam, go'sVau, Kasika,, 2.4.11.

66. Panini uses the word aviprakrsta for associativity in the rule
2.4.5: adijaaato 'viprakrstakhyanam. Therefore a samaharar
dvamdva between pada and irama is possible because the latter
follows the former in the curriculum. But such a samafaara-
dvmdva is not possible between yajnika and vaiyaiarazia be-
cause the two subjects, namely yajna and vjaiarana do not
have indispensable hierarchy in the curriculum. So an itaretara-
yogadmndva compound alone is possible. Cf. Kasika and
Nyasa on the above rule.

67. ctyadvayatra Mmdt samanjam ityadibhasywiksepah - sax-
vatopadarttesu

sa^nanyavisesayagM aupamW syad ity
mernr iva sarsap* % api ByaL.] Helaraja's

Prakirnaprakasa on VR 3.Vrtti.397.
So also the expression iimavan fya lostah cannot bring 6tlt any
comparison. See my Sanskrit Compounds, pp. 215 and 223
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68. E.g. the enumeration of sapinda is extended up to seven gen-

erations only. In other cases the asauca at the birth and death

of a child or a member of the family, common meals, etc. ire

discontinued among the members even if they are sagotra. <pf.

Kasika on Paja. 4.1.165: vanyasmin sapinde sthaviratare jivati:

ubhayatra dasahani kulasyannam nabhujyate/
danam pratigr&ho yajnah svadhyayas ca nivartate/

quoted in Nyasa on Kasika^ 4.1.165.

69. C yajnikah p^thantL dasamyuttarakalam putrasya jatasya

nama vidadhyad ghosavad adyantarantahstham avrddham

tnpurusanukam anadpiatistitam taddhi pratisthitatamam bha-

vati dvyaksaram caturaksaram va nama krtam kuryan na tad-

dhitam iti, Maiabiasja, 1.1,1, p. 4 (BORI edn.).

70. The apatya and gotra suffixes can also be added to the fe-

male descendants. So Daksi [< daksa + in. (4.1.95: ata in)

+ ms (4.1.35: ito manusyajateh}] is the only form for daugh-

ter, grand-daughter, great-grand-daughter and so on of Daksa.

The same apatya affix is ordained by Pan. 4.1.95 to signify

child and grand-child. In masculine on the other hand, we have

dafcsayajnaii with ynvan-suffix phak (by the rule Pan. 4.1.101:

yaniyos ca) signifying the great-grandson with all Daksa, his son

and great-grandson being alive: cf. yuni yad uktam striyam tan

na bhavati, Kasika, on 4.1.94: gotrad yuny astriyam. ?

71. Gargih is formed according to Pan. 4.1.95, gargyai axxorcmng

to 4.1.105: gargadibiyo yan, gargyayana (phak) according to

4.1.101: yaninos ca

72. Pan. 4.1.92: tasyapatyam', 4.1.162: apatyam pautraprabhrti

gotram; 4.1.163: jivati tu varnsye yuva.

Cf. iriyaniinittaJco 'patyasabdah, na pataty anenety apatyam
iti aunadiko yatpratyayah. yasya ca yenapatanam tat tasya-

patyam. vyavahitajanito
?

pi pautradii pitamaiader apatana-

hetur biavati, Haradatta's Padamanjari on Kasika, 4.1.93,

73. P&n. 4.1.163. In this context an younger brother of a grandson

is also called yuvan, even if any one in the preceding generations

is dead; bhratari ca jyiyasi, 4.1.164. So also even one of the

elder persons like paternal uncle (pifcrvya) is alive, and son or
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grandson is dead, the son of the grandson is called optionally

yuvan; cf. vanyasmin sapinde sthavirataxe jivati, 4,1,165. So

Gargyayana could be great-grandson, whose brother, paternal
uncle or grandfather is alive, while others are dead.



I.K. SARMA

ART AND ARCHITECTURE
OF RAYALASIMA

(from the earliest to the 6th century A.D.)

The presentation here confines to the formative pe-
riod of art and architecture restricted to the area of

Rayalasima. The appellation RayaJasinza covers ap-

proximately the present districts of Nellore, Chittoor,

Kurnool, Cuddapah, Anantapur and neighbouring Bel-

lary, Kolar districts of Karnataka, which were under the

Rayas of Vijayanagara.

While undertaking the study of art and architecture

specially of the formative stages, two basic factors have

to be kept in mind:

A) Private iouse worship: This is household worship of

certain deities with the integument rituals. Apart from

recitation, invocation, the forms of God were caused

in miniature, portable types out of clay, wood or stone.

This grhya ritual modes are basic to the growth of

art, iconography and subsequently, architecture;

B) Temple worship'. A variety of forms of Gods, as-

sociated with large structures in brick or stone medium
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to house them came up prior to 6th century A.D. it-

self. Such bigger temples, stupas were in brick media,
the principle deities, artistic embellishments, however,
were of stone in a majority of cases. Studies on Art and

Architecture in this area of Rayalasima have not been

planned or undertaken in a desired and deserving scale.

A beginning is made here,

L NOTICES ON EARLY HISTORICAL SITES:

AND BUDDHIST REMAINS IN RAYALASIMA

The Southward extent of Mauryan empire (Asokan)
includes a major part of Cuddapah, Kurnool, Ananta-

pur and Nellore districts
5
and river Pennar is generally

assumed to be the southernmost border line.

Asokan edicts of Rajulamandagiri and Erragudi

(Pattikonda Tq.) apart from the mounds at these sites,

are well-known for the data on Buddhist spread under

Mauryan patronage. Recently at Siddhulagavalu Rock
shelters located in Ketavaram village (Kurnool Tq,), in-

scriptions and Buddhist remains were reported. The

Mauryan empire has left considerable impact in Nellore

area is attested by the discovery of Silver punch-marked
coins from the villages of Duvvuru (20 km. North-West
of Nellore on the left bank of Pennar) and Alluru (20
km. North-East of Nellore). Apart from coins, the ex-

tensive ruins of fortified towns with early brick struc-

tures were noticed at Duvvuru (Nellore Tq.) and also

at Pudur (Sullurpet Tq.). Nellore is also famous for

the earliest discovery of Roman coins and medals in a

pot. In the year 1786, a peasant found below the ru-

ins of a small brick temple 5
a hoard of Roman coins and

medals in a pot, Kodavaluru and Padugupadu have also

yielded hoards of Satavahana coins and the earliest ruler
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represented was Vasisthiputra Satakarai IV. The coins

are closer to the horse types of Anantapur (Bathala-

palli) and Cuddapah (Adapur) areas of lst-2nd century

A.D.

Buddhapadu (Mahimalum) In Atmakur (Tq.) ?
has a

Buddhist base. Ramatirtham (Gaundlapalem) in Kovur

(Tq.) revealed an early historical mound with rouletted

ware and the temple is apsidal on plan.

Rudrakota (Kavali Tq,) has yielded a chatra and lo-

tus fragments in an extensive Buddhist site. Lingara-

jupalem, near Dharmavaram in Anantapur Dt. has a

mound locally known as Rakasimitta where a Buddhist

stupa in a land of 6 acres extent was found. A stone

dharmachakra, triratna and leaf motif were also repor-

ted from this place.

In Cuddapah district, Buddhist mounds of the later

Satavahana period were known from Adapur (Rajampet

Tq.), Penukanchiprolu, Peddachappalle (Kamalapuram

Tq.), and Pushpagiri (Cuddapah Tq.), In fact Ada-

pur excavations revealed a stupa and monastery of the

later Satavahana period, apart from inscriptions, sculp-

tures (Buddha-pada) and Satavahana coins, The exis-

tence of an orthodox wave of Buddhism in the Rayala-

slma area is certain but its natural and historical asso-

ciations, have not yet been properly studied.

II, EARLY BRAHMANICAL TEMPLES:

The worship of $iva appears very early in JRayala-

suna, The temples confined to all the three Indian

styles, IVagara, Dravidfa and Vesara based on the Vedic

na&n$alas. The evidence that has come forth recently

from a probe within the ParasurSmesvara shrine at
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Gudimailam (Chittoor Dt.) Is first of its kind and highly

significant as it barought to light a unique Rudrasthana

wherein a manusa-Iiriga is set within two circular argia-

pithas and surrounded closely by a square sila-prakara-

vedikain its earliest phase-I (3rd-2nd century B.C.). The
form of the standing two-handed, almost life-size, di-

vine being was identified as Rudra-yajamana. He has

no yajnopavita and third eye. In his right hand a goat,

(an yajim-pasu) is held upside down whose omentum
was offered to fire and while in the left hand an ajya-

patra is held at J&fi. He stands firmly on the shoulders

of a crouching miiiapada-yaJcsa. This massive liiiga was
fixed into two circular argiya-pifias. There is no ar-

rangement for abhiseka and the two circular pitias of

polished sand stoi^e served as offering platforms. Raw
flesh is offered to God as the cut bones of bull, goat
and pig found here attest. This set up has undergone a

change in the next phase-II during lst-2nd centuries A.D.

as an apsidal temple in brick was raised around and a

lime floor laid within the intervening spaces. Even then
no abhiseka arrangement is caused at this state also.

However, in the succeeding phase-Ill starting from the

middle of 9th century A.D, a bigger temple of stone was
raised confining however to the apsidal alignment of the

earlier brick temple.

The archaeological data unearthed here makes the

earliest temple at Gudimallam, a hypaethral silavedika-

Rngasthana in open, datable to 3rd century B.C. Such

simple open-air silapata shrines are however known from
the coin depictions of north-west India, The icon of

Rudra-yajamana here reflects consummate-skill and

ability. It is the most ideal divine figure, a work of

a susilpin, unparalleled in the realms of Indian art.
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Remarkable data has come forth from the
excavations at Siddheswaram and Virapuram (both in

Nandikotkur Tq. 3 Kurnool Dt.) wherein a series of

square shrines of brick with Mga-pithas in the centre
were unearthed. The river bank (tzrtha) of Krishna
enroute to Srisailam, has revealed several such slva-

sthanas, which were caused by Maiaratiis (lst-2nd cen-

tury A.D.) and continued till the times of the

rulers as the rich coin evidences associated with

temple units indicated. Great significance lies in the

discovery of five brick temples at Siddheswaram where

systematic vastu-vinyasa rituals were observed as

from the pottery vessels numbering - twenty placed at

the cardinal and corner directions below the adhisifzapa

level. It may be noted here that Gurzala inscription ,of

the last Iksvaku king Rudrapurusadatta refers to the

temple of Halampurasvami at Alampur.

It is now clear that the Nava-brahma group of tem-

ples in stone were prece4ed by the early art forms and

smaller temples of brick existed as the recent digs

Padma-brahma temple ^Alampur), Siddheswaram

Kudali-Sangamesvaram revealed. At Kudali, much be-

fore the rise of the massive early Calukyan edifice - the

place has several smaller brick shrines with lime stone

Hnga-pithas. The later Satavihana-Iksvaku lead coins

and Roman gold coins were associated in their founda-

tkmal levels as offerings.

The early Calukyan temple groups at Pitikayagulla s

Satyavolu (Giddalur Tq., Prakasam Dt.) have a

lar set up in their early foundations. Mulasthaneivara

temple, Pottapi (Kurnool), though largely built in

much later (llth century A.D.), preserves an

style similar to Kapotesvara temple , Chejarla* The
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Parasuramesvara temple at Attirala, like Gudimallam

detailed above, is an apsidal type in plan and elevation.

A probe here will be highly rewarding.

The Agasthesvara temple complex of Chilamakuru

(closer to Cuddapah) has within the sanctum a thumb-

shaped liiiga (angustha-matrah purusah), an archaic

type. Its foundation also appears much early. Ganga-

perura (Cuddapah) is renowned for a chaya-stambha in-

scription referring to gograhana (cattle raid) during the

Iksvaku period and the place is stated to be the home

of Kamata-Gangas.

III. EARLY CULT OBJECTS AND RISE OF TRI-

MURTI TEMPLES:

Cultic orientation of immuxti and ritual worship ini

the houses is wel attested by lst-2nd century A,D. it-

self in AndhradSsa* The handy stone plaques depicting
frideva (Brahma-Isvara- Visnu) are known from Keesari

gutta (Karimnagar Dt.) 9
Kunidena (Guntur Dt,),

Kaaakadurga temple premises and Madugula (Vijaya-

wada), To this class belong the series of stone (red slate

and buff sandstone) , plaques obtained from the ancient

mounds of Peddamudiyam, the Mudivemu-agrahara of

early Cilukyan fame in Cuddapah district. Here be-

sides, Trideva, Vinayaka and Kumara are also found de-

picted in some examples, thus augmenting panca-dev^
worship by early 5th century A,D.

Two more examples of limestone were found by me
ia the collections of Sri Venkateswara Oriental Insti-

tute, Tirupati (my visit 3.8,79). They were collected by
(late) Sri Veturu Prabhakara Sastry of Muktyala Vil-

lage, Nandigama Tq. of Krishna Dt
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Recently B. Rajendra Prasad of Sri Venkateswara

University reported another example of soapstone (mea-

suring 21x20x3cm.) from Duvvurn (Buchireddypalem

Tq., Nell@c.e Dt.). This is yet another unique plaque
which contained in relief Trimukha-brahma on lotus,

Hnga and Nandi, Padmamukhf Laksmi with nara

below.

It may be noted that the copper plate inscriptions

of the time of Early Pallava king Simhavarman-,-*(ob-
tained from Buchhireddipalem and Paturu villages) con-

fer brahmadeya grants to 170 Vedic -scholars belong-

ing to 26 gotras. The Braima-Isvara-Vifiiu-JaJcsitaja-

tanas caused by the early Pallava kings demonstrate

the transformation of the household trideva cult into

the public temple worship by 5th century A.D.





P.V. PARABRAHMA SASTRY

CULTURAL INTEGRATION IN

INDIA THROUGH PURANAS
(with particular Reference to

Andhra C.3QQ A.D. - 650 A.D.)

Leaving the allusions in the epics to the migration

of Agastya to the South, there prevails the popular be-

lief that some renowned sutra-Jraras like Bodhayana and

Apastamba flourished in the Krishna-Godavari delta re-

gion some time in the fourth century B.C. 1 The

brahmanas in Andhra region mostly belong to these par-

ticular sakhas of Bodhayana and Apastamba. Further"

the Andhra recension of the TaHtiriya-samhita is be-

lieved to have been standardized by Apastamba himself,

The episode of Baveri narrated in the SuUanipata indi-

cates that Brahmana religion was flourishing in the Dec-

can even during Buddha's time.2 A more specific allu-

sion to the existence of certain brahmana families in the

south can be inferred from the Mahabhasya of Patanjali

of 2nd century B.C. He pointedly mentions more than

once that his predecessor grammarian
Vararuci was one among the southerners (daksinStyas)
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who were fond of using the words with taddhita end-

ings (priyataddhita daksinatyafa).
3 Vararuci's southern

origin clearly indicates that there existed some reputed

institutions or gurukulas for higher studies In Vedas and

sastras in the Deccan even before Patanjali's time. It

is not known from which part of the Deccan Vararuci

hailed. That he was remembered long in the scholarly

circles is borne out by an epigraphic mention of the title

adyakala-vararuci attributed to a donee in the Koneki

grant of Calukya Visnuvardhana II4 datable in 669-70

A.D. The comparison is not with Panini or Patanjali.

There is no evidence to say that these highly learned

brahmanas of the pre-Christian era received any royal

patronage in the Deccan or far south. As a matter of his-

torical truth there existed no well settled ruling families

worth the mention in this region. Ambition for political

supremacy was not known till the Satavahanas founded

an integrated political dominion out of all the petty
chiefdoms of Andhra, Asmaka and Mulaka* Even during
their long reign of more than two and a half centuries we
notice only a single record referring to brahmadeya gifts

at least as sacrificial fees, and that is the Nanaghat in-

scription of Naganika,
5 datable to the latter part of the

first century B.C. This inscription undoubtedly offers us

a glimpse into the prevalence of the cult of Vedic sac-

rifices in western Deccan. But in the eastern part such

evidence is lacking. All the earliest records in this part

beginning from the time of Asoka up to the Iksavakus

in the third century AJX are Buddhist in nature and

gifts as brahmadeya are not noticeable in them. There
seems no attempt by those few brahmanas of undertak-

ing the missionary work of propagating brahmanism as

a religious faith. Society at large was least benefited by
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those few brahmanas in the early phase of Aryanization
of the Deccan.

But in that early historical phase, say from the third

century B.C. contacts with the Buddhists started in the

Deccan. According to the latest count there are more
than seventy Btuddhist centres discovered in Andhra and

many of them yielded structural as well as epigraphical
evidences datable to a period as late as twelfth century
A.D.6

It would not be an exaggeration if we say that

Buddhism as a popular belief commanded enormous in-

fluence over the society for more than a millennium be-

ginning from the time to Asoka and declining in the

seventh century as noticed by Huian Tsang. Buddhism
was the earliest religion which endeavoured in maintain-

ing social contacts irrespective of caste and creed with

a missionary spirit and a majority of the common fam-

ilies, particularly in the coastal Andhra and Telangana
followed Buddhism.

Contrastingly the Vedic brahmanas did not try to

propagate thei? religion among the common folk. In

fact there is little in the Vedic scriptures which can be

conveniently adopted in the daily life of the common
people. It was all confined to the cult of sacrifices and

Upanishadic philosophical discourses useful for the in-

tellectuals alone* Not even temples were constructed

for the worship of the deities of the common people. So

Buddhism naturally gained the upper hand in attracting
the masses. Even the small gifts of stones for a caitja
a garland to decorate the stupa, sweeping the premises
of caitja or viiara, lighting a lamp near the caitya and

doing any manual service in a Buddhist place were at-

tached with the result of great virtue. Such acts were

easily accessible to the lay worshippers and similar ways
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of easy worship were practically denied for the benefit

of the common folk in the Vedic scriptures.

Thus when Buddhism was at its zenith in Andhra
there came the whirlwind like invasion of Samudra-

gupta some time after 350 A.D. His Allahabad prasasti
7

narrates no less than a dozen rulers vanquished by him
In the Deccan, most of them being in coastal Andhra
and Kalinga. Many of them are said to have been

captured and released out of compassion as inferred

from the words grahana-moksa-anugraha. But the sub-

sequent history reveals that the rulers of only Vengi
and Kanchi namely Hastivarman and Visnugopa respec-

tively were retained in their positions, the rest of the

vanquished rulers being replaced by his favourites. It

is not certain that even the same kings of Vengi and
, Kanchi were permitted to rule their respective kingdoms
1

or replaced by other members of the same families.

Samudragupta did not acquire any political gain from
his southern conquest. He might have become eligi-

ble for performing the prestigious Asvamedha sacrifice.

Pusyamitra, the Sunga king who revolted against the

Maurya king Brhadratha in about 180 B.C. is known
to have performed Asvamedha to indicate his success-

ful revolution against the Buddhist Mauryas and his

attempt to uphold the cause of Brahmanism. To per-
form Asvamedha in the early days was significantly in-

dicative of political conquest and a determined effort to

uphold dharma as dictated in the Brahmanical scrip-

tures. In the same ideological pursuit Samudragupta's

conquest of the rulers of the south where the spread of

the heretic religion. Buddhism was conspicuously on a

high pitch was to make himself qualified for perform-

ing the Asvamedha as part of his endeavour to uphold
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Brahmanical dliarma, as indicated In one of the legends

he used on the coins (biuvazn jitva gupto jayati divam

dhaxmena) . Thus, Samudragupta's southern invasion,

in the absence of any territorial gain Is to be inter-

preted as his attempt to promote Brahmanical dharma

in a more effective manner to bring the masses into

its fold. Perhaps it was his intention to wage a cold

war against Buddhism in general and particularly IB

the Deccan where Buddhism dominated as a religious

following among the masses. Perhaps it was on this

ground that some sutrakaras considered Andhra to be

a land not to be visited by the brahmanas and those who

visit there should undergo certain purificatory rites.
8

It is an admitted belief that the bulk of the Purana

literature was subjected to the process of re-editing un-

der the patronage and instructions of the Gupta rulers,

so as to render Brahmanism easily accessible to the com-

mon man, incorporating the descriptions of several holy

places spread over all the country, Secondly, they pro-

vide easy methods of acquiring virtue through simple

rituals or vratas, charities or cfanas, reciting devotional

songs of sam&tanas and the like which are much easier

to observe than the Vedic sacrifices involving greater ex-

penditure and manual strain. Thirdly the Puranas con-

stantly advocate the cult of Bhakti and for that purpose

provide worship of images of innumerable gods Siva,

Visnu, Kartikeya, Durga, Ganesa and so on according to

the liking of the devotee. This kind of worship became

very close to the simple ways of propitiating the primi-

tive gods of the indigenous people. In fact, a large num-

ber of Indigenous deities which were being worshipped

by the common folk have been taken into the Puranas

under different Sanskritized names with simple legends

called sthala-pucanas being incorporated in them. The
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origins of the great pilgrim centres like Srisailam, Tiru-

mala and Ahobilam in Andhra according to the respec-

tive stiaJa-ptiranas are connected with the tribal peo-

ple.This clearly indicates the deities of the pre-historic,

say the neolithic, period have been conveniently trans-

formed into Pauranic gods Siva, Narasimha, Durga and

so on. This kind of assimilating other popular beliefs led

to the inclusion of the Buddha in the Puranas as one of

the incarnations of Visnu. Perhaps this was one of the

main factors which contributed for the decline of Bud-

dhism, for, the lay worshippers of that faith ungrudg-

ingly switched over their religious affiliation to Brah-

manical Purana system. We notice categorical

statements in the inscriptions of the medieval period

which support the view of the common man that all the

four kinds of the popular beliefs namely Jaina, Saiva,

Vaisnava and Bauddha are the same in essence because

the respective gods are but the manifestations of the

singular Supreme Absolute.9 This kind of ideological

compromise among the Hindus is the basis for the evo-

lution of the smarta system of Brahmanical religion,

particularly in the Deccan where Buddhism predomi-
nated in the early phase. Most of the deities which

were being popularly^worshipped by the indigenous peo-

ple were taken as Hindu gods under different names

and worshipped through brahmana priests with Vedic

mantras. The Goddess Bhramaramba, the consort of

Mallikarjuna at Srisailam till recent times was

worshipped on certain occasions by the local tribals

called cencus in their way of offering animals before the

deity. Now it is stopped.

With its origin in the Vedic culture the antiquity

of the Purana-dharma goes back to an uncertain pe-

riod. As a matter of fact a number of Purana quotations
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relate to the earlier versions or direct borrowings from

Vedic texts as well as their immediate explanatory lit-

erature like the Braimanasj Aranyalcas, Sastras,
10

etc.

It is again a fact that the cultural history of India is

wholly based on these scriptures although interpreta-

tions and methods of approach differ. Finally in the

Biagavadgita, 10.41 Lord Krsna proclaims that what-

ever being animate or inanimate endowed with Divine

grace and super-power is to be comprehended as His

own manifestation:

yad yad vibhutimat sattvam siimad ffrjitam eva Fa/
tat tad evaFagaccies tFam mama tejomsasambhavam//

This is the secret in the concept of having the multitude

of gods, semi-gods, avataras and perceiving Divinity in

rivers, hills, trees
5 birds, animals, and even serpents. A

preceptor or guru is deemed to be the personified form
of the gods Brahma

5 Visnu, Mahesvara and finally the

actual Supreme Absolute. The ruler of the earth is no

other than the god Visnu. The warrior who dies on
the battle field attains Divinity and hence originates
the cult of hero-worship. The god Siva is deemed to be

manifested in all sorts of animates and inanimates as

attributed to Him in the JiudradJiyaya,

The attribution of vimvatita-catuvana-samkarasa to

Gautamiputra Satakarni in the Nasik inscription of Pu-

lumavi II,
11 indicates his endeavour in upholding the

four-fold caste-based social order* Much information

about the process of Aryanization in Andhra can be

gathered from the traditional accounts preserved in the

form of local records and the inscriptions of fourth cen-

tury A.D. onwards. In the Kaifiyats of some villages
12

like Upputuru, Motupalli, Inagallu and Vangipuram ref-

erences are made to the immigration of Northern
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brahmanas from the Gangetlc valley at the instance of

Trilocana Pallava. Some Kaifiyats contain an account

regarding the struggle between the Bauddhas and the

Jainas on the one hand and the brahmanas supported by
the king Trilocana Pallava on the other. They also refer

to the Pallava king's endeavour in founding brahmanical

temples and arranging for worship in them by brahmana

priests. These established traditional accounts clearly

indicate that the early Pallava rulers as a consequence
of Samudragupta's invasion were immensely interested

in propagating the religion as taught in the Puranas.

Their efforts are directed to discourage Buddhist mis-

sionaries on one hand and patronize the brahmanical

temples on the other. There axe indications in these

local records that some deities worshipped by the non~

brahmana priests are admitted into Puranic pantheon.
Prom the inscriptions also we notice that the SlQan-

kayanas and the Pallavas were the earliest rulers who
started founding agraharas and farafaznadeyas. The
Kolleru plates of Salankayana Vijayanandivarman

13

record the grant of the village VidenurapaHika for 157

brahmanas. Pallava Simhavarman son of Yuvaraja Sri

Visnugopa gratnts the village Pantura in Mundarastra

in Nellore region to 170 brahmanas,
14

all of them being
learned in Vedas the and Vedarigas. The Penugonda
plates of the king Hastivarman likely Salankayana Has-

tivarman II datable to the latter part of the fourth cen-

tury AD* describes the donee brahmanas, sixty in num-

ber> as well versed in Veda, Fedaiiga, ItiMsa, Puraim,

JViroga (medical science), CJiandovidiiti (metrical sci-

ence) and Pravacana (exposition of the texts).
15 This is

the earliest reference to Itifaasa, Purana and Pravacana

in the inscriptions which clearly indicates that conse-

quent on Samudragupta's military march to the South
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there was a marked change in the religious life of the so-

ciety. Decline of Buddhism and growth of Brahmanism
or Purana-dharma are conspicuously noticeable from

the inscriptions datable from the last quarter of the

fourth century A.D. No new Buddhist establishments are

datable to a subsequent period in the region, although
the earlier ones continued to be frequented by the devo-

tees.

The institution of Temple played a tremendous role

in the evolution of Purana culture. The Puranas are

very liberal in the aspect of dedicating temples to any

god of one's liking unlike Bauddha-caityas, which were

built to commemorate only the Buddha. There is no

village in this country which does not have at least one

temple. It is a place where not only the object of wor-

ship is installed, but also liberal gifts of different kinds

are offered by all sects of people. It stands as a symbol
of religion of the society. The Visnudharmottara gives

some principles regarding the construction of temples,
which are elaborated in the Agama works. The Puranas

offer a detailed description regarding the origin of sev-

eral deities.

The Puranas advocate the policy of adoptability to

the changed environment caused by the heretic systems
of Buddhism and Jainism. The rigidity of the Vedic in-

junctions was let loose in order to evolve Brahmanism as

a popular religion by incorporating more ways of Bhakti

in the place of the Vedic ritualism. Even the com-

mon vratas can be performed by persons of all castes.

The well known vr&ta of SatyanSrayana for example de-

scribes in its story that two kings, a brahmana, a vaisya,

his wife and daughter, a low cast-born firewood ven-

dor and lastly the cowherd-boys were described to have
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been benefited by performing it. It is said to be forming
few chapters in the Revakhanda of the SMuda-purana.
Most of the families in the Deccan observe this vrata

frequently. Whether the said chapters are originally in

that Purana or interpolated in later times is not our con-

cern, but this bit of Brahmanical ritual is popularly ob-

served and teaches how the god is benevolent to all alike.

It is well-known from the Mahabhar&ta, the story of

Dharmavyadha,
16 where Kausika^ a learned Brahmana

is asked by a house-wife to go to a slaughterer named

Dharmavyadha and learn from him about Dharma. It

is enough if we remember that Rama
5 Krsna, Siva, Devi

and the other numerous gods who are.described in the

different Puranas are worshipped by all Hindus from

Himalayas to Kanyakumari, People of all linguistic and
sectarian affiliations in the country are brought together
in the matter of religion by the Puranas alone. We to-

day boast ourselves as Hindus as a united nation irre-

spective of our regional differences because of only our

regard in the epics and Puranas. People from all parts
of the country observe the main festivals with uniform

belief as described in the Puranas . These are the main
features of Hindu culture without going deep into the

philosophical ponderings. For this kind of religious inte-

gration in South and North we owe much to the Gupta
emperors who initiated indirectly the task of getting the

Puranas re-edited by the learned brahmanas who incor-

porated in them a number of holy places in the South
also as pilgrim centres.
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SATYA VRAT

RAJAMALLA'S

JAMBUSVAMICARITA

Written in V.S. 1632 (1575 A.D.),
1
probably at Agra,

in deference to the fervent pleadings of Todarshah, a

wealthy Private of Bhatariya (Aligarh),
2 the

JambffsrSmicarita [= JSC]
3 of Rajamalla purports to

be a PurSnic bpipgraphy of Jambflsvanu, the last ievalin,

revered in both the sects of the Jainistic faith. Notwith-

standing the unanimity in contents, Rajamalla's poem
betrays substantial divergences from Brahmajinadasa's
Jambusvajnicaxita, While the theme in the former is

loosely strung and lacks homogeneity, Rajamalla as-

suredly putftfips Brahinajinadasa in glstric equip-

ment and poetic excellence.

No reasonable doubt can be entertained about the

puranic ch^jffctar of JSC. It is rather rich in all that

shapes the genius of a purilnic poem. It is marked in its

inception byfc detailed exposition of the traditional divi-

sions aiiid subdivision^ of time as conceived in the Jain-

istic trfediti^ fr&cfc8 fc^e topography of Jambudvipa
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and its most important constituent, the Bharataksetra.

The description has no conscious connection with the

poem and has been evidently admitted to import it

puranic hue. True to its sectarian objective JSC has

gone the whole hog to glorify the Jaina faith4 and pour
scorn on Buddhism and the non-dualistic Vedanta.5 The

Jaina canon is eulogised as an antidote to all the malaise

that afflicts the ^heretic
5

faiths. Gautama's discourse in

canto Three has also sectarian overtones in that it is

addressed to detailing the seven tattvas, celebrated in

the Jainistic thought as a gateway to final emancipa-
tion. The dogged exposition of the twelve anupreksas,

though out of joint with the theme
5
is intended to lend

it a philosophic touch but settles down as an extension

of the glorification game.

The exhaustive description of the earlier births of the

JDraxnaiis Personae and the tendency to attribute their

present conduct and predicament to the operation of the

earlier actions that combine to determine the purSnic
character of a poem, emerge as its most glaring charac-

teristic. Bhavadevaj the son of Brihma^a Aryavasu, is

bom as Sivakumara and is subsequently elevated to the

divine status of VidyimmiS in Brmhmottara as a re-

sult of Ms severe penance. It is tMs Vidyunmiff who
is bom as- JambtsvEra to ArluuldSsa and JinamatL

The znoak Saudhanaa none dm but Jambfi's elder

brother BhSvadeva in an earH^r birth, "The four wives

of Sfirasena, a leading merchant of Oampiptm, become
wives of Vidyimmill as a result of devotion to religious

pursuits and incarnate as wives of lauibf in the present
birth,

Tb pufljpc dF aadttaxy sto-

ne* in the stojry to tatmfct and Accept-
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ability has assumed frightening proportions in JSC. A
sizable part of the poem has been usurped by the stories

that Jambii's newly wed wives relate to wean him away
from his resolve to embrace asceticism in preference to

mundane pleasures and those with which he counters

them with equal tenacity. The poem is likewise marked

by many a supernatural event. The heavenly nymphs
and deities rush down to the earth to arrange the assem-

bly (samavasarana) of Vardhamana Jina. Sivakumara
is reminded of his earlier birth at so much as the sight
of the monk Sagaracandra. Not unlike the puranic writ-

ings, the writing of JSC has been viewed as a sacred task

to derive religious merit.6 In the spirit of the puranas
the poem ends with self-glorification (mahatmya)J In

accordance with its objective, JSC culminates in qui-

etude, the Santa-rasa. Almost all the characters in the

poem ultimately overcome worldly snares and attain

the supreme bliss. It is a measure of the efficacy of its

puranic overtones that the reader, on perusal of JSC, is

overwhelmed by a deep sense of detachment and comes
to long for higher goals of life.

THEME:

Composed of about 2400 verses, JSC seeks to de-

scribe in thirteen cantos of uneven size, the life-account

of Jambusvami, universally acclaimed as the last ke-

valin* The story as dealt with in the poem consists of

four well-marked segments. Canto one which concerns

itself with detailing the early Mughal emperors espe-

cially Akbar and his manifold achievements, besides the

genealogy and religious fervour of Shah Todar, forms

a preface (kathamukha) to the poem. The next three

cantos and a half are intended to be no more than a
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prelude (purvapItMka). They are padded with exhaus-

tive descriptions of the earlier births of almost all the

characters. The poem proper
- the biography

- begins

the later half of canto Five.

Aptly named Jambusvami as a consequence of his

mother's seeing the Jambu fruit in dream, be blossoms

into a personable and powerful youth. The victory over

the Vidyadhara Ratnacula establishes him as a brave

warrior and brings rich laurels. On hearing Saudharma's

sermon, Jambu is overcome by complete indifference

towards worldly objects and pleasures, and decides to

embrace asceticism then and there, but at the interces-

of his parents, defers his resolve to a day after his

with four comely maidens of the town. He
conducts himself with astounding equipoise in the bed

and thereby foils the advances of his newly wed
They scoff at Ms strange behaviour and strive

to deflect Mm from the thorny path as asceticism
appropriate stories. He firmly refutes their logic,

He escapes from the marital noose and is ordained into
wMch paves the way for his ultimate emanci-

Canto tMrteen has the trappings of an adjunct,
as it does the twelve well-known umpreksBs.

The strings of the story are obviously loose. The
tot four cantos have a tenuous link with the central

tt^X^'tttt.'Z
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related therein to wear Jambii from his resolve, belong
to the realm of puranas rather than a mahakavya. JSC

provides a unique instance of how lack of proportion
can afflict even the well meaning poems. And to stretch

the poem to one additional canto after the phalagama
defies both the theory and practice. Canto Thirteen is

no better than a needless appendage.

SOURCE OF JSC:

With its sublime objective of seeking release from

worldly bondage, the fascinating story of Jambusvami

commands wide respect. True to his sectarian predilec-

tions, Rajamalla based his account on Gunabhadra's

magnum opus, the Uttara-puraiia (76.1-213). The way
he has executed his story does not betray substantial

differences from Gunabhadra.

The account of the earlier births of the various char-

acters as detailed in JSC, closely follows the Uttara-

purana, minor aberrations notwithstanding. Thus while

in Rajamalla's version Jambii and his elder brother rep-

resent Bhavadeva and Bhavadeva, sons of Aryavasu,

a brahmana of Vardhamanapura in one of their ear-

lier births; Jambu's elder brother, in Gunabhadra, is

named Bhagadatta and their father was Rastrakuta, a

wealthy merchant of Vrddhagrama.
8 The two concur on

the point that it was the elder brother who had opted for

monkhood first. As he returns to prompt the younger

brother into the order, the latter, as testified by the

two poems, was engaged in marriage festivities. His

(Bhavadeva's) wife has been given the name of Nagavasu
in JSC, while she is called Nagasri in the Uttara-purana,

and it is her mother who is named Nagavasu (76.156).
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Bhavadeva, even after lie Is ordained Into monkhood, is

unable to shake off fascination for his wife and continues

to crave for her vicinity (JSC* IIL185-193). As revealed

by the I7ttara-puraca 5
he regains his calm after he is

rapped by Suvrata for Ms misdemeanour (76.167-90). In

JSC
5
it is his wife Nagavasu, now reduced to a skeleton,

whom he chances to meet in a caitya, who administers

the rebuff (IIL220-22S).
9 JSC concurs with the Uttara^

puranain describing that Sivakumara (Bhavadeva) came
to entertain affection for him and was reminded of his

earlier birth on seeing the monk Sagaradatta

(Bhavadeva).
10 While in Gunabhadra Vidyuccara is said

to have broken into Arhaddasa 5

s house with his gang of

500 thieves (76.53-56) , Rajamalla, for obvious reasons,

has dispensed with the gang.

Despite some divergences in the sequences and spirit

of the stories related by Vidyuccara, in the two works,
to impress upon Jambu the futility of discarding the

pleasures in hand in the wild hope of achieving richer

dividends later, they do not differ in essentials. It is,

however, notable that the story of jackal who had died^

in a bid to catch a fish leaving behind a mass of flesh,

as related in the Uttara-porana, has been amalgamated
by Rajamalla in the story of the old trader and Ms un-

chaste wife. The ancillary stories told by Jambu*s wives

in JSC to realize the same objective are, however, con-

spicuous by their absence in the Uttara-purana. Jambu
therein relates the well-known story of the man hang-

ing in a well with honey flowing into his mouth inter-"'

mittently, to uphold Ms contention/
1 wMch leads Ms

parents, wives and Vidyuccara to the bliss of liberation.

It does not differ in spirit from the story that Jambu
tells to counter his third wife Vinayasri. According to
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The analysis of the amtyanupreksa that Mows isnotable for its depth and vehemence and und

the^permanence
of the worldly objects with

"

JSC.

?^)"lK*it

i
the l~u* fl - ;^Tsc

, Mfl ill
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Not unlike srngara, the Heroic sentiment is also in-

terwoven in the texture of the poem. The description

of the diverse fights to establish the hero's credentials

as a powerful warrior had settled down as a manner-

ism of sorts in the pnranic writings. Rajamalla revels

in detailing such like motifs which were curiously looked

upon as a substitute of effective delineation of vira-rasa.

The stubborn description of the trumpetings of the ele-

phants, twangs of the bows, creakings of the chariots,

dances and fights of the headless bodies (iabandias),
the screening of the sun with the volley of arrows in the

course of the battle, reflects the same tendency.
13 The

ethereal, fury and Garuda missiles and serpent-nooses
14

that are freely traded in Ratnacula's encounters with

Mrganka and Jambukumara, also betray an adherence

to the time-worn mannerisms. It is in the espgusal of the

jfcsatra-dtarma in canto Seven that the vira-rasa finds

the most effective expression (V1L30-32). These com-

bats in JSC, however, seem to be intended to respect the

theory. Like the srrigara, violence is also at odd with

the author's commitment to peace. The way Jambu un-

dergoes remorse and denounces violence soon after his

victory in the first battle,
15 attest to the author's innate

abhorrence of war. It is, however, ironic that he plunges
into another war soon after this wholesale condemnation

of violence.

Pathot emerges in Mahlpadma's wailing as hii son

SivakumSra fall into swoon, and the piteous cries of

Jambfl's mother and wives over Ms resolve to opt for

monkhood, Pathog in such writings is shorn of iting.

They tend to view screams and curses as a substitute of

20-21),
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The description of the terror struck by Srenika's fu-

rious tusker in the soldiery leads to the emergence of

biayanaia-rasa. The warriors are so overcome by fear

as the tusker goes berserk that none of them makes even

a feeble attempt to tame the beast (VI. 73, 75-76). The

furiousness of the tusker
,
on the other hand, gives rise

to raudra-rasa crushing all that comes his way and scar-

ing everybody to flee with his fearsome trumpetings, he

appears to be a replica of Yama (VL63-65).

Adbhuta, blbhatsa and vatsalya also contribute to

heighten the aesthetic pleasure in JSC.

DEPICTION OF NATURES

The thesie of JSC is such that it can hardly afford the

luxury of drawing the beauties of the natural phenom-
ena. However, Rajamaila has sought to highlight his

love for nature by some lovely sketches. The depiction of

the natural beauties in JSC comes as a gust of fresh air,

its brevity notwithstanding. Though Rajamalla sticks

by and large, to the contemporary trends, his predilec-
tion for the natural style is beyond question. In view of

the aversion of the post-Kalidasan poets to the alambana
form of nature, Ms commitment to its innate beauties
deserves esteem. It asserts itself with a vengeance in"

the description of the rainy season. With the rumblings
of the cloud, rain showers, cool breeze and flashes of

lightening, he has sought to capture the essence of the
season, 16

In deference to the tradition, Rajamalla has sought
to impute human actions and feelings on the nature
wMch serves to establish a pleasing communion between
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the two. But he is not much enamoured of personi-

fying the natural phenomena* It is in the description
of the spring and rainy season that he has resorted to

the device, albeit sparingly. The lightening conducts it-

self like a reckless dancer in baring her charms on the

stage of the sky to enthral the viewers below with the

performance.
17 The spring, on the other hand, appears

like a proud sovereign equipped with the royal parapher-
nalia (VL47).

It is, however, the ornate style of depicting nature

that fascinates him the most. The spring has been de-

scribed in this vein. The utpreksH serves to invest the

description with winsome charm. While the asoJka tree

in conjunction with the campajca seems to be a mass of

flesh of the heart of the separated folk, burst under se-

vere pangs; the Jdmsuka flowers look like the pyres that

burn them down with gruesome ferocity (VL52-53).

PHYSICAL CHARMS:

Rajamalla has as sharp an eye for the physical charms

as for the beauties of nature. It was difficult to chalk

out a new course in defiance of the all-pervasive nafcia-

sikha device, but Rajamalla's equipment has enabled

Mm to make the description as lonely as it was possible

to do within the compulsions of the theme. The figures

of speech like upama and utpreksa that he has pressed

into service with some tenacity, serve to highlight the

beauty of emperor Srenika in relief. His curly hair ap-

peared as if they were off-springs of the cobra of cupid.

The sandal paste on his broad chest invited compari-

son with the moon-shine spread over the valley of Meru

(11.16, 21).
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CHARACTERIZATION;

JSC does not have many characters to boast. Be-

sides the hero, his parents 3
wives and Vidyuccara are

the dramatis personal that join to weave thejwarp and

woof of the poem. It is however, Jambusvami's charac-

ter that has claimed the maximum attention.

Though viewed as a paragon of many a virtue, it is

the contradictory valour and tranquiUty, pravrtti and

nivrtti, that distinguish Jambusvamin's character. He

tames the mighty tusker in a trice while the profes-

sional trainers flee in fear. His victory over the well-

equipped Ratnacula draws fulsome acclaim from Srenika

and Mrganka, the powerful rulers of Magadha and

Kerala. It was in fact their battle that he had accepted
to fight. However, violence is alien to his genius. He
rues the havoc he had let loose in the battle.

His nivrtti leads him to conduct himself like a recluse

in the midst of affluence and comforts otherwise avail-

able to him. He is unmoved by the advances of his

newly wed wives as if they were shorn of charms and he

of virility. As a matter of fact, woman to him is no more

than a crucible of filth (XII.3-5). His mvrtti culminates

in his release from worldly bondage.

Of the minor characters
?
the notorious thief Vidyuc-

cara deserves esteem rather than disdain. He, after he

has broken into his house for burglary^ acts as a ped-

agogue in a sustained bid to persuade Jaxnbu to desist

from the thorny path of asceticism. He himself under-

goes a change of heart and tastes the bliss of liberation.
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LANGUAGE^

JSC seems to have been composed with the limited

objective of earning religious merit through the dissem-

ination of faith. It is therefore futile to expect polished
or ornate language in such a writing. The genius of

the theme does not provide much scope for linguistic

niceties. It is couched throughout in a lucid and simple

phraseology which has been instrumental in realizing
the objective to which it owes its genesis. The poet
has not hesitated to sacrifice the chastity of the lan-

guage to ensure its simplicity. JSC has received a large

sprinkling of un-paninian forms
,
which though common

to the puranas ?
sound odd in a mahakavya. The un-

paninian forms in the poem relate to almost all the sec-

tions of Sanskrit grammar; e.g.:

(cfff 3cpf), ^faPT OR Wm)> ft^fcffa

), Weft

CsspO, ftrerfcr (ftrewft),

etc. call attention. Asti sma cadyapi vibhati (1.6),

abhast sma (11.225), dhyanam ekagryam dhyayann iha

(IIL124), patir bhavi bhavita ko ?
tra (VI.17), pratas-

the 'snrin (VIIL102), such like expressions are also not

scarce in the poem. These quaint forms and usages and

others of their ilk tend to dent the sobriety of the lan-

guage, It would, however, be illogical to conclude that

Rajamalla is not worthy of pure and serene language. It

is the zeal to ensure wide popularity for his poem that

seems to have deflected him from an effective medium
that would have been commeixsurated with the genius

of a maiajtavja,
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JSC suffers from a lack of variety in expression. It

has mostly claimed a unitrack language. But as is evi-

dent from the delineation of the variant sentiments, the

author is abreast of the different tiers of language and is

fairly equipped to work up phraseology appropriate to

the various situations. His language is certainly simple
but not void of sheen. The poem is adorned with a num-
ber of wise sayings which axe couched in a diaphanous

phraseology.

FIGURES OF SPEECH:

The figures of speech, used in JSC, serve to lend

clarity to the expression, Rajamalla is not much fond

of the sabdSlajykaras. They have been used sparingly
in the poem, Dpama is the favourite alamkSra of the

author. He has deep fascination for the upamanas culled

from nature. On hearing the son's decision to embrace

monkhood, Jinamati, Ms mother, trembled as the frost-

burntiamaioii shakes in a storm (IX.52). This hidden

simile (gudiopama) is equally interesting. As the saline

water whets hunger similarly Akb^x's sword as soon as

it drank the water of the sea, after feasting on the flesh

of the enemy became impatient to devour all the three

worlds.18

The same poetic excellence is reflected in the use of

titpreifa. It lias been pressed into service rather lib-

erally ia;describing the spring and Srenika. The em-

peror's deep itovel, appeared as if it were a ditch fash-

ioned-to eotaap ifa'srJke-'dqphant of female sight (11.223).

Aprastitlapralam^S 'fcmei^es with vigour in VIL66 as

the young deer (mzj^avaJa) and the infuriated lion
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described therein are intended to imply Vidyadhara,
Ratnaciila and Jambukumara respectively.

&

Atisayoktiy paxisainkhya, yom&kfr, rnpoka, tisama,

b&rantlman, artiantaranjasa are the other jjnjsortant

aJaiiaiaras that have been employed 1$ ISO to |e^d clar-

ity to tjie expression.

METRE

Like most of the purinic writings, JSC has been com-

posed in the ubiquitous anustup, interspersed with other

metres in some of the cantos. JSC has claimed eight

metres in all, which, besides anustup are vamsastha,

rdfilaviiildita, rasantati/aM, indravajra,

and miUnL

Within its parameters, JSC may be said to have re-

alized its objective. It is not shorn pf poetic beauties

either, though it is hemmed by it? piirSidq character.

-
1. air ^rawftsftiH ^Ml^^^iR^'idK^wiii tf^V if ^r ^jft c

Prassasti to JSC,

p. 239,
\

2- JSC. L66-127,

3. Ed. Jagadish Chandra Shastri, Manik Chandra Digambar Jain

Granthattial, No. 35^ Bombay, V.S. 1993.

4. M*rfj^%^^^^fCTf^il jSC.n.124-

S: ibid. Itiii-liS,

ibid. 1.144.

. Ibid.

76.153.
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According to Hemacandra and Jayasekhara Jambu's elder

brother was Bhavadatta. Their parents Revati and Aryavana
were residents of Sugramanagar, JSC, Introduction, p. 12,

fa. 1.

9. In Heraacandra's version when Bhavadatta (Bhavadeva) comes

to enlighten his younger brother, he himself is overwhelmed

with worldly longings. He retraces. The fellow monks ridicule

him for his vacillation. It is in his second visit that Jambu

accompanies him to the teacher and is ordained by him into

monkhood, ibid. p. 13, fn, 1.

10. Utaara-purana, 76.151; JSC. IV.109.

11. This story seems to belong to the floating literature. It is found

in the Mahabiarata, Buddhist Avad&nas and Christian litera-

ture, JSC. Introduction, p. 7, fn. 2.

12. JSC. X.9-10, 13.

13. ibid. Vn.231-241.

14. ibid. Vm.50-51, 67-68.

15. CKWW *fuwR Kt*fb4 *itecck*{i

^H^^HII ibid. VIII.18.

4,fi?jR*[cl ffif: i ibid. VIII.19

16. ibid. 11.47, 49, 50, 55.

17, (SiUHicO^ t^t f^slWIWRufl I

ibid. IL53.

18* UlcT ^HI^^ Pi^AaiR^* f^WHtcg>4fil'

ibid. 1.23.
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PREFACE

Tie Philosophy of the Vedic Sacrifice is an outcome
of Principal Dr. H. R. Karnik Memorial Lectures, de-

livered by me on 26th and 27th November 1998 at the

Department of Sanskrit, the University of Mumbai,

The topic of my lectures was the 'Philosophy of the

Vedic Sacrifice'. It may be noted that the Vedic ritu-

als have been studied, in different aspects, in depth by
scholars here before. I have discussed tjie aspect of its

philosophy in my lectures.

At the very outset, I extend my heart-felt thanks to

the authorities of the University of Mtwbai and its De-

partment of Sanskrit, for inviting me to deliver lectures,
under Principal Dr. H.R. Karnik Indological Lecture-

ship Endowment. I also pay my sincere and reverential
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CHAPTER I

YAJNA, KALA AND LOKA

Traditionally the Vedic literature is divided into two

sections,
1

viz., Purva-kanda and Uttara-kanda, Repre-

senting respectively the karma-kanda and the jnana-
kanda - the two wings of the Vedic literature.

According to the Vedic tradition and the Mimamsa
school, the karma-kanda consists of the Nitya, Naimit-

tika, Kamya and even Nisiddha sacrifices. The uftara-

kanda deals with the BrahmopastL Nitya and Naimit-

tika sacrifices are regarded as obligatory. They are per-

formed not for any personal material gains, or for ful-

filling one's own personal material desires. The.pef-
formance of Nitya and Naixnittika sacrifices avoid -the

obstacles, which may have occurred due to their non-

performances.

If any material gain is said to be derived from the

performances of such sacrifices, it must be regarded as

secondary. Apastamfea-Diannasfitra, 1.20.3 states in

this regard, that the mango tree be planted for its sweet

fruit; but the shadow and fragrance are also derived.

Thus when Diarma is performed, its secondary fruits

also do follow. Further, though their performances re-

stilt, also in achieving the fruits like Svarga, etc., such

fruits axe of secondary importance.
2
Principally they pu-

rify the intelligence #nd mind of the sacrificer a,nd create

in him the urge for the knowledge of self and conse-

quently the urge for inner perception of the Brahman.3
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Thus they prove indirectly the cause for Brahma-jnana.
Hence Brahma-jnana is the ultimate goal of the Nitya

sacrifices, just as *mango fruit
5

is of planting its tree.

Kamya sacrifices are condemned by the Mtindaio-

panisad* and even by the Bhagavadgita
5 on the philo-

sophical level.

Nisiddha sacrifices amounting to abhicara must be

rejected. They fall under the tamasa category; Vedas

do not enjoin them, but only refer to them, so that they

may be avoided.

According to pre-Sankaracarya view, iarma, i.e. sac-

rifice, and jnana jointly lead to salvation. Just as a bird

cannot fly with only one of its two wings, a sadhaka also

cannot achieve salvation with only one of the two wings
of the Vedas.

/

Sankaracarya however proposes an acute contradic-

tion between iarma and jnana.
6 But the contradiction is

in the form of sajba-anavastfeana 'non-coexistence' only,
7

i.e., one cannot undertake practising both iarma and

jnana simultaneously. It may then follow that, iarma
and jnafra, independent of each other may lead to salva-

tion.8 Not accepting this proposition, Sankaracarya
states that, iaima, i.e. sacrifice, can never lead one to

salvation. It is only thejnana which is competent to lead

one to salvation. Karma, i.e. the sacrifice, would only
be an ttpgj% i.e. tke means to create jnana-nisfia in the
sacrifices. Karma makes the sacrificer fit for achieving
Braima-vidja, which is explained in the utiara-ianda,
and it gives rise to jj5ana-jus|ia in him. But, once the
effect in the form ofjfiaoa-jcris|iais produced, the iarma
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ceases to exist. Then the jnana-mstha^ thus produced
independent and irrespective of Jbjrjua, leads one to

salvation.9 The utility of Irarma, *the sacrifice
3

, comes
to an end, after it has given rise to jnana-mstha. Thus

jnana-nistha owes its origin to karma. Karma is there-

fore upaya 'the cause', and jnana-nistha, is the itpeya.
Jxiana is the single means for achieving salvation and
karma ceases to function after it has given rise to jnana-
nistha.

/

Sabara, the well known commentator on the Jaimijoi-

sfitras, relates the sacrifice with niisreyasa, and not
with preyas.

10 He states that the Veda, when studied, is

the cause of giving rise to the desire of the knowledge of

Dizarma, and Dharma relates one to nihsreyasa. It may
be noted that, Diarma,

11
according to Mimamsakas,

means sacrifice.

Manu also declares that the body of the sacrificer

becomes faraimi 'related to Brahman', due to sacrifices

and great-sacrifices he performs.
12

In the light of the views referred to above, we have
to examine the nature of Vedic sacrifice.

SACRIFICE

The Katyayana-Srautasutra, 1.2.1-2 defines sacrifice

as: dravyam devata tyagai, which is explained by the

commentators as: devatoddesena dravya-tyagai yagah
Hhe offerings of oblations to the deities may be regarded
as sacrifice'. This definition, though not free from the

defects, serves the purpose of giving a general idea of

sacrifice. The sacrifice which is meant by Katyayana
may be called dravya-yajna only and appears to have

been based on the actual practice and procedure of the

sacrifice, with reference to Vedic injunctions.
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Yogi Aravinda, in his Guide to Upanisads (p. 104)
observed: "The whole process of the universe in its very

nature is sacrifice". Thus he referred to the cosmic sacri-

fice ever-rotating in the creation of Prajapati and prob-

ably suggested that the practice of the dravya-yaj5a,

represents the cosmic one.

The famous verse of the JRgyeda (X.90.16),

yajnena yajnam ayajanta devas tani dharmani pratha-

many asan, perhaps refers to this cosmic sacrifice. Im-

itating the cosmic sacrifice, the gods performed their

sacrifices. They were the first diarmans. The word
dharman may etymologicaEy suggest that the cosmos is

well regulated and its working is governed by some fixed

rules, which saves it from being a chaos. 13
Sayana on this

verse names this cosmic sacrifice as manasa-yajna, and
concludes: 'thus the meaning of this sfiita, which inter-

prets the creation, is comprehended* (etavata srstiprati-

padakasuktabhagarthah sangrMtah).

In this cosmic sacrifice, as explained by other verses

of this sfiiia, the spring season was offered as ajya, sum-

mer was the fuel and autumn the principal oblation, the

cosmic purusa was pasu*
14 The sacrifice was sarvaiut,

wherein all pervading Pzmisa was offered, (cf. Sayana:

purusai yasmin yajne buyate). This is evidenced by
the Miinamsaias, who often refer to sa atmano vapam
ndakkhidat (TS. 2.1.1.8) *Prajapati drew out his own
omenium for the performance of sacrifice'. Now TS.

6.1.11 states that, the sacrificer holds ready for sacri-

ficing Mmsdlf (Le. offering himself as an oblation), as

soon as lie 'is consecrated. 15 In that he offers an an-

imal to Agni and Soma, that is a buying of himself

(in exchange of pasu). Therefore of it one should not

eat, for as it were, it is a buying off of a man. The
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Atharvaveda (2.34.1) prays that the victim purchased
from Pasupati (in exchange of the

sacrificer) may be
deemed as an oblation.

Thus the concept, that the yajamana, the sacrificer,
who is often identified with Prajapati, is expected to

offer himself as an oblation in sacrifice, owes its origin
to the cosmic Purzisa in the cosmic sacrifice.

The sacrificer, identified with Prajapati, is replaced

by an animal. In certain sectarian traditions the animal
is substituted by ajja 'the ghee', which is regarded as

an essence of an animal. Further pwodasa 'the sacri-

ficial cake' appears to have taken place of pasu. TBr.
3.2.8.8 clearly states that the pnrodasa is the form of

pasu (pasor vai pratima purodasah). Cp. also MaitS.

4.3.6; TS. 7.1.9.1, TBr. 1.8.6.3; TanBr. 21.10.30, SBr.

1.2.3.5, AitBr. 2.9, etc. in this respect.
16 Thus the

dravya-yajna appears to have been linked with the cos-

mic sacrifice of Prajapati in respect of offering oblation

of himself.

The Aitareya-Upanisad (1.3.13) refers to this Purusa

as Brahman (sa etam eva purusam brahma tatam

apasyat). This Upanisad conceives that the Purusa

is the suirta of the universal energy (1.2.3: tabhyah

purusam anayat. ta abruvan sukrkam bata HL puraso
vava sukrtam). Indeed the Veda could not find a better

word other than purusa to express the full connotation

of the universal or cosmic energy's developed divine and

godly form.

This Purusa is Prajapati. In Agniciti rite, a golden

plate of Purusa (iiramnayam purasam, TS. 5.2.7) is

placed on the fire-altar. SBr. 7.4.1.15 identifies this
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Purusa with Prajapati and consequently also with the

jajamana, the sacrificer. 17
ChanUp. identifies this

Purusa with the sacrifice itself.
18

/

SBr. 11.1.7.8 narrates a tale related to the source of

sacrifice as follows: 'Prajapati offered himself as an obla-

tion in sacrifice. He projected his image, viz. the sac-

rifice. Therefore they say that Prajapati is sacrifice'.
19

SBr. 4.3.4.3 also identifies the sacrifice with Prajapati.

Thus Prajapati is identified with both the sacrificer

and the sacrifice. This may suggest that Prajapati has

to immolate himself and then can he manifest himself

in the form of creation - the universe. Yajamana thus

represents the cosmic Purusa and the sacrifice is the

image of ever-rotating cosmic sacrifice. Therefore SBr.

4.3.4.3 states that the sacrifice is the visible form of

Prajapati (esa val pratyaksah yajnah yat prajapatih).

/

SBr. 1.5.1.7 also refers to Manu's sacrifice, saying
-

Manu first performed the sacrifice, imitating which his

offsprings used to perform sacrifices.20 Therefore while

choosing the Hotr-priest, the Adhvaryu addresses the

Hotr-priest, with the words: "May this god Agni, the

divine Hotr, the learned, the knower, recite (perform

sacrifice) like Manu",
21 etc. The sacrifice of Manu may

also be regarded as cosmic sacrifice.

The concept of yajna-cakra-pravartana of the J3ia~

gavadgita (3,14-15) also appears to have been based on
the working of cosmic sacrifice. It may be noted that

according to BG, it is the ever-rotating cosmic sacrifice

that causes the rainfall.
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The sacrifice is thus related or identified with

Prajapati, the creator. His creation is regarded as six-

teenfold and He is the seventeenth.

/

SBr refers to Prajapati as possessed of sixteen ialas

(cp. SBr. 7.2.2.17: sodasakalah prajapatiit; also

11.1.6.36: sodasakalo vai punzsab; also 13.2.2.13:

sodasakalam vaidam sarvam, etc.). The Prasna-Upani-
sad, 6.1-5 has narrated His sixteen and has stated

that Purusa is beyond them (cp. purusa iiy evam procy-
ate. sa esa akalo 'rnrto bhavati). This Purusa therefore

is counted as seventeenth.

Sankhya system,
22 the Bhagavata-Pnraiia?

3 and even

MarathT Jnancsvari24 support this view, Saint Nama-
deva in his prayer, says: "O Lord of sacrifice (jajnesa)!,

your image exists in seventeen syllables.
25

I repeatedly

pay my regards to you". Which are these seventeen syl-

lables? TS. 1.6.11 counts them. They are ; a, sra, va,

ya, a, stu, srau, sat, ye, ya, ja ? ma, ie, ya, ja, van and
sat.26 Before proceeding to offer certain oblations, in-

cluding the principal offerings
- the Adhvaryu addresses

the Agnidhra priest with : asravaya ('do you announce,
oh Agnidhra! '). Agnidhra then responds with: astu

srausat (*may the deity hear us'). The Adhvaryu again

gives a call to the Hotr priest with yaja (do you re-

cite the yajya verse). The Hotr then recites the yajya,

augmenting it with yes yajamahe which is technically

called SgiLfa (we recite the yajya verse). After the recita-

tion of the yajya verse, the Hotr suffixes it with vausat

'an exclamatory formula' (Sayana: havir diyate iti ta-

sya sahdasyarthah. Cp. also the MaitS. 1.4.11 in this

respect).
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Thus Prajapati, the seventeenth or seventeenfold, is

always connected with the sacrifice; e.g. TS. 6.2.10 en-

joins to cover the roof of sadas pandal with seventeen

roof-coverings, ifJthe sacrificer desires offsprings; since

Prajapati, the creator, is seventeenfold.27

Vajapeya sacrifice, to be performed after Sodasi, very

well exemplifies the seventeenfold character of Prajapati

in all respects.
28 Seventeen priests including a saclasya,

are chosen for the performance of the Vajapeya
sacrifice. The sacrificer is consecrated for seventeen

days. Seventeen stotras are chanted by the Udgatr group
and equal number of sastras are recited by the Hotrakas.

The sacrificial post (jfipa) is measured in seventeen

axatnis in height and is covered by seventeen pieces of

cloth. Seventeen cups of Soma are offered to Prajapati.

The number of sura cups also is seventeen. Seventeen

pots of Nivara are measured out for offering caru to

Brhaspati. Seventeen victims are offered to Prajapati.

Seventeen chariots ran the race. Seventeen chariots,

seventeen carts, seventeen horses, seventeen elephants,
seventeen gold coins, seventeen female slaves, seventeen

goats, seventeen sheep, seventeen garments and sev-

enteen hundred cows are given away as daksina. The

ground for running a race is measured with seventeen

throws of an arrow. Seventeen trumpets are sounded.

The Braiman sits on a wheel fixed horizontally on a peg
fixed in the ground and dugs the Saman. This wheel

consists of seTenteea spokes. Seventeen ujjiti formulas

are recited.29 'Thus the entire procedure of the Vajapeya
revolves abound seventeen, that is Prajapati.

SBr. 10.4.1.1? significantly refers to the sodasa-kalas

of Prajapati and identifies him with the Prana :
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Cp. tad yai loma iti dve

tvag iti dve

asrg iti dve

meda iti dve

mamsam iti dve

snava iti dve

asthiti dve

majja iti dve

tah sodasa kalah. . . ^

atha ya etad antarena pranah samcarati

sa eva saptadasah prajapatih.

Further it (10.4.1,19) identifies the sodasarbalSs of

Prajapati, with sixteen Rtviks employed in the Soma-
sacrifice. Cp. tasma etasmai saptadasaya prajapataye
etat saptadasam annam samasknrvan ya esa sawnyo
'dhvaro, atha ya asja sodasa kalah ete te sodasartvijah
... gasman na saptadasam rtvijam kuzvlta),

It is needless to dilate upon the point that, this sym-
bolic identification with Prajapati suggests the linking

up of the sacrifice and sacrificer with cosmic creation

and Prajapati, the creator.

Now, this Prajapati appears to have manifested, him-
self principally in two aspects in his creation, viz. the

time and the space ?
i.e. Jcala and lofca, which are re-

garded as eternal.

In a tale told by SBr. 1.7.4.1, Prajapati conceived a

passion for Ms own daughter - either the sky or Dawn:
divam va nsasam ya.30 Commenting on this passage
Harisvami comments: lokatmana divam, kalatmana
usasam. Thus metaphorically Prajapati manifested
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creation through loka or Jrala; i.e., space and time

(cp. also AitBr. IIL33).

The sacrificial details lead us to conclude that the

entire sacrificial procedure is scheduled around the time

and the space.

TIME

Let us first deal with the time. As far as Time is

concerned, we observe that
?
even in the primary rite

of Agnihotra, the oblations are offered at the sunrise

and sunset, i.e. at the joints of day and night. Darsa

and Purnamasa sacrifices are offered at the two joints

of black and bright halves of month. The parvans of

the Caturmasya sacrifice are performed at the joints of

seasons, and the Soma sacrifice is offered at the joint

of two years, Ayana sacrifices are performed during the

tenure of one full year.

Sixteen bricks termed as vynstis are placed in the

fire altar. They represent the various forms of dawn.
Sixteen formulas for placing sixteeii bricks are collected

in TS. 4.3.11. The first brick represents the first dawn of

the beginning of the creation. Cp. Sayana on
TS.4.3.11.1: adisrstikale prathamo yah prabhata-kalah

tadrupa iyam istaka). The next bricks represent the

dawns of next days (apara pratidina-sancanm). The
dawns refer to Mia, and are involved in the structure of

sacrifice.

Time is regarded as divine wheel; and it takes one
fall year for its single rotation. A period of one year is

often identified with Prajapati and also with sacrifice.31

SBr. 11.1.6.12-13 tells us that 'Prajapati created his

own image and it was samyaisara; hence samvatsara is
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said to be Prajapati. After all He himself has portrayed
his image which, is saipvatsara

?

.
32

Saznvatsara is also a symbol or image of sacrifice,

SBr. 3.1.4.5 enjoins to offer five audgrabiajaa-libations
in the rite of consecrating a sacrificer, because the sac-

rifice is to commensurate with the samvatsara.33 There

are five seasons of a samvaisara and therefore he makes

five libations. MaitS. 1.10.5 and 1.10.8 identify the sac-

rificer with yajna and also with Prajapati respectively.

Rgveda, 1.164.11 refers to this undecaying and ever-

rotating wheel,
34

having twelve spokes (viz. months)
and wherein rest 720 offsprings, each two forming cou-

ples (in the form of days and nights),

TS. 5.7.1 states: one who piles the fire-altar after an-

nouncing to Prajapati, does not go to ruin. The horses

should stand on either side of the proposed altar - on

the left the black, and on the right the whit* Having
touched them he should put down the bricks. That is

the form of Prajapati, viz. the horse, which is connected

with Prajapati, verily having announced to Prajapati,

in his direct presence, he piles the fire alt ax. He does

not go to ruin. The white horse is the form of the day,

the black of night.

The bricks are the form of the day, the mortar or ce-

ment (purisa) between two layers are the form of night.

When about to put down the bricks, he should touch

the white horse, when about to put down the cement,

he should touch the black horse. Verily with the days

and nights he piles the altar. Thus in the piling the

altar with day and night involves the concept of time.
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AltareyaBr. 4.15 and SankhayanaBr. 20.1 enjoin to

perform Abhiplaira-sadaha sacrifice during the period

of one full year; wherein the units of six Soma sacrifices

(sadahas) are repeated. SankhayanaBr. refers to this

sacrifice as devacaJcra
6the divine wheel', which is the

symbol of immortality. AitareyaBr. reads: pariyad va

etad dcvacakram yad abhiplavah sadahah, i.e. Abhi-

plava-sadaha sacrifice is ever-rotating (pariyad) divine

wheel. Sayanacarya connects this divine wheel of time,

with two JoJcas also (cp. yo
?

yazn abhiplava-sadahah tad

etat asimms ca amusmims ca ubhayor lokayor pariyad
vai paiivartamanam eva devacakram).

In Prayaniya and TJdayaniya istis of the Soma sac-

rifices the Adhvaryu offers seventeen samidheni fuel-

sticks, and the Hotr recites seventeen samidheni verses,

one at each offering. They are identified with twelve

months and five seasons of a samFatsara. The sum of

twelve months and five seasons is calculated as seven-

teen, the figure which is again identified with Prajapati

(cp. MaitS. 3.7.2: saptadasa samidhenlh karyah panes
rtavah dvadasa masa esa samvatsarah).

In the performance of a normal isti sacrifice, the

Hotr recites fifteen samidhem verses (practically eleven

verses, but the first and the last being repeated thrice,

making up a number of fifteen). These fifteen verses are

looked upon as fifteen days of one fortnight. Further

these samidheni verses are composed in Gayatri metre
of twentyfour syllables. Thus fifteen samidheni verses

consist of three hundred and sixty syllables, which are

identified with the equal number of days of a year, a

samvatsara, which is the symbol of Prajapati.
35
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Caturmasya sacrifice is believed to have originally

been a yearly repeated rite of cosmic regeneration and

rebirth. In Vaisvadeva-parvan of Caturmasya sacrifice,

following offerings are made:36

9 Principal offerings

9 Prayaja libations

9 Anuyaja libations

2 Ajyabhaga libations, and

I Svistakrt offering.

The total number of offerings comes to thirty, which

is equal to the number of days in one month, which

is also one of the units of time. MaitS. 1.10.8, in this

respect remarks that the Viraj metre also consists of

thirty syllables. It is said that Prajapati created his

praja from the womb of the Viraj metre. Even the sac-

rifice is born of the womb of the Viraj metre. Secondly,

thirty nights make one month. The months are the

(parts) of a samvatsara which is Prajapati. The sacrifi-

cer is born of the couple of Prajapati and Viraj. MaitS.

further states that a group of twelve nights got united

with each of the thirty offerings of Vafsvadeva-parvan.

The number of nights multiplying with that of offerings

comes to 360. The total nights of a year are also 360.

Thus is the sacrifice concerned with the time (JcaJa).

As stated above Viraj is a metre of three quarters,

each having ten syllables. Thus the total syllables of

vxraj are thirty. In Aguicayana rite, there are variants

of length of dlksa. Thus one be consecrated for three,

six, ten, twelve, thirteen, fifteen, seventeen, twentyfour

or thirty nights, etc. All these days are linked by TS.

5.6.7 with samvatsara.37
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SBr. 9.3.3.18 identifies Vasor-dhara offerings in Ag-
niciti rite with a samvatsara of 360 days

38
(cp. also

/ /* /

SBr. 9.1.1.43 referring to S&tarudriya offerings). SBr.

10.5.4,1-19 is very important in this respect. This sec-

tion identifies the fire altar with this terrestrial world,

the mid-region, the sky, the Aditya, Naksatra, the me-

tres, etc., and finally links them with a samvatsara,
time. Further it states that the fire-altar is all beings,

all gods; for, aH the gods, all the beings are the waters

and the fire altar is the same as those waters. (In as

much as they are the foundation and ultimate source

of the universe, and everything is contained therein. It

may be remembered here that the Vedas have opined
that this all was but a surge of water in the begin-

ning. Cp. also: apo nara iti proktah ... etc., and RV.
X.129.3: apraJcetam salilam sarvam a idam. Cp. also

SBr. 6,8.2,2-3: apo va asya sarvasya pratisthS ...., a,db-

hyo hldam sarvam jayaie; also $Br. 10.5,4.3: ime lokS

apsv antah).

further states that the navigable streams

(navyah) (round the sun) are identified with the enclos-

ing stones kept round the fire altar, and there axe three

hundred and sixty such enclosing stones, because three

hundred and sixty navigable streams encircle the sun on
all sides (ssustis ca ha ya trmi ca satani adityam nSvySh
samantam paxijanti); the navigable streams indeed are

also the jajosmati bricks which are three hundred and

sixty in number.

The soul (atman) of this altar is the same as

Hiranmaya Purusa. Its feet are the gold plate (ru&ma)
and lotus leaf (pus&ara-parna), i.e. the water and the

sun*s orb (tasysdte pratisthe ruimas ca pusiaraparnam
ca apas ca aditjamandalam ca, etc.).
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t

Further SBr states that, Biranmaya Purusa, who Is

indeed the soul of the fire-altar, is the end of everything
here (cp. also 8.7.2.6). He is in the midst of all the

waters, endowed with all objects of desire, but he is

withqut desire, for no desire of anything troubles him.

/

SBr quotes a verse which states: *By knowledge one

ascends that state where desires are vanished, so one

must know the symbol conceived in the fire-altar'

(vidyaya tad arohanti yatra kamah paragatai). It fur-

ther states that the clouds are the filling cement be-

tween the layers of the bricks, the moon the oblations,
the Naksattras the enkindling sticks ... etc.

Thus the entire passage explains the fire altar, its

bricks, etc. in the context of samvatsara, and the cre-

ation of the cosmos, the cosmic sacrifice and urges that

this symbol reflected in the construction of fire altar be

known, which leads to the state, where desires do not

trouble the sacrifices

TS, 7.3.11 relates vasat, svaha and naniah with

biutam, bhavyam and bhavisyat -
past, present and

future-, the fractional units of time. Sayana on this pas-

sage comments that vasat svaha and namah represent
the names of Brahman (cp. vasatlaradlni braimano

namani, ebhds ca satyatvam akhyayate). Thus he sug-

gests the identification of Hime 5 with Brahman and that

these three names of Brahman lead to eternal Truth.

Thus time is the form of Brahman.

The bricks for constructing the fire altar are identi-

fied with days and nights by TBr. 3.11.10: aioratrani

istakah. SBr identifies the five layers of fire altar with
five rtus making one samvatsara; cp, SBr 6.1.2.18:
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panca va rtavah, panca citayak, also 6.2.1.36: rtavo

haite yad etas citayah.

In Soma sacrifice, rtu-grahas 'the season cups' are

filled with the Sonia juice, and are offered to Indragni.
TS 6.5.3 significantly gives the reason why rtn-grahas
are offered. It states:

c

By means of sacrifice, the gods
went to heavens. They were afraid that the men will

follow after them. They therefore blocked their way
by means of the year. The Rsis clearly perceived this

by means of rtu-grahas. Therefore, in Soma sacrifice,
'

twelve rtu-grahas are drawn and offered. They are

drawn in pairs. The year also consists of twelve months
and the rtus are formed with couple of months. For

offering, the Adhvaryu sets out by the southern side of

Havirdhana pandal and the Pratiprastha.tr by the north-

ern. Therefore the sun goes south for six months and
north for next six months. The cups are drawn also,

for samsarpa and amiaspatya months, vis. the inter

calaries.

Thus the offering of rtu cups are not only related

to
4

time ?

,
but also are in clear imitation with the move-

ments of sun, in the creation of Prajapati, causing

Uttarayana and Daksinayana and consequently the rtizs,

completing the cycle of the year.

SPACE

Having thus dealt, in short, witifi the time aspect
of the manifestation of Prajapati, let us now turn to

the space aspect, viz. the JbJba. The IpJb o% its col-

lateral dialectic form u-Joia (cp. pV. BL30.6, HL2.9)
which may be the abridged form of tura-Ioia originally
means the wide space. Further tte three worlds -
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referred to by tke Vedic literature - viz. biuJb, blnzvah

and svai, known by the common term of vyairtis, and
which are covered by the wide space, are secondarily
known as Iotas. They are otherwise called by the terms,
viz. Prthivi, Antariksa and Dyauh.

TS and TBr clearly state that the sacrifice finds

support in Dyauh and Prthivi (cp. TS. 2.6.9: dyava-

prtiivyor hi yajjaai upasritai, TBr. 3.5.10: upasrito

divahprthivyoh omanvati te 'sznin yajne dyavaprthivi

stam, etc.).

Dyavaprthivi are regarded as the universal parents.

Dyauh is a bull and Prthivi, the cow,
39 which further

form a couple and leads to prajananam 'the creation
5
.

AitareyaBr. 4.27.5-6 described the marriage of

Dyauh 'the heaven' and Prthivi, and connected them
with Brhat and Rathantara Samans respectively. The

story goes as follows:
4These two worlds were ones joined

together, but in course of time they got separated. As

a result, there were no rains and even the sun did not

shine. The gods then brought Dyauh and Prthivi to-

gether and contracted their marriage. In the form of

Rathantara Saman, the earth delighted the heaven and

in the form of Brhat Saman, the heaven delighted the

earth. Then they placed the earthly sacrificial ground

on the moon, in the form of her black spot. Therefore

the sacrificer expects to perform sacrifice in the bright

half of the month since the moon becomes fuller day by

day in the bright half and the black spot on the moon

becomes conspicuous*.

TBr. 1.4.6 identifies PrthivT and Dyauh with

Rathantara and Brhat Samans respectively (cp. lyam

va ratiantaram, asau briat).
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In the description of agnyadhana, i.e. setting up
the sacred fires, the TBr. 1.1.3 narrates the following

myth: 'Dyauh and Prthivi were once closely joined to-

gether; but then they got separated so that the crea-

tures could find space to move (cp. Sayana: praninam
avakasartham isvaranujnaya parasparaviyogam gatau).
But while separating from each other, they, due to their

intense love, said to each other, "let our best parts, wor-

thy of sacrifice, be exchanged'
5

. The heaven placed its

best part on the earth. That became salty soil on the

earth. The earth gave her best part to heaven. That
became the black spot on the moon. Therefore in the

Agnyadhana rite, the^Adhvaryu places the salty soil in

the pit of the Ahavaniya fire, and while doing so he con-

templates upon the black spot of the moon. Thereby he
sets up the^

fire on the substance of both, viz. Dyauh
and Prthivi, Thus the sacrifice here has direct bearing
with the two lolcas.

The above myth is narrated in TS. 5.2.3 also. The
similar myth is referred to in SBr. 1.2.518. It states:

"The Agnidhra strikes the altar and smooths it down
from east to west. The gods were preparing for war

against Asuras. They said to one another, 'come, let

us remove what imperishable place of worship is on the

earth, to the moon, for our safety. If Astiras, on con-

quering tis, will drive us away, we will prevail again from
that place*. Accordingly they removed to the moon, the

imperishable place of earth. That now is the black spot
on the moon. It is for this reason that the Agnidhra
smooths the altar down, i.e. by stroking along the al-

tar, he shifts it to the moon33
.
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These myths, no doubt
,
establish the intimate rela-

tion between the dravya-yajiia and the cosmic yajiia,

through the space aspect.

Besides these myths, there may be found many such

metaphors or identifications which would support the

relation of the dravya-yajiia with metaphysical cosmic

one. E.g. TS. 3.2.9 identifies the earth and heaven with

Hotr and Adhvaryu respectively (iyam vai iota asau

adivaryiii), etc.

Prthivi is identified with Citra sacrifice, and more

significantly with the goddess Aditi; TS. 2.4.6: iyajn vai

citra, TBr. 1.7.6: iyam vai devy aditir visvarupi, also_

TBr. 1.4.3. SBr. 5.1.5.26 finally identifies dyavaprtiivi

with Prajapati.

According to the K&thaka-sruti, the three sacred

fires, viz. Daksina, Garhapatya and Ahavaniya are iden-

tified respectively with PrtMvi, Antaxiksa and Dyauh

(KS 3.6: saia ra ime agues taxtvab - iyam odana-

pacanai, antarilsam gariapatyali, dyaui aitavaniyai).

SBr* 12.8.2.8 identifies the three Soma-pressing ses-

sions (i.e. savanas) with the three loJcas, saying: ayam
vai lokah pratajh-savanamj antariksam vai madliyaii-

dinam savanajqij dyatxr vai trtiyam savanazn. It may be

noted that the three savajias represent the time aspect,

viz. morning, mid-day and evening also.

Three elevations of ulia-pot used in the Agnicayana

also represent the three lolcas. UJcia-pot is therefore

deemed as prototype of the three loksts. Cp. TS. 5.1.6:

tryuddbim kaxoti traya ime lolai esam loianam

aptyai; MaitS. 3.1.7: tryuddhih larya, trayo va ime
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lokah, esam va esa lokanim ukha pra,tima

kriyate, etc.

The Maitrayaju-Ssunhita (1.8,5) enjoins to recite the

vyahrtis, viz. bhuh, bhuvah and svah, which are the

names of three lokas, before offering the Agnihotra liba-

tions. These vyahrtis are further identified with Brah-

man, Satya, and Rta. The text further declares with-
out hesitation that, no sacrifice is possible without these

vyahrtis.

The Hotr priest, before taking charge of his office,
looks at the space between the sky and the earth and
recites: ....bhuh prapadye bhuvah prapadye svah pra-
padye, bhur bhuvah svah sarvam prapadye, 'I approach
the earth, the mid region, the sky, the earth, the mid-
region, the sky and the alP (cp. Katy.Hautra-parisista).
Thus he keeps all the range of the space in his sight.
SBr. 2.1.410-11 enjoins to set up the sacred fires with
vyahrtis, viz. bhuh, bhuvah and svah, and further ex-
plains that Prajapati manifested the earth with bhuh,
the mid-region with bhuvah and heaven with svah. Thus
bhuh, bhuvah and svah pervade all what is manifested
by Prajapati. The sacrificer sets up the sacred fires with
bhuh, bhuvah and svah, in that he sets tip the fires with
all that is created by Prajapati.

TS. 5.5.4 enjoins to place two yiraja bricks on the lay-
ers of the fire altar. In that the sacrificer places the two
lokas on the fire-altar. These bricks are the forms, the
symbols of the two lokas (cp. yad yirajau upadadhZtiune eva

upadhatte).

In AgBiciti rite the sacrificer steps on the constructed&e altar and recites: I mount from the earth to the
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mid-region, from the mid-region to the highest sky and
from the highest sky, I enter into the light of Svax". (Cp.
VS. 17.67, also TS. 4.6.2: prthivya aham antariksam

aruham antariksat divam arnham divo nakasya prsthat
svar jyotir agam aiam). This reference not only con-

nects the sacrifice with the lokas but also sheds light

on the ultimate achievement of the performance of the

sacrifice.

Agni forms the integral part of sacrifice. He is re-

ferred to by TS. 5.1.5 as born of the embryo of the

couple, viz. dyu and prtiuVi; cp.' sa jato garbio asi

rodasyoi .., ime vai rodasi, tayor es&garbhah yad agnih.

While constructing the fire altar, the Adhvaryu
places the bricks, named as EUavyah, 'related to Rtus
- the seasons'.39 TS. 5.4.2, in this regard states as fol-

lows: 'The Adhvaryu puts down the seasonal bricks to

arrange the seasons. He puts them down in pairs; there-

fore the seasons are in pairs. The middle layer is as it

were unsupported. It is as it were the antariJcsa. He

puts four bricks in the middle layer for its support. The
seasonal bricks are the internal cement between two lay-

ers. In that he puts down the seasonal bricks, it is to

keep apart th layers'.
40

Thus Rtavya bricks in the rite of Agniciti are related

to kala, as well as to loka elements. TS. 5.6.10 gives

similar interpretation of piling the fire altar. It states:

Trajapati constructed the fire altar with the seasons,

just as he constructed the samvatsara with them. By
spring he piled the front half of the altar, by summer its

right wing, by rainy season its tail, by autumn its left

wing, by the winter its middle. One who knows this,

piles the fire altar with the seasons'.41
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Further it explains: *The earth is the first layer, the

mid-region is the second layer, the yonder world is the

third layer, sacrifice is the fourth layer, sacrificer is the

fifth layer and samvatsara is the sixth layer
5

.

42 Thus
there are six layers of bricks and six of mortars. They
amount to twelve. The months of a year are twelve.

Thus the sacrificer finds support in the year'. This in-
/

terpretation also accounts for both time and space, i.e.

Jcaia and JoJta.

f

SBr. 11.2.7.1 explains the sacrifice allegoricaUy, as

follows:
cThe year is the sacrifice, the seasons are the

Rtviks, the months are oblations, half-months are the

pots containing oblations. The days and nights are the

attendants
5
.
43

The Hotr recites eleven Samidheni verses. This earth

is the first verse, the fire is the second, the wind is the

third, the mid-region is the fourth, the heaven is the

fifth, the sun the sixth, the moon the seventh, the mind
is the eighth, the speech the ninth, the austerity is the

tenth and finally the Brahman is the eleventh.

The rta 'the cosmic law' is the first aghara libation,

the satya is the second. With them he achieves rta and

satja and wins whatever he can win by them.

This description covers ia/a, Joias, and some other

aspects of creation, the cosmic law and even the eternal

truth: Satya.

In Agnicayana rite, a golden plate with twentyone

projections is placed on the utia-pot. TS. 5.1.10 ex-

plains that the tw^ktyone projections are twentyone
worlds (Joias) of gdds.

44
Similarly there are twelve
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months, five seasons, three worlds, totalling twenty, and

as twentyfirst is the yonder sun. Thus twentyone pro-

jections of a golden plate are identical with the JraZa and

lokas.

Vatisat is the exclamatory utterance made by the

Hotr priest after the recitation of yajya verse
5
at the

offering of certain oblations. AitBr. 11.6 explains it as

follows: 'In vausat the Hotr utters sat, i.e., six; Rtns

'the seasons' are six. Thereby he arranges the seasons

and makes them firm. In making the seasons firm, all

this which exists becomes firm.45

Thus, Dyauh is made firm
in_ Antariksa,

Antariksa

is made firm in Prthivf, Prthivi in waters, waters in

truth, truth in Brahman ( Vedas), and Brahman in tapas

(austerity).

The Hotr utters vausat. Vau is Aditya. Seasons are

six. In uttering vau and sat, he places Aditya firmly in

the seasons. The Rsis thus knew that the seasons are

governed and regulated by the sun. Thus the utterence

of vausat is linked with icala as well as with loias, and

other aspects of creation.

SBr. 1.9.3.9 explains the three Visnu-strides, to be

stepped by the sacrificer, at the end of the Isti sacri-

fice. By the first step he gains the earth, by the second

the Antariksa, and by the third the Dyauh.
46 Why does

the sacrificer step Visnu-strides? Visnu truly is the sac-

rifice. Visnu means all-pervading. By striding, Visnu

'obtained for gods that all-pervading power (viiranti)

which now belongs to them. By stepping Visnti-stndes,

the sacrificer also achieves all-pervading power. Thus

Visnu-strides pervade all the three Iotas.
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TS. 1.1.11 includes the formulas, viz. dive tva antari-

tva^ prthivyad tva for visnu-krama,. In stepping

Visnii-strides, the sacrificer thus identifies himself with

Visnu and consequently with the sacrifice.
47

Besides the three lokas, the wide space encompasses
the Naksatras

?
the sun, the moon, etc. of which we may

make some observations in the context of sacrifice.

In placing the bricks to construct the fire altar, the

Adhvaryu places some bricks named as Naksatras. TS,

5.4.1 in this regard states that, on the east side of the

altar the Adhvaryu puts down some Naksatra bricks,

pointing west, and on the west side some Naksatra bricks

pointing east, Therefore the Naksatras 'the constella-

tions
1 move both ways, west and east,48 Cp. also TS.

4.440."

TS. 5.21 enjoins that the sacrificer should step the

strides of Visnu, After stepping the Visnu-stxides, the

sacrificer should turn round on Ms own body. He should
turn round from left to right. In that he turns with the

turning of the sun,50 Thus sacrificer is identified with
sun who is regarded as responsible for Rtus and also as

Visnu.
*

Occasionally, 1 would lite to state that, like Praja-
pati, Viagra is also very closely associated, or to be more
precise, identified with the sacrifice or sacrificial details.

Prajlpati is associated in Ms capacity as a creator, wMle
due to Ms al-permding nature. It may be noted

the word Visnu is derived from ^vi$ (visl) *to peir-

The bunch of sacrificial grass is related to Visnu by
TS. 14.11 ("w^aoh sinpo *si). The Terse:
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visiior nn kam virya.ni pravocam
yah partMvani vimame rajamsi/
jo askabhayat uttaram sadhastham
vicakramanas tredhorugayah//

is utilized by TS. 1.2.13 and 6.2.9, for tying the props
to the Havirdhana carts wherein stalks of Soma axe

kept 3
and Visnu is always regarded as a protector of

oblations (visno havyazn raksasra, TS. 1.1.3.10). Cp.
in this context visno raratam asi 'You are forehead of

Visnu 5

;
visnoh prstham asi 'You are back of Visnu*;

visnoh smyaptre sthah 'You are the chin of Visnu* (TS,

1.2.13). It may be noted that, Visnu is regarded as the

presiding deity over tlie Havirdhana pandal.

The sacrificial post (yUpa) is as high as the sacrifices

(TS. 2.1.8: yajamanena ynpah sammitah). Vimu is

regarded to be the presiding deity of the sacrificial post

also (TS. 6.3.3: vaisnavo vai devataya yupah) etc.

Instead of multiplying the citations to this eSect, I

would like to quote from Gonda's Presidential acfdbess5

1978, p. 3
,
who says: 'According to Eonou, Kd^Jirid

others, there could be little doubt as to the solar na-

ture of Vedic Visnu, T?ut after renewed dlsoisslops erf

important questions, it has in the last decades, become

sufficiently clear that a central feature ofVlmmf
s charac-

ter was his relations with the cosmic axis, the

but highly sacred central pillar, which putting tlie cos-

mic levels into communications, reaching the earth in

its navel, constitutes a canal, through which the heav-

enly blessings may penetrate i&to the abode ofmen and

which makes travelling to heaven posribie. Viffljm may

be said to represent this pillar itself ami to be present

in any part of it. At the upper end fa Ms Mg|i domain,
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at the lower end lie Is the sacrificial post (yfipa) and is

constantly identified with the sacrifice which is located

in the navel of the earth
1
.

We may remember here the JUr, viz. yajnam abur

bbuvanasya nabiizn, included in brabmodya by TS.

7.4.18.

It may be noted here that, the sacrificer and his wife

climb up the yupa measuring seventeen aratnis in height
in the Vajapeya sacrifice and declare that they have

reached the heavens. (Cp. TS, 1.7.9: jaya ehi snvo

roiava, roiava hi snvah; BSS. 11.11: bahu ndgrbhnati
snvar devan aganma amrta abhuma, prajapateb praja
abhuma ... etc).
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CHAPTER II

YAJNA, PRAJANANA AND MITHUNA

The sacrifice is not only related to cosmos through
time and space and 'with all that is covered by them;
it is also regarded as prajansna, i.e. the creation itself.

The Kith^rSamMtS (6.7) in clew *- iates that,

Agnihotra means creation. 1

It i again obvious that pmjmma, Hhe creation
1 can-

not be eomeeiTtd without a j&ftjbiuia. Let me therefore

the t pmjmm. and mihunik re-

lated to thi eeaetpt

Aeeordmg to TS, 1,5.9 the

The iaeriletr the Agsihotra libatioai i&

the fir*. Tit oblpriiam I thu iMrifktd, bmt aeefdig
t the test of TS, the oblation I Hkt the eeed spriakkd
in the wb of a tew]*! wMefa & dallaf bmt a

Agri ii M if the wemb, It ti

the Traftf wfe the itti,1 Ai

9
i&

it

S.11 tete that a
lit It^fe llfte Mm aad is bm t^iee,

aaf ^f| | ^ g| n,

fell 'ef a spmA) tie ^4 fea ts aafi itself,
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Even according to modem science, I am told that

Hhe sacrifice' is the most fundamental process of ail bi-

ological systems. The bio-chemical reactions underline

the growth and function of all multicellular organisms.
In all bio-chemical systems, energy is stored in the form
of bonds between atoms. These atoms comprise the

molecules that make up the cells, tissues, etc. The bond
is broken and molecule is sacrificed and then the energy
is released, in order for the creation to proceed* Thus
the self sacrificing, and the creation of new sprouts out

of that is eternally rotating in the cosmic universe.

In Soma sacrifice a cup of Soma is drawn and offered

to Patnivat Agni and Tvastr. The Soma-drop is referred

to as seed in this context (TS. 6.5.8: indoityaha, reto vS

indu reta eva tad dadiati). While drawing this Soma-

cup, the Adhvaryu gives^ a call to the Agnidh and to

the Nestr priests, viz.
" O Agnidh! sit on the lap of

the Nestr; O Nestr! lead up the wife of the sacrificer".

In that the Agnidh as if impregnates the Nestr and the

Nestr, the wife. The Nestr causes the Udgatr to look at

the wife. (The Udgatr is here regarded as Prajapati.)

Verily it serves for the production of offsprings. In the

procedure here, accordingly to the text, the wife uncov-

ers her thigh and pours water over it, and let it flow up
to her womb. It as if resembles the pouring of seed (cp.

TS. 6.5.8). This procedure of Patnivata cup suggests
the process of creation. It may be remembered here

that this Soma-cup is offered to Patnivat Agni, along
with Tvastr who shapes the seed in various forms.

The bricks - istaJras - to be placed on each layer of

fire altar axe referred to as cows - dhenavai. (Cp. TS.

4.4.11.23: tame agnaistata dJbenavai santu, TS. 5.4.2:

ima me agna istafca dienavah santu, etc.) TS. 5.7.2
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enjoins to place one brick named as rsabha4 *a bull', on

each of the fire layers. This is the forming of a mithnna

for creation.

TS. 5.5.4, describing the rite of constructing the fire

altar, relates a tale, as follows:5 The waters were the

wives of Varuna. Agni longed for them. He had a

union with them. His seed fell away, it became this

earth; what second fell away became the yonder sky. TS
further identifies this earth and the sky with two viraj

bricks to be placed in the fire altar. In placing them the

Adhvaryu places two worlds in the altar. Further the

seed which the yonder sky sprinkles, is absorbed in the

earth. It is propagated. It becomes plants and shoots.

Them the fire eats.

In placing the two viraj bricks, the space aspect, dis-

cussed before, is also involved.

With reference to the Caturmasya sacrifice, TBr.
1.6.8 states that Prajapati created the praja by perform-

ing the Vaisvadeva-parvan (vaisvadevena val prajapatih

praja asrjata, ... etc. Cp. also MaitS. 1.10.5: sa

prajapatih akamayata ... prajah srjeya Hi sa cafurma-

syany apasyat ... caturmasysdh praja asrjata ... agnisto-
mad vaisvarfevam yajnakratnm nirmaya prajapatih

praja asrjata ... etc.).

TBr. 2.1*2 states that Prajapati once desired for cre-

ation. He conceived a mithwaa 'couple' in Agnihotra.
6

The sacrificer offers one libation at the sun-rise with for-

mulas, 4ndl flie second wiihout employing any formula.

TM& makes'a 'cotiple "for creation.
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The allegorical union of king's wives and the dead

horse in Asvamedha sacrifice may perhaps hint at pra-

janana.

Thus there are numberless references to mithunas in

the description of sacrifice. I may quote some more. Cp.

L SBr. 1.3.1.9: yosa vai srug vrsa agnih 'the ladle is

female and fire the male 5

.

ii. SBr. 1.3.1.19: yosa vai patni reta ajyam Hhe wife is

female and ajya 'the melted ghee
9

is the seed'.

iii. TS. 5.6.2: knmbhas ca knmbhls ca nrithunani bia-

vanti, nuthnnasya prajatyai
4
in fire altar the bricks

in the form of big pitchers and small pitchers are

placed, they form a couple and cause the creation.

iv. SBr. 1.7.2.11: asau va aniivafcya iyam yajya te nbhe

yose. tayor mitiunam asti yasatiara eva, tad va

csa eva vasafiarai ya esa tapati Hhe yonder sky is

aniivafcya verse; this earth is yajya verse. They both

axe female. They had a union with Vausat, the sun.

v. TS. 6.1.3: meiialayayajamanam dlksayati yoktrena

patnim mithunatvaya Hhe Adhvaryu consecrates the

sacrificer with mekhala (the belt); and the wife with

yoktra (the girdle), for forming union.

In the Isti sacrifice, the pranita-water is placed to-

wards the north of the Garhapatya fire. Nobody is al-

lowed to pass through them. SBr. 1.1.1.20-21 remarks:

'Water is female and Agni is male. One should not

pass through the narrow passage between them; lest he

would disturb their union' (cp. yosa va apai vrsa agnih.

ta nantarena sancareyui, nen nrithunam caryamanam
antarena sancaran iti).
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Sacred Agni is generated by friction of lower and up-

per arajois 'the two logs of wood', which are metaphori-

cally referred to as Urvasi and Pururavas and the gener-
ated Agni being their son named as Ayuh

7
(cp, TS.1.3.7

also 6.3.5),

The JaiminiyaBr. 2.84, in the prescription of Ekahas
'one day Soma sacrifices*, states that the ayiija-stomas
and yugmanta-stomas form the divine couple. Even the

Brhat and Rathantara samans form a divine couple.

In the Vajapeya sacrifice, Soma cups and Sura cups
are offered. Soma is male, while Sura is regarded as

female. They form a couple.

The Briaj-jabalqpanisad (2.1) professes that the en-

tire universe is formed from the couple of Agni and Soma
(agiusomatjtnafcam visvam).

With reference to Devika-havimsi, TBr. 1.7.2 re-

peatedly confirms that Soma sprinkles the seed and Agni
procreates (somo vai retodhah agnih prajanayita).

In the Brahmodya verses of TS (7.4.18), therefore,
Soma is regarded as the seed of young sprinkling horse .

(somam aiur vrsno asvasya retail).

Agnisomau is therefore a dual divinity, very impor-^
taut in the sacrificial procedure. Even in Purnamasa

sacrifice, the cake or ajya is jointly offered to them*

Agnisomau are jointly regarded as one of the two prin-
ciple deities of Purnamasa-isti.* ...

Thus the dravya-yaJ5a Hhe procedure of the phys-
ical sacrifice' is the dramatization of the metaphysical
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cosmic sacrifice in creation. Consequently the sacrificer,

who is consecrated in sacrifice, i.e. who undergoes the

difcsa, is referred to by the srutis as an embryo. Cp.
TS. 6.1.3; garbio va esa yad diksitah Hhe sacrificer is

embryo during diisa period. He therefore wears the

garment which resembles the ulba 'the membrane fluid

enveloping the embryo'.
8
Imitating the embryo, the sac-

rificer clenches his fists. According to AitBr. 1.3, one

who is consecrated in sacrifice is again conceived as em-

bryo by the priests.

Since the sacrificer is regarded as an embryo, he is

not expected to leave the vedi which represents the

womb. If he leaves the vedi, it is like miscarrying of

the embryo (cp. TS. 6.5.2: garbip va esa dDbsiiai jonir

diisitavimitam, yad dSbsito (Sksiiavimitat pravaset

yatha yoner garbhah siandati, tadrg eva ta<).

TS. 6.2.5 further states that, the embryo grows by
the nutrition of milk. The sacrificer should also there-

fore take milk only, as the sacrificial food (vrata),

(payasa vai garbia vardhante garbha iva khalu va esa

yad dtfesitai yacf asja payo vratam biavati atmanam
eva tad vardiayati).

The uiija-fire, which the sacrificer carries in the net

of six strings is also identified with the embryo and the

net as the womb (cp. TS. 5.6.9: garbho va esa yad
ukhyah, yonih siiyam). The sacrificer should not al-

low the u&iya-fire fall out of the net, lest the embryo
would be miscarried (yac cbikhyat u1ch%rn niruhet yoneh

garbham mrhanyat).

Manu (2.169) also supports that the initiation in

sacrifice is the third birth (matur agre 'cUujananam,
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dvitlyam maniijibandhane, triitjani yajna-diksayam...

etc.). As stated before the Jaiminiya-Upanisad, 3.11,

in other words, tells us that the man meets the death

three times. He meets the death, second time, when he

Is consecrated in sacrifice, then he is reborn for the third

time. And this process of creation Is an unending one.

It is continuous. TBr. 2.1.4 remarks: asamsthlto va

esa yajnah yad agnihotram. To represent this creation

the bricks called srstistakas are placed in the ike altar.

Thereby the sacrificer comprehends the creation in the

order it is created (TS. 4.3.10, 5.3.4: srstlr upadadhati

yathasrstam era, avarandie). The order of creation is

narrated In TS. 4.3.10, viz. praja, Brahma, Jblmtani,

Saptarsis, Dhata, pitarah, rtiis, months, year, jfcsatra,

pasus, sudra and Arya and so on.

Thus the entire manifestation of the Universe

through time and space and through prajanana, is ob-

served In the concept of sacrifice. Therefore the sacri-

fice may be looked upon as a prototype of Prajapati's
cosmic creation or manifestation. In other words, the

cosmic prototypes were thought to be manipulated by
ritual operations. Hence the performances of Vedic rit-

uals may be treated as instruments to comprehend the

ever-active creation, and its origin
- the creator - the

Prajapati the ultimate or eternal truth.

Eventually let me refer to another aspect of the sac-

rifice, under ihe remark of the Bhagavad-gita (III.13 &
IV.31)

* trhich glorifies partaking of the food, which is

teft
1

'alter 'its offering in the sacrifice.

In the sacrificial procedure, a portion of oblation,
eyg &'& jptmodasa

ca sacrificial cake' is offered to a de-
trith ihe sacrificed recital of a tyaga-formula:
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*idam na mama', and a part of the remnant is, there-

after, consumed by the sacrificer and the priests, etc.

Upanisads remark that the mind is nourished with

the subtle part of food. 10
Naturally the subtle part of

that food, which is consecrated under the sacred pre-

cept of offering to the deities, with the concept of tyaga,

would form the sanctified pure, and accomplished mind.

Such mind can detach itself from the material desires.

The actions arise from the mind. The purified mind
can only give rise to purified actions which are lifted

to the higher divine plane. Siva-samkalpa-sukta (VS.

34) cherishes that the mind, without which no action is

possible, should invoke pious intentions.11 This food is

termed as vigiasa, amrta or in later period as prasada,
and it radically differs from the common food. This

aspect of sacrifice therefore illustrates: tena tyaktena

bhunjithah of the fsopanisad (1). The sacrifice thus

purifies the cause to purify the effect, considering the

dictum: karana-gnnah karyam annsankxamanti.

Thus for purifying the act, the sacrifice cherishes to

purify its root, viz. the mind, and for purifying the

mind it purifies its cause, viz. the food, by offering it to

deities, with a concept of tyaga behind it.

It is believed that the mind is responsible for binding
and liberation. 12 The purified mind thus becomes the

force for liberation.

It may be noted in this context that the concept of

biunjate te tv agiam papa ye pacanty atmafearanat,

(BG. 3.13) appears to have been adopted under the in-

fluence of kevalagho bhavati kevaladi (RV. X.11 7.6).
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Further, sacrifice is the worship, finally rendered to

Prajapati or Paxamesthl, with a deep feding of grati-

tude, along with the offerings made to him. Sacrifice

is not a mere prayer or dry worship. The feeling of

gratitude not only makes the life beautiful, but also

fills one's life with bliss. One can even experience this

feeling of bliss, when he expresses the gratitude to his

parents or guru. Secondly what the sacrificer offers to

Prajapati, is created and owned by Prajapati himself.

It is like worshipping the ocean with the water of ocean

only. This again reminds us of kasya svid dhfon&n* of

the Isopanisad. Sacrifice thus is not the philosophy ex-

pressed in the words, but that translated in action.

Allow me to pick up again the aspect of action and
evaluate it further. According to BG. 3.14, the sacrifice

owes its origin to action (yajnah karmasajnudbhavah).
Action is the law ofnature. Universe is ever active. Even
the prana Hhe life-force', accroding to SBr. 8.1.4.10 is

none else than the pulsation, i.e. the action of contrac-

tion and expansion which may be termed as spanda.
Cosmic sacrifice begins rotating at the first spanda in

Prakrti. This spanda is reflected in placing the prana-
birt-bricks in the fire-altar (TS. 5.3,1, 4.3.2).

13 Prana-
birt-bricks are related to the creation of ftus also.

TBr and MaitS. 4.1.1 tell us that the sacrifice is best
of all best actions (yajno vai sresthatamam karma). BG
classifies the actions into three categories, via*, sattviia, ,

rajas?a and tamasa and condemns the latter two of them.
Sresiiaiama-iarma can point only to the sattviia type
of action.

Now if this eternal cosmic sacrifice is ever going on,
why then the Vedas enjoined to perform the physical
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sacrifice, i.e. dravya-yajiia which is the prototype of

that cosmic sacrifice? The answer is - the Vedas have

built up this occult science of sacrifice for approach-

ing and comprehending the divine cosmic sacrifice and

divine sacrificer - Prajapati and to become one with

the all-pervading eternal truth - Saiyazn through the in-

evitable action which is inherent in Prakrti and through
the knowledge of rta the cosmic law governing the work-

ing of the universe.

Devayajya, i.e. the sacrifice is daivya-jkarma
&the di-

vine work' (cp. daivyaya karmanc^sundhadhvam de-

vayajyayai,VS. 1.13); and it is sresthatama-karma
s

best

of all the best acts', because it has to be performed
in tune with the call - 4work do you perform with one

passion for truth'; as the Mundakopamsad, 2.1 states:

mantresu iarmani Jcavayo yany apasyan tani tretayam

bahudha santatani. tany acaxatha niyatam satyakamah
esa vah panthah sukrtasya ioke [treta

= agnitreta]. The

action, which is inevitable, and which otherwise binds

a person in the cycles of births and deaths, serves as a

force for liberation, if performed in the spirit of sacrifice.

The priests also believe themselves as linked up with

the divinities. The Adhvaryu, while drawing the obla-

tion material, recites:
4

Urged by divine Savitr, with

arms of Asvins, and hands of Pusan, I draw the obla-

tion material which is agreeable to Agni
5

(TS. 1.1.4:

devasya tva savitiih prasave 'svinor bahubhyam pusno

hastabhyam agnaye jnstam nirvapami).

Before the recitation of Samidheni verses, the Hotr

says: 'I approach the eternal truth, the cosmic law,

the immortality, the unafficted dear form of Prajapati
5

(satyam prapadye rtam prapadye amrtam prapadye,
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prajapatei priyam anartam tanuvam prapadye,
TBr. 3.5.1).

Brahma priest, when being chosen, also recites the

similar formula (cp. BSS. 3.23) with addition of brai-

makosam prapadye... etc. i.e. *I approach the treasures

of Brahman*. Thus prajapater aptyai appears to be the

aim of even many sacrificial details.

/

SBr. 11.2.7.9 states: 'the former agiara offering

is rta and the next agiara offering is satyam. What-
ever has to be achieved by rta and satya is all obtained

by offerings of these two agiara offerings'.
14 Thus rta

and satya are identified with two agiara offerings. Rta
means the cosmic laws and satya points towards the

eternal Truth.

TBr. 1.5.6 recommends to recite a verse in Catur-

masya sacrifice, viz.

liam era paramestil, rtam natyeti Mncana/
rte samudra ahitah lie biumir iyam siita//

meaning,
a
rta, the cosmic law stands highest. No one

can transgress it. The oceans are placed in the rule of
rta 'the cosmic law'

?
and earth confines herself in the

discipline of lia59
.

Accroding to the Vedic texls, y&jna is the origin of

rta, 'the cosmic law1
. It is a royal road leading to rta (cp.

HaitS.: rfasya 'paths preta it?, esa ra rtasya panthah
yad yajialr; KS. 28.4: yo wm yajSiyo medhyah sa rtasya
pantiafc; SBr, 1.3A16: jojno vai rtasya jonii, MaitS.
1,10.11: rtam mi satyam jajnai, MaitS. 1.8.7: rtam vai

satjam agniiofiam), etc.
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The sacrifice! enters upon a vow and recites: "I enter

upon a vow, in that I proceed from untruth to truth"

(VS. 1.5: ague vratapate vratan carisyami .... icfam

aham aurtat s&tyam upaimi).

Yajnavaikya in his BrlJp. 3.9,23 declares that the

consecration of sacrifice is based on truth (lasxniim u

dlksa pratisthita iti, satye Hi ... satye hy eva diksa

pratisthita iti).

According to the sacrificial procedure also, a sac-

rificer, while stepping on Jbrsnajina, for initiation, re-

cites: a 'ham dlksam aruham rtasya patnim . .... rtam

satye 'dhayi, satyam amrte 'dhaji, rtam ca me satyam
cabhutam. jyotir abhuvam suvar agamam nakasya

prstham bradhnasya vistapam agamam (TBr. 3.7.7)

i.e.
fi

l step on dlJcsa, the guardian of rta
4

the cosmic

law 5

. The cosmic law is deposited in truth and the

truth in cosmic law. Rta and Satyq, may belong to me. I

have become the jyoti 'the light', etc. (Bhatta Bhaskara

on this passage comments: yatha nakasya avidyamana-

duhkhasya aditya-mandalasya prstham uparibhagam,

bradhnasya parivrdhasya atmanah vistapam sthanam

paramatmakhyam gawisyami yena ailyam gatah param
brahma janati) .

In Vajapeya sacrifice, the sacrificer and his wife as-

cend the yupa Hhe sacrificial post
5 and whilst at the top

of the yfipa, they declare: "We have become immortal"

(VS. 9.21; KatSS. 14.5.6: amrta abhuma).

The sacrificer wishing to pile the fire-altar symboli-

cally deposits Agni in himself and then performs Agni-

citi-rites. Srutis declare that he thereby achieves the

position of immortal-fire. He therefore procreates fire
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from fire, immortal from immortal (VS. 13.1: may

grhnamy ague SBr.: alba yad atmann again

grMtva dnoti tad agner adhi agnim janayati amrta

amrtam).

By the performance of the Agniciti rite the sacrifice

conquers rebirth. He becomes one with Agni, which i

the state of immortality (cp. SBr. X.l.4.14: tad ahul

Mm tad agnail Myate yena yajamanah pnnar mrtynn

apajayatlti, agnir va esa dcvata bhavati yo
y

gnin cinut

amrtam u va agnih},

TA, 1,13 records a verse
?
for trtiliiziiig it in plac

ing the right disah bricks, in the Arunaketuka-cayanam
The verse runs as:

astajonim astaputr&m astapatidm imam mahim/
aham vcda na me mrtyuh na camrtym aghahaiat//

This verse according to Bhatta Bhaskara points to th<

wxtkti 'liberation' of the rsi.
15

TBr. 3.10.11 states that the sacrificer conquers im
mortality by the performance of Savitr-citi. 16

/

SBr. 6.1.2.36 declares that Agniciti be performed fo]

achieving immortality.
17

It further supports this view

saying: 'pranas performed Agniciti. They became on<
with Prajapati. Prajapati created gods. They per-
formed Agniciti. They became immortal. The sacri-

ficer conquers that immortality which pranas and gods
conquered

5
.

r

SBr. 10.1.4.1 further states: "Prajapati was com-
posed of both these, the mortal and immortal; his vita]
airs alone were immortal, his body was mortal. By this
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sacrificial performance of Agni-citi, he ma.de Jainiself tin-

decaying and immortal. In like manner i$ the sacrifice!,

composed of both mortal and immortal. Qis vital airs

alone are immortal and Ms body mortal; by this sacrifi-

cial performance, he makes himself unifomily imdecay-

ing and immortal (ajaram amrtam atmanam Jnzrute)".

TS 1,6.9 narrates a myth, saying that Paramesthl

formerly performed the new-moon arid full-moon sacrifi-

ces. He achieved the highest position (paraip Jtasfiam).

Prajapati, Indra, Agni and Soma also performed this

sacrifice. They also obtained the highest position. One 7

who offers the new-moon and full-moon sacrifices

reaches the highest position.

It may be noted that the celebrated commentator

Bhatta Bhaskara, interprets param kastham as perma-
nent state of soul, which showers unexcelled joy and

bliss and saves one from the cycles of birth and re-

birth (ya praiainam sada niratisayaiajida-nirvrtidajdiu"

sasvati punarjaainacchedini saparamaiastia, tarn gac-

ciiati).

In Jnanakandz, BrUp. 1.4.10 states: "Before the

manifest creation, Brahman only existed. It realized it-

self
4
I am Brahman', It became AU, every thing

(sarvam). The gods, who were thus awakened in knowl-

edge, became All. Then the ms, then the men became

All. The seer Vamadeva, when realized himself as Brah-

man, said, 'I have become Manu and Surya too' (RV.

4.26.1)".
1S Thus one when realizes that he is Brahman,

becomes this All.

Similar results are stated as far as iarma-ianda is

concerned. The sacrificial text of SBr. 5.1.1.8 also
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declares that, one who performs Vajapeya becomes this

All (sa yo rajapeyeiia yajate sa idam sarvam bhavati).

He conquers Prajapati. ApSS. 18.1.2-3 also repeats this

view (cp. prajapatim apnoti).

SBr. 13.6.1.1 narrates a myth of Narayana. Purusa

Narayana once desired to transcend All the biotas and

to become All, every thing. He performed Purusame-

dha, thereby3
He pervaded All, He became All. There-

fore, one who performs Purusa-medha, pervades All,

surpasses All and becomes All and every thing.

The famous Purusa-sOkta (RV. X.90) wherein

Purusa is described as sarvazn, is utilized in Purusa-

medha sacrifice, in praise of victims tied to yupa. The
Purusa-sukta consists of sixteen verses. Prom this

Purusa, sixteen kadas emerge (cp, also Sarvamedha in

this context, SBr. 13-7.1.13).

TA. 10.63 states: yajne sarvam pratisthitam, tasinad

yajnam paramam vadanti
?
i.e. All is established in sac-

rifice. It is visvutodhEra ^supporting from All sides' (TS
4.6.5). RV. X.44.6 refers to sacrifice as a boat, and ABr.
1.13 as a boat capable to carry across (sutarma natL&).

The Rgvedic verse LI 70.4:

aram krnvantn vedim, sam agnim indhatam purah/
tatramrtasya cctanam yajnam te tanavavahai//

refers to sacrifice as amrtasya cetanam 'percipient of

immortality'.

Amnaya is iriyartia* The sacrifice enjoined by
anmaya is isrestiatama-jkarma, aiming at the awakening
of consciousness of the sacrificer in immortality. It cre-

ates in the sacrificer the urge for immortality, the quest
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for spiritual vision, constant awareness of the nature of

the supreme divinity, and all this through actions, of

course, lifted to divine planes.

In a sacrifice the sacrificer practises jnana under the

guise of Jbarma. It may therefore be concluded that the

sacrifice incorporates in itself a substantial amount of

jnana. Sacrifice therefore may be referred to as jnana
concretized.

Prom the above discussions, it appears to me that

the sacrifice served a medium between human and tran-

scendental worlds; and that knowing the inner meaning
of sacrifice through action pointed the way to transcen-

dence.

The sacrifice is viewed as a cosmic process and also

a life process; that is why the Vedic seers say: ajur

yajiiena JraJpatam.

Rituals are thus invested with cosmic significance,

and sacrificial 'act' is perhaps 'acting' of cosmic proce-

dure.

In the above discussions, I have tried to rational-

ize the rituals by characterizing them as symbolic of

cosmos, mostly on the basis of myths. In my opinion,

myths are the artiavadas, not only in the sense in which

the Mimamsakas take it, but in the real sense of the""
. /

term - artha-vada Hhe speech motivated to explain the

purpose (artia) of the precepts or rules'. There appears

to be a perfect dialogue between myths and the rituals

connected with them. In Ritual literature, we find a

wonderful blend of procedure of rites and the myths,

each of which be explained in the terms of other, with a
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view to comprehend the philosophy or the inner mean-

ing of Vedic rituals.

I need not involve myself in the controversies laun-

ched by various schools of philosophies referred to, in the

beginning. I may only state that, the sacrifice, being

the best work, performed for the sake of supreme is

in itself a source of bliss. In services to supreme, the

lamia finally gets transmuted into joy - the bliss. If

however some Vedintin is bent on the teaching jnSnSd
eva in laivalyam, I would like to quote BG. 4.33: sarvam
karmaMdlam parthajnane parisamapyate *aU the Jkarma

performed in the true spirit of sacrifice results in jnana*.

To sum up, sacrifice primarily means the offerings

made to deities. It is dravya-yajna with some procedu-
ral details. It appears to have been skillfully conceived

as a prototype of ever going, eternal, endless cosmic sac-

rifice, ever rotating in the universe, which is manifested

through time and space. It is occult science of know-

ing the creation, by comprehending rta. It is a way to

approach Prajapati, the creator, or Visnu Hhe all per-
vader'. It is the best of best actions, lifted to Jthe divine

plane by diminishing the desires for material gains.

Thus the texts of the rituals reveal such results of

the nitya sacrifices as are mostly similar to the jSana-
kanda. Dravya-yajnas must however be performed with
the knowledge of their essence. Then the dravya-yajjaas
will result in the jnana-yajnas.

The prayer from the Taittirlya-AranyaJka, X.60:

iasyaivam vidnso yajnasyafma, etc.,
19

conceiving the
entire life as sacrifice, is very important in this regard.
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I have dared to express my thoughts before the bril-

liant audience of the learned scholars and admirers of

tJriental Studies, with a view to revise myself where

necessary. I know, I am not perfect and not infalliable.

I know my limitations. I would only like to persuade

you, to agree with me, at least on one of my views
s
that

the sacrificial rites are not awefully empty.
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REVIEWS

THEORIES QF KNOWLEDGE. [By] Veluri Subba Rao. Sri Sat-

Ufll Publications, 40/5, Shakti Nagar, Delhi-110 007, 1998. Sri

Garih Dass Oriental Series, 239, 241, 244. Pub. in three Books:

Book I: Its Validity and its Sources, pp. xxv+227, Price:

Rs. 350=00.

Book II: A Critique, pp. xi-f 192, Price: Rs. 350=00.

Book III: Validity of Knowledge, pp. xi+118, Price: Rs s 300=00.

The book under review is the magnum opus of Late Professor

Veluri Subba Rao (d. 24.4,1994). It was indeed a production of

30 years of penetrating study of different sastras with a blend of

traditional scholarship and modem interpretation. His aim was to

present a comprehensive book or. Indian theories of knowledge, in

sequence to his investigation into the Indian theories of meaning
for his doctoral thesis. It is envisaged to present comprehensively,

including minute details, the ideas of ancient Indian philosophers
in a historical perspective on the nature of knowledge, which is the

threshold to realize the true form of knowledge which in its turn in

essence is nothing but liberation.

The work is divided into three books. The first book deals

exhaustively with historical survey of the themes and literature

of different theistic and nontheistic systems of philosophy includ-

ing Vedic, Kumarila and Prabhakara Mimamsas, Advaita, Visista-

dvaita, Dvaita, Saipkhya, Tarka, Nyaya, Jaina and Bauddha. The

pramanas 'means of valid knowledge* ana theories of knowledge of

each school are given with copious arguments in favour of one's

own school.
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Book II titled Critique is an objective ascertainment of convinc-

ingness of arguments advocated by various exponents. For example
after examining all the theories on knowledge beginning with the

derivation of the word jnana he concludes (on p.8): "knowledge is

one that has the genus (jati) ....". Again on page 20 he observes:

"The objection of the Sankarite against the logician that vyavasaya

(original knowledge) is destroyed in the third minute and hence its

anuvyavasaya is not possible may not be an invariable sequel of

vyavasaya. If it is desired to be known it is membered for the pur-

pose. This is my own opinion of course". However the author's

predilections for the views of the Naiyayikas and the Mimamsakas
are visible all through the Critique; e.g. "Thus the Anyathakhyati

theory appears to be nearer to experience than any of the others

mentioned above for as already stated, the cognition of a 'mis-

taken notion' is subsequently produced. This experience cannot be

refuted" (p. 162).

Another fascinating inquiry as regards to the validity of knowl-

edge is made in the third book. The nature of correct cognition is

discussed at full length beginning with the logician's view, who de-

fines it as knowledge which is right or correct. Here the author has

attempted to present the abstruse dialectics of the Naiyayikas and
other philosophers. The abstruseness resulted in because of linking

knowledge with the ultimate goal of life as advocated by each school

against the accepted epistemology and ontology. Having examined
the views of svat&fy prama&ya and parata# pramS^ya theories in all

details, Subba Rao opines: "Even in the productions! aspect it is

better to hold that validity of knowledge is from external sources.

If validity were produced along with the knowledge concerned (ie,

from the same causes of knowledge) we should be accepting that

the same causes are capable of producing two different effects -

validity and knowledge which is absurd" (p,79-8Q).

The volume contains a glossary, concordance of the technical

terms and an index for each book.

It is unfailingly an indispensable tool for further philosophical

inquiries about knowledge and also for higher textual criticism of

various texts in Indian Philosophy. Even though this book could

not be published during the author's life time, it is gratifying that
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his son Dr. Anants Ramam was able to publish it through M/s

Satguru Publications, who deserve hearty approbation for excellent

execution with elegance.

STUDIES IN APPLIED PURVA MIMAMSA. [By] S.G. Moghe.

Ajanta Publications, P.O. Box 2192, Malka Ganj, Delhi-110 007.

1998. Pp. 16+214. Price: Rs. 295=00.

The extant ancient literature evidences for the emergence of

various sastras and schools of philosophy in order to protect the

Vedic texts which axe supposed to be orally transmitted (amaaya)

from teacher to the taught and to make relevant the knowledge

of the interpretation of the texts meaningful not only in the con-

temporary period but also in posterity. Therefore interpretation

became an independent science besides understanding the texts,

as is evident in the case of the Paninian school of grammar. This

has promoted borrowing methods of interpretation from one school

to the other and amalgamation into an integrated technique. As

Sankara puts, vatyartiavicarana 'interpretation of the meaning of

sentence', leave alone whether it is a Vedic passage, a smrti passage

or a literary discourse, is the means to understand any given text.

The Vaiyakaranas and the Mimamsakas have laid the foundation

for interpretation of sentence and the linguistic theories of these^

schools were mostly adapted with different additions and modi-

fications. Therefore a study of the borrowings of interpretative

techniques of one school into the other is a very challenging and

at the same time enchanting enterprise. Dr. Santaxain Ganesh

Moghe worked over decades in the Dharmarsistra and noticed the

Mimamsa techniques in the interpretation of the Smrti texts. Se-

ries of articles which were published on these issues were compiled

and brought into a volume.

Moghe begins with the interpretation of the technical na,rae

atidesa in Purvarmmiamst. Atidesa ^transference' is a very ancient

technique, well-known even much earlier to Panini, for the prin-

ciple of anuviiti presupposes the existence of transference, with-

out which the rules of Panim cannot proceed. Moghe has rightly

interpreted the problem in a historical perspective. In the same
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strain he has explained the application of the techniques of pimar-

vacana (repetition), vakyabheda (splitting of sentence), uha (sub-

stitution), anuvada (restatement), etc., and their application in

Dharma-sastra works like Parasaramadhava of Vidyaranya,

Smrticandrika of Devanabhatta, Bhagavantabhaskaxa of Nfla-

kantha and D&ttakacandrika of Kuberabhatta. Now the author

turns to search for Mimamsa principles in literature and literary

criticism. Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa, Kumaxasambhava, Megiaduta,
and Malavikagnimitra^ Sankararya's Jayamangala on Kamandar-

kiya-nitisara, etc. were targeted for his investigation. The host of

examples furnished in these articles stand testimony to the author's

laudable perseverance. A glossary of the illustrations arranged ei-

ther alphabetically or subject-wise would have enhanced the utility

of the book.

BUDDHISM AND WORLD CULTURE. [Ed. by] Samiran Chan-
dra ChakrabartL School of Vedic Studies, Rabindra Bhaxati Uni-

versity, Calcutta - 700 050. Pp. 10+117. Price: Rs. 100=00.

The book under review is a compilation of twelve papers pre-

sented in a seminar on 'Buddhism and World Culture 5

organized in

Rabindra Bharati University in 1984 by then Head of the Depart-
ment of Sanskrit Late Prof. Krishnanath Chatterjee and edited

in 1998 by Prof. Samiran Chandra Chakrabarti, present Direc-

tor of the School of Vedic Studies. Thus the latter deserves to be

congratulated and taken as a model for sustaining true spirit of

parampara. In the paper 'Overview', S.C. Chakrabaxti has given
a brief summary of the proceedings beginning with the origin and

development of Buddhism from sixth century B.C.

The word culture in its final analysis comprehends those con-

spicuous and peculiar ways of life leading the man from unhappi-
ness to happiness envisaged by the community. Thus this mono-

graph presents various thought provoking and revolutionizing

modes ofMe which are specific to the ideals ofBuddhism on the one

hand and influenced other cultures in the world on the other. Kewal
Krishan Mittalin his paper 'The Buddhist understanding of World
Culture' showed that the Buddhistic term sazpsara is equivalent to
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culture and that the understanding of the world exists itself leads

to liberation with the passage of Nagarjuna: 'between samsara and

nirvana there is not even the slightest difference' (p.25). E. Nandis-

vara Nayake Thero has shown how Buddha and Buddhism played

a role in revolutionizing the norm of thought, manner of speech,

way of life, harmonious peace-loving moral, and scientific reason-

ing. Lokesh Chandra in his paper 'Buddhist Oikoumene 5

,
has given

an account of the countries which were influenced by Buddhism,

including Tibet, China, Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Indonesia, Sri-

lanka, Burma, Thailand and Laos. Biswadeb Mukherjee in his ar-

ticle 'Some observations on the Buddhist influence on Chinese cul-

ture' has shown the influence of two Buddhist concepts karma and

anatta in the writings of non-buddhists like Lao-tzu and Chuang-
tzu (p.49). Latika Lahari in her paper has shown the influence

of Buddhist rock-cut architecture in China with the illustration

of Chinese Buddhist sites and caves. Anukul Chandra Banerjeee

dealt with influence of Buddhism in Tibet. Lama Chimp gave an

account of the influence of Buddhism on Mongolians who live in

China, Mongolian Peoples Republic and Russia. While Sanghasen

Singh discussed some of the glossary remarks in the Sphutartha

Srighanacarasangrahatlka^ Anantalal Thakur gave an account of

the influence of Buddhism on Indian Logic.

Ramendra Nath Ghose has discussed in detail the logical and

linguistic implications in Nagarjunas's method of prasangapadana

reasonings for solving the apparent contradictions of the fourfold

negation (catuskotinisedha). The prasangapadana is a method of

pure negation (prasajya-pratisedha)^ wherein something impossible

is imposed and is denied later. It would be very interesting here to

see the same principle is explained in the same way by Bhartrhari

in his Vakyapadiya. Perhaps one may even see the influence of this

Buddhist idea on Bhartrhari in his assertion that all the linguistic

operations are only prasarigas 'assumed' with reference to Brah-

man, wherein the existence of the world and the language which

describes it axe negated as absolute realities.

The papers in this short monograph not only review the contri-

butions of Buddhism to world culture but also suggest guidelines

for future work on Buddhism by way of surveying the research work

done in different places.
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KALATATTVAKOSA - A Lexicon of Fundamental Concepts-vf

Indian Arts, vol. IV: Manifestation of Nature - Srstivistara. Ed.

Advaitavadini Kaul & Sukumar Chattopadhyay. Indira Gandhi

National Centre for the Ats, New Delhi in association with Motilal

Banarsidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd., Bungalow Road, Jawahar Nagar,

Delhi - 116 007. Pp. xxxviii-H29. Price: Rs. 450=00.

The Kadatattvakosa is an indispensable tool for the Sanskritists

interested in higher textual criticism in specialized disciplines of

Ayurveda, Vyakarana, Jyotisa, Ganita, Dariana, Itihasa, Purana,

Vastu, Silpa, Sanglta, Natya and Alankara, for it provides the nec-

essary background in the semantic evolution of several technical

terms within the holistic frame work of Indian cultural heritage in

a historical perspective. The Volume IV contains the terms, 'which

speak of both becoming and being, the material and the non-

material, entity, substance and process', namely indriya, dravya,

dhatu, gunardosa, adhibhutaradhidaiva-adhyatma, sthularsuksma-

para, srsti-sthti-samhara. The meanings obtained for these words

in the Vedic texts are taken as the basis and those in other disci-

plines like grammar are targeted for analysis and comparison.

Just as the meanings a word would accumulate in future can-

not be predicted, the meanings of several words which developed in

the past in different periods cannot also be accounted for precisely,

because the accumulated meanings are often not gradable on ac-

count of the texts available to us are uneven in time and space.

Several words in the earliest known texts like the Rgveda and oth-

ers of the same genre are imprecise with regard to their meanings;

for, the attributable basal meaning by application of grammar is

Itself unsatisfactory by logical contextualization. This is more so

in the case of those words which turned into technical names and
obtained coinage in different fields of knowledge. To begin with the

meanings of words in the Vedic texts as basic is again axiomatic,

Thi idiomatic sense forms the basis for a workable holistic sys-
tem to account for the semantic growth hi different branches of

knowledge. For reasons of commonness in meaning in some areas

in knowledge representation one and the same word gets used in

subjects. Such a word again gets restricted in its meaning
A- given branch of learning in relation to other words in the

itegory, as for example the word cffiatu in the grammatical
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literature gets different restrictions in the expressiveness of action

In relation to other components in a verb (p. 123). Grouping
or pairing of words is an advantageous method in order to draw

lines of demarkation in the area of the meanings which a word can

denote. -For example the word guna in dramaturgy and poetics

has its specialized meaning restricted in relation with other words

lafcsana, alariiara, and dosa (pp. 185-189)> which are to explain

the expressiveness of the language artistically. The guna is an in-

herent quality of the sentence to present itself agreeable, sweet and

graceful. Its existence can be demonstrated negatively by sentences

which are not agreeable by the existence of dosas 'defects'. Hence

Bhaxata has defined gtuia as 'the negation of defect' (p. 189). In the

realm of textual tradition adhibhuta-adhidaiva-adhyatma, sthula-

suisma-para, and s^ti-sthiti-samhaxa are to be considered as re-

lated in a single semantic field for the relative significance of each

item in the given system of philosophy or art form. For example
"the Briadaranyaia Upanisad (III.7.1-23) explains adhibhuta as

organic beings, the material world, adhidaiva as nature-phenomena
and adhyatma as indivisible self (body)" (p. 259). In the Tantra-

Agama, 'adhibhuta and adiyatma are interrelated terms espe-

cially with reference to sense and motor organs' (p, 265). The

Matangarparamesvara Agaraa states: 'all the instruments of knowl-

edge and action have.the characteristic of adhyatma abiding in the

body, adhibhuta the physical and adiidaiva the divine aspect each'

(p. 266).

It is very interesting to find unity in diversity as being demon-

strated by contraction and expansion of meanings through meta-

phor. .The elaborate discussions on the development of the sense of

guna from 'rope' (rajju) to a line (rekha) convinces how the words

are unfailing guides for the study of cultural growth both in the-

ory and practice. Thus the lexical items in a dictionary cannot be

viewed as isolated entities and they become significant only in jux-

taposition with other related items. In view of this, the project of

Kalatattvakosa is throwing open new vistas in the studies of Indian

culture, with special reference to Indian artistic traditions.

The Sanskrit eactiads axe provided with translation and in-

terpretation in EnglMi to the best advantage of the users of the

lexicon. This multiplex: volume is an outcome of concerted effort

of many eminent scholars from various disciplines.
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ASCETICS AND KINGS IN A JAIN RITUAL CULTURE. [By]

Lawrence A. Babb. Motilal Banarsidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 41,

U.A. Bungalow Road, Jawahar Nagar, Delhi 110 007. Lala Sundar

Lai Jain Research Series XL 1st Indian edn. 1998 (first pub. in

1996, USA). Pp. xviii+244. Price: Rs. 225=00.

Lawrence A. Babb has combined the theory and the practice

of Jain ritual culture in a blend of anthropological and historical

perspectives. Thus one finds interesting to read through the book

as it furnishes how various religious festivals came into existence

and how they are practiced as on today among different sects of

Jainism. Unlike Visnu or Siva in Vedic tradition, the principal

object of worship is absent in Jainism, and its role is taken over by
the Tirthankaras, who are human beings. Here the Jainistic ritual

differs also from Buddhist ritual, wherein the caityas axe built to

commemorate the Buddha only. Babb makes a detailed inquiry
into the origin of worship of human beings as divinities, ritual role

of the worshipper, systems of belief, the sects and subsects of Jains

like Svetambaxas, Digambaras, Dadagurus, Bisa and Dasa sections,

image worshipping, social order consisting ofmonks (sadhus), nums

(sadivis), laymen (sravakas) and laywomen (sravitas), etc. The
action of ritual is called ptzja which is considered as leading the

layman to reach his desired goal. The puja-vidhana in course of

time acquired complexity with several rules of worshiping (pujana-

vidii). Babb has given in detail all the rituals that are being found
as on today in the locales Ahmedabad and Jaipur. The author has

taken his reader also to the similarities and differences between Jain

ritual culture and other traditions. Several myths, tales, beliefs and
customs were presented along in the vivid narration of rules and

regulations of the ritual.

The study of the .book reveals that Indian religion and philos-

ophy evidence that religion gave birth to philosophy as a protest.
But philosophy surrendered to religion for its survival, for religion
is nothing but a bundle of activities combining men and materi-

als with a tight schedule of programme covering all the time of

awaken state. Therefore Buddhism and Jainism, even though born
out of protest against Vedic sacrificial ritual, had to develop ritual

of thek own partly on the model of the Vedic ritual. It is because
of the same reason Buddhism and Jainism got amalgamated with
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the Hindu temple religion which emerged during Bhakti movement.

So the author rightly remarks: "It is probably true that many of

the elaborations and flourishes of major Jain pujas have been in-

fluenced by Vaisnava patterns" (p. 177).

'Kings' in the title is used in a metaphorical sense, symboliz-

ing that it was the ksatriyas or rajputs who were converted from

Hindu tradition to Jainism, from non-vegetarianism to vegetarian-

ism and f$om ferociousness to complaisance. Satya Rajan Baner-

jee's overview of the book in his Foreword is an additional value to

enhance the enthusiasm of the readers.

[Hindi], By Surekha Sri. Vichakshana

Smrity Prakashana, Jaipur, Rajasthan. Pp. 18+282. Price. Rs.

100=00.

Sadhvi Surekha Sri took to the study of the predominant Jain

concept samyaktva out of love of labour and also to get full under-

standing of the tenets of Jainism, besides obtaining a Ph.D.degree.

Samjairtva as a technical name in Jaina philosophy signifies a state

of right inclination towards the essence of spiritual welfare. An-

other word of synonymous function is samyagdarsana 'perception of

right faith resulting from the use of discretionary power of thought

and understanding of the truth of the universal law of cause and

effect
5

. It is the only way by which one can obtain conviction of the

transitoriness of the world and hi turn towards the highest good

(nihsreyasa). The Jaina religious leaders have laid a very regulated

programme to be followed by the ardent (sraddhalu) devotees to

lead a true sramanie life. As Surekha Sri observes, without samyat-

fcva, a person knowledgeable in Grammar may be honoured here,

but he does not lead himself any where (p. 26).

Mithyatva 'spiritually perverse attitude' is an obstacle for

samyaktva. Mithyatva arises because of uncritical acceptance of

views, indiscriminate acceptance of views, changing to wrong views,

doubting about the spiritual truths, sticking to false beliefs, etc.

So when once a pefflta has a natural predilection for true spiri-

tuality, he can overcome the false ideas and attain liberation. So
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samyaktvB, has become a fundamental base for the Jain religious

spirituality and philosophy. Surekha Sri has not only elucidated

the whole structure of the samyaktva theory, but also compared it

with similar concepts in other systems ofphilosophy like Buddhism,
Vedanta, Samkhya and Yoga to establish the existence of common
agenda as a necessary requisite for any philosophical inquiry, and
to show the advantage of the systematic theology of Jainism.

LORD SWAMINARAYAN (An Introduction). By Sadhu Mukund-
charandas. Swaminarayan Aksharapith, Shahibaug Road,
Amdavad - 380 004 1999. Pp. vi+79. Price: Rs. 25.00.

HANDBOOK TO THE VACHANAMRUTAM (Spiritual Teach-

ings of Bhagawan Swaminarayaii). By Sadhu Mukundcharandas.

Swaminarayan Aksharpith. 1999. Pp. xxiv+258. Price:

Rs.90=00.

The Lord Swaminarayan is a short biography of Ghanashyam
alias Neelakanth (3.4.1781

-
1.6.1830) who emerged as a boy of

miracles, a man of spirituality and a pontiff of Ekantik Dharma
in North India and revolutionized the Hindu way of life by his

preachings about ephemeral nature of material life hi Gujaiat.
Ghanashyam left his house at the age of eleven and travelled

through all over the country, including Nepal covering a distance
of 12,000 km. and exposed himself to a variety of superhuman ex-
periences. He had the wisdom to absorb all good in every walk of
life and practiced A$Jangayoga, A new leaf turned in his life on en-
tering into Gujarat in 1800. The nineteen yea* old Neelakanth was
initiated as ts&dhu by Eimanand in a village called Piplana under
the names Swami Sahajanand and Narayan Muni. Swaminarayan
became a lovely name for many of his disciples and he started con-
structing temples aU over Gujaxat and also in other places outside

Swaamnarayaa brought many a reform in Hindu religious prac-
tices Eke abolitbn of animal sacrifices of Vama-marga cult. He
also introduced social tervice in his order of life, as for examplehe earned grain on hcteseback at night from village to village to
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distribute to the people who were affected by famine in Kathiawad
in 1813. He preached to his followers to keep absolute distance

to woman, and at the same time he fought against adultery in

the name of religion and for upliftment of woman. He enlarged
the scope of moksa to all alike in his order. His sermons to the

paramahamsas and devotees during the years 1819 to 1829 were

systematically recorded in prose. Four paramahamsas Gopalanand,

Muktanand, Nityanand and Shtikhanand compiled them under the

title Vachanamrutam.

The Handbook to the Vacianamrutam is a legendary introduc-

tion to the willing disciples to take to the scenario ill which the

Bhagwan had led a life to serve as a model to his followers and

also undertaken the religious reforms, sermonized his ideals to his

followers. Sadhu Mukundcharandas did his best in presenting the

information in a very brief and concise narration. He did not leave

even the details like political background, contemporary religious

practices and social life including modes of dressing, fe order to get

oneself with the ideas of God and to thwart the luring enticements

of worldly pleasures which are transient and harmful to the growth
of oneself as a full man of purity, the Vachanamrutam is advised

to be kept on the desk for quick use on every day*

Swaminarayan gave utmost importance to the teacher. There-

fore he defines moha as 'the state of mind when a person frowns

at the Sadhu, Guru or God, who restrains him from enjoying his

favourite Panch Vishqyas and who does not obey their wishes'*

(p. 196). The Vac^nijmrutam runs in the form of a dialogue be-

tween the teacher and the taught on various aspects like Atma,

Bhakti, dieting, endeavour, friend, God, happiness/suffering,

wrong/right associations, mind, merit, demerit, liberation and

so on.

Today the followers of Swaminarayan have formed into a sect

known as Bochasanwasi Akshar Purushottam Swaminirayan

Sanstha. The two monographs were brought out form Swami-

narayan Askharpith, Ahmadabad, under the inspiration of

H.D.H. Pramukh Swami Maharaj, the present pontiff of the

organization.
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MORALITY AND ETHICS IN PUBLIC LIFE. [Ed. by] Ravindra

Kumar. Mittal Publications, 4594/9, Daryaganj, New Delhi, 1999.

Pp. xii+148. Price: Rs. 295.

Deterioration of moral values, increase of corruption and indul-

gence in corrupt practices have become global evils of the contem-

porary society. Advances in education, science and technology with

unsurpassed modernization in living habits have not provided the

necessary mental make up to lead a happy life with contentment

and honesty. The social organizations like International Amnesty
have condemned time and again the victimization of the underpriv-

ileged and suppression of the weak, which were reported to have

been occurred not only in India, but also in many advanced coun-

tries. Therefore search for ways and means to stop erosion of values

has become an essential effort for the intellectuals, politicians, in-

dustrialists, and social organizations.

The Morality and Ethics in Public life, edited by Ravindra
Kumar on behalf of N.V. Gadgel National Society, contains 18

papers contributed by men of varied professions. All the scholars

have uniformly underlined one theme that in Indian circumstances,

morality could be restored by connecting the past with the present.
To mention DJL BaE remarks aptly in his paper 'Axiological Im-
peratives of our Society': *lb ensure justice and equality to all,

irrespective of caste, creed and sex, political system and economic

thinking would have to be based on essentials of morality and re-

ligion" (p. 1). But the wa^s and means to enforce in practice axe
not very definite, for the political situations as on today do not
permit any concrete action. However, the inquiry should continue
so that one day tie demand for change becomes absolute. Intro-
duction of discourses on morality and ethics in the school/college
curriculum, chimgiag the mentality of the people through different

media, etc. are seme general suggestions available for implementa-
tion. G.P. Pdtty, Asis Banet$ee, Chandra Muzaffax, D.S, Shastri,
M.R. Ka&imi, H.R Kanxm^ Srisurang Poolthupya, D,P. Jain, Bar-
nan Dm Johar, M.C, Blmtt, S. Padmanabhim, Intalhab Alamkhan,
Dinh Quang Kii% If. Smmmaxayma, Murti, David Emmanuel
Singh aad D. Smnkirami are the other scholars Who reacted against
the loss of values' k India in particular, and in the world in gen-
eral M.R. Kasmi has a case study on the role of print media
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on Indian values. David Emmanuel Singh, in his paper ^Society,

Morality and Christian Theism' has touched upon some contem-

porary socio-political events including M.F. Husain's portrayal of

Sarasvati in nude, an article in the Indian Express on Laloo Yadav
and style of functioning of commissions of inquires, etc.

How far the public life and the private life of each citizen can

be separated and viewed exclusively is another problem raised con-

temporarily out side our country. In India from time immemorial

the private and public behaviours of man cannot be different, and

the both become interdependent and inseparable from the point of

view of religion. Religion is an unfailing and indispensable tool to

protect and perpetuate moral values and save humanity from loss

of faith in social institutions and integrity.

This volume is a welcome contribution of the intellectuals on

contemporary social problems arising out of overplay of antisocial

elements. This attempt will go a long way in restoration of Indian

values and standards of morality in public life.

M. Srimajinarayaaa Mnrti
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